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Meeting: 2018 RTP Transportation Equity Work Group Meeting #10 
Date: Thursday, November 30, 2017 
Time: 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Place: Metro Regional Center, Room 501 
 

 
1:00 p.m. Welcome and Introductions 
 
1:10 p.m. Partner Updates 
 Who have you talked to about this work? What feedback have you heard? 
 
1:25 p.m. 2018 RTP Transportation Equity Analysis – Results and Findings 
 Provide an overview of the results from the transportation equity system evaluation. 

Discuss preliminary findings and recommendations.  
 
2:50 p.m. Break 
 
3:00 p.m. 2018 RTP Transportation Policy Framework – Proposed Revisions 
 Provide an overview of the 2018 RTP policy framework proposal based on work 

group discussions from June and September. Discuss the policy framework proposal 
for transportation equity. 

 
3:50 p.m. Next Steps 
 
4:00 p.m. Adjourn 
 
Meeting Packet Next Meeting 
• Agenda 

Thursday, January 11, 2018 
2018 RTP Transportation Equity 

Work Group Meeting # 11 
Final Work Group Meeting 

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.,  
Room 401  Metro Regional Center 

• Memorandum – 2018 RTP Transportation Equity Analysis – 
Results and Preliminary Findings 

• Appendix I – 2018 RTP Transportation Equity Evaluation – 
Evaluation Methods Background, Tools, and Assumptions 

• Attachment III – Maps of Historically Marginalized 
Communities 

• Memorandum – 2018 RTP – Proposed Policy Framework for 
Equity 

• Attachment 1 – Summary of 2014 RTP Policy Framework 
• Attachment 2 – 2014 RTP Goals and Objectives 
• Meeting Summary – Transportation Equity Work Group – 

September 19, 2017 
• Meeting Summary – Transportation Equity Work Group – 

June 28, 2017 
Forthcoming Attachments: 
• Attachment II – 2018 RTP Project List and Transportation 

Equity Evaluation Measure Crosswalk 
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• Transportation Equity Analysis – Maps for Accessibility and 
Safety Evaluation Measures 

• List of flagged 2018 RTP projects for monitoring for habitat 
impact 

 



 

Date: Thursday, November 30, 2017 
To: Transportation Equity Work Group and Interested Parties 
From: Grace Cho, Associate Transportation Planner 
Subject: 2018 RTP Transportation Equity Evaluation – Results and Preliminary Findings 

 
Introduction 
As part of the 2018 RTP, a Transportation Equity Assessment is conducted to look at how well the 
region’s planned long-range transportation investments will perform relative to equity goals and 
demonstrate compliance with regional responsibilities toward federal civil rights laws as they 
relate to transportation planning. The assessment takes a programmatic look at the region's long-
term investment strategy, to determine whether: 1) progress is being made towards desired equity 
outcomes expressed by historically marginalized communities; 2) to determine whether the 
financially constrained long-range transportation investment strategy, in totality, is 
disproportionately impacting historically marginalized communities and if mitigation measures are 
necessary; and 3) continue to learn from the assessment to propose technical refinements for 
future transportation equity evaluations.  
 
In a literature review across the nation, equity assessments at a program scale are few and far 
between. Nonetheless, advocacy and think-tank organizations have put forward best practices to 
guide and formulate the methods for conducting a transportation equity assessment. The 2018 RTP 
Transportation Equity Assessment does its best to incorporate and reflect the best practices in the 
field in measuring equity within the context of the transportation system. The following 
memorandum discusses the draft results and initial staff findings for the 2018 RTP investment 
strategy. Metro staff seeks gathering feedback on the draft results and initial staff findings to help 
shape the narrative to take forward to technical and policy committees in December 2017 and 
January 2018.  Additional background documentation on the 2018 RTP transportation equity 
system evaluation are attached to this memorandum as Attachments X – X. 
 
Context for the 2018 RTP Transportation Equity System Evaluation 
The 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation looks at how the 
region’s proposed long-term transportation investment strategies 
are likely to affect outcomes which historically marginalized 
communities identified as priority issues to address in the 
transportation system, which were accessibility, affordability, 
safety, and environment.1 For the evaluation of each 2018 RTP 
investment strategy, the entire package of investments was 
evaluated in combination to look at how these investments 
interacted to advance outcomes historically marginalized 
communities identified.2  
 
To provide context for viewing the results of the 2018 RTP 
transportation equity analysis, the following tables provide 

                                                 
1 As recommended as part of the September meeting of the Transportation Equity work group, the 
affordability analysis of the 2018 RTP investment strategies is being deferred to the 2023 RTP in order to 
build out the evaluation tool and in the interim, results from the Center for Neighborhood Technology will be 
reported out as part of the monitoring metrics.  
2 Individual projects were not evaluated as part of 2018 RTP transportation equity system evaluation. 

Transportation Equity 
Analysis Primer 

The analysis purpose is to 
see whether the RTP 
investment scenarios 
advance accessibility, 
safety, and environmental 
outcomes for historically 
marginalized communities 
at a greater rate than the 
overall region. 
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information about the 2018 RTP investment scenarios and the population and employment growth 
assumptions.  
 
Table 1. Contextual Population Information for the 2018 RTP Transportation Equity Assessment 

Geography 2015 
 

2027 
Projected 

2040 
Projected 

Region-wide (Metropolitan Planning Area)3 1,605,6724 1,904,815 2,178,848 
Households 636,467 776,202 896,451 
Employment 895,094 1,071,017 1,240,653 
Historically Marginalized Communities 1,058,220 1,319,254 1,510,591 
Focused Historically Marginalized Communities 630,388 746,662 852,112 
People of Color 697,457 789,225 869,587 
 
The 2018 RTP system evaluation assessed three investment strategies: 1) a RTP 10-year 
investment strategy; 2) a 2040 RTP financially constrained investment strategy; and 3) a 2040 RTP 
strategic investment strategy. Each investment strategy builds on the previous. For example, the 
2040 RTP financially constrained strategy includes the RTP 10-year investment strategy. The RTP 
10-year investment strategy and the 2040 RTP financially constrained represents those 
transportation priorities which are expected to be completed by 2027 and 2040 respectively under 
reasonable expected revenues. The 2040 RTP strategic represents those investments to address all 
the region’s transportation gaps and deficiencies whether or not reasonably expected revenue is 
available. A summary of the investment level and type of investment are shown in Table 2.  
 
In addition to the three investment strategies which were evaluated, two additional scenarios were 
developed for the purposes of comparisons. These include: 1) the 2015 base year scenario; and 2) a 
2040 no-build scenario. The 2015 base year scenario represents transportation projects completed 
and open for service as of 2015. The no-build scenario represents a future condition where no 
further investment is made into the region’s transportation system aside from those which are fully 
funded as of 2017. 
 
Table 2. Summary of 2018 RTP Investments in Each of the Scenarios Under Evaluation 
 10-Year Strategy 

(2018-2027) 
Financially Constrained 

RTP (2018-2040) 
Strategic RTP  
(2018-2040) 

Amount of 
Investment5 $6.2 billion $14.7 billion $21.3 billion 

Percentage of Total 
2018 RTP 
Investment* 

29.4% 69.2%/100% 100%/N/A 

Number of Projects 374 762 1057 

                                                 
3 Region-wide is defined as the metropolitan planning area (MPA) boundary. An interactive map gallery 
which includes the MPA can be found at: 
http://drcmetro.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=d83c2455ea10433bb2d6901dd1f4f5
64 
4 For consistency purposes, this represents the population estimates in the 2016 adopted landuse forecast. 
This number differs slightly from the decennial census population counts which as of 2010 the region was 
just over 1.5 million people. 
5 Reflects 2016 dollars.  
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 Level of Investment, Number of Projects, & Percentage by Investment 
Category 

 

 $ # % $ # % $ # % 
Active 
Transportation 

$642 M 133 10% $1.5 B 293 10% $2.5 B 393 12% 

Freight $132 M 20 2% $213 M 36 1% $462 M 48 2% 
Other  $5 M 1 <1% $15 M 3 <1% $53 M 5 <1% 
Roads and Bridges $1.2 B 149 20% $2.7 B 309 19% $4.6 B 432 22% 
Throughways $650 M 14 10% $4.6 B 24 31% $6.1 B 38 29% 
Transit $3.3 B 29 54% $5.2 B 46 36% $6.3 B 71 30% 
TSMO/TDM/TOD $179 M 28 3% $361 M 51 2% $754 M 70 4% 
*Reflects the total cost of the 2018 RTP as the federally required financially constrained RTP. 
 
Results of the 2018 RTP Transportation Equity System Evaluation 
Table 3. illustrates a summary of how the 2018 RTP transportation equity system evaluation 
performs across the outcomes identified for historically marginalized communities. 
 
Table 3. Summary of Transportation Equity System Evaluation Measures Results – At a Glance 

Primary RTP Goal Measure 10-Year 2040 FC 2040 
Strategic 

H F P H F P H F P 
Economy Access to Jobs TBD* 
Expand Transportation 
Choices Access to Community Places 

TBD* 

Expand Transportation 
Choices 

Access to Travel Options – 
Connectivity and 
Completeness 

TBD* 

Enhance Safety and 
Security Share of Safety Projects 

         

Enhance Safety and 
Security 

Exposure to Non-Freeway 
Vehicle Miles Traveled 

TBD *       

Promote Environmental 
Stewardship Habitat Impact 

         

Public Health Clean Air6    
Economy Affordability -- -- -- 
Green = Target achieved.  Yellow = performance moving in desired direction  Red = Performance moving 
in wrong direction from desired outcome 
*To be discussed with the work group before making an overall finding.  

                                                 
6 Due to the limitation of the emissions modeling tool, emissions and air pollution is unable to be reported at a 
geographic scale smaller than region wide. Therefore results reported are not specific to the locations of 
historically marginalized communities. As recommended at the September work group meeting, the technical 
improvements are recommended for the clean air measure to be implemented by the 2023 RTP. Results for 
clean air will be brought forward with broader 2018 RTP system evaluation results. 
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2018 RTP Transportation Equity System Evaluation Results – Discussion and Findings 
A key focus of the 2018 RTP transportation equity analysis is to look whether there are gains in 
advancing the accessibility, safety, and environmental outcomes and whether those gains are 
outpacing the region in historically marginalized communities. Data has shown there are disparities 
experienced by marginalized communities as it relates to the transportation system and gains alone 
or being on pace with the region may not be enough to make progress towards addressing the 
disparities gap. Therefore, in the discussion of the results of several of the 2018 RTP transportation 
equity system evaluation measures, findings are being framed around the investment strategy 
performance in historically marginalized communities relative to the region. The desire is to see the 
2018 RTP investment strategies advancing outcomes in these communities at a greater rate than as 
the region overall, even if the region and the historically marginalized communities are seeing 
positive results.  
 
Access to Community Places 

 
Preliminary Findings 

• The 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy tends to perform at a greater rate for 
historically marginalized and communities of color compared to the region in increasing the 
number of community places which can be reached by transit, biking, and walking. 

o But in the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy access to community places 
increases or decreases based on the type of community place trying to be reached 
(i.e. medical services or a grocery store or a library) and community. For example, 
focused historically marginalized communities see decreases in access to medical 
services by transit (off-peak), biking, and walking, but see an increase in access to 
food.  

• The 2018 RTP financially constrained and 2018 RTP strategic investment strategies tends 
keep the rate of access steady access to community places in biking, and walking. 

o The exception is in the 2018 RTP strategic investment strategy where historically 
marginalized communities see slight decrease in access relative to the region to food 
by a 20 minute walk.  

• The 2018 RTP financially constrained investment strategy increases access to community 
places at a greater rate for focused historically marginalized communities and communities 
of color compared to the region during the off-peak transit. 

o The increase ranges from 1% - 4% in access to community places within 30 minutes 
by transit during the off-peak and gets better in reaching medical facilities.  

• In the 2018 RTP strategic investment strategy, the areas with greater density of people of 
color, people in poverty, and language isolation (a.k.a. focused historically marginalized 

Evaluation Measure Summary  
To look at how many existing community places (e.g. schools, libraries, grocery stores, 
pharmacies, medical facilities, general stores, etc.) can be reached within a certain travel time 
window for transit (30 minutes), bicycling (15 minutes), and walking (20 minutes) region wide 
and in historically marginalized communities (in aggregate) and understand if the 2018 RTP 
investment strategies are further increasing access to community places for historically 
marginalized communities. 
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communities) and communities of color tend to see increased rate of access to community 
places by transit and increases tend to be different between the peak and off-peak period. 

o In particular access to community places overall (includes food, medical, civic, and 
general stores) increases by 3% - 7% by transit, depending on peak or off-peak 
period travel. 

• Historically marginalized communities tend to see decreased rate of access to community 
places relative to the region in the 2018 RTP financially constrained and strategic 
investment strategies.  

o But in general access to community places is increasing overall. 
• The mixed results observed in access to community places make it difficult to make a 

determination as to whether there is a disproportionate impact on historically marginalized 
communities. 

• The travel demand model may not be the strongest analytical tool for understanding 
accessibility for bicycling and walking for time-based travel sheds because investments may 
increase more active travel. 

 
Table 4. Access to Community Places 

All Community Places 
 RTP 10-Year (2018-2027) RTP Financial Constrained 

(2018-2040) 
RTP Strategic  
(2018-2040) 

 T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk 
Region 25% 43% 1% 2% 26% 27% 0% 1% 43% 51% 0% 1% 
HMC 29% 44% 5% 5% 25% 24% 0% 1% 41% 47% 0% 1% 
FHMC 26% 42% 0% 0% 29% 30% 0% 1% 46% 57% 0% 1% 
POC 31% 48% 2% 3% 28% 30% 0% 1% 46% 58% 0% 1% 

Access to Food 
 RTP 10-Year (2018-2027) RTP Financial Constrained 

(2018-2040) 
RTP Strategic  
(2018-2040) 

 T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk 
Region 26% 45% 0% 0% 26% 29% 0% 1% 44% 55% 0% 2% 
HMC 30% 47% 3% 4% 24% 27% 0% 1% 41% 52% 0% 1% 
FHMC 25% 49% 1% 2% 26% 30% 0% 1% 43% 56% 0% 2% 
POC 31% 44% -1% -1% 25% 30% 0% 1% 43% 58% 0% 2% 

Access to Medical Services 
 RTP 10-Year (2018-2027) RTP Financial Constrained 

(2018-2040) 
RTP Strategic  
(2018-2040) 

 T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk 
Region 25% 43% 2% 3% 26% 25% 0% 1% 44% 50% 0% 1% 
HMC 28% 44% 6% 6% 24% 22% 0% 1% 41% 45% -1% 1% 
FHMC 24% 38% 0% 1% 28% 28% 0% 1% 46% 57% 0% 1% 
POC 29% 49% 3% 4% 27% 29% 0% 1% 47% 57% 0% 1% 
T-P = Transit Peak Period; T-OP = Transit Off-Peak Period 
Green = Performance greater than the region 
 
Discussion 
2018 RTP 10-Year Investment Strategy (2018-2027) 
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In the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy, access to community places overall tends to perform 
well in increasing the number of community places historically marginalized communities and 
communities of color can reach by transit, bicycling, and walking during the peak and off-peak 
period compared to the overall region. While the region saw increased access to community places 
(combined) of 43% more places by transit, 1% more by bicycling, and 2% more by walking, 
historically marginalized communities and communities of color saw increases of 44% and 48% by 
transit, 5% and 2% by bicycle, and 5% and 3% by walking, respectively.  However, in focused 
historically marginalized communities, which represent those communities with a higher density of 
people of color, people in poverty, and language isolation, there is a slight decrease in the number of 
community places which can be reached by transit (42%), bicycling (0%) and walking (0%). The 
decrease in access to community places varies a bit by category. For example, access to the number 
of grocery stores and medical facilities which can be reached within a certain timeframe (30 
minutes for transit, 15 minutes for bicycling, and 20 minutes for walking) during peak and off-peak 
period across transit, bicycling, and walking decreased for those areas with a higher density of 
people of color, people in poverty, and language isolation, but access to places like pharmacies, 
hardware stores, schools, libraries, banks or general stores like Fred Meyer increased specifically 
by transit regardless of peak or off-peak period.  
 
2018 RTP Financially Constrained Investment Strategy (2018-2040) 
In the 2018 RTP financially constrained strategy, areas with a greater density of people of color, 
people in poverty, and language isolation and communities of color tend to see greater access to 
community places by transit in the peak and off-peak period, with the exception of accessing 
grocery stores during the peak period. Additionally, some under performance in transit access to 
community places is observed in historically marginalized communities in aggregate in both the 
peak and off-peak periods. During the peak period, performance in accessing grocery stores by 
transit is less than the overall growth of the region in areas where there is a greater rate of 
historically marginalized communities, focused historically marginalized communities, and 
communities of color.  
 
In terms of the access to community places by walking with the 2018 RTP financially constrained 
plan, what is observed is that access by walking for historically marginalized communities, 
communities of color, and places where there is a greater density of these communities and 
language isolated communities tend to see the same rate of access to these places like libraries, 
pharmacies, schools, medical services and grocery stores. Access to community places by bicycling 
with the 2018 RTP financially constrained strategy also see the same rate of access for historically 
marginalized communities, focused historically marginalized communities, and communities of 
color relative to the region.  
 
2018 RTP Strategic Investment Strategy (2018-2040) 
In the 2018 RTP strategic investment strategy, access to community places grows quite significantly 
for transit. Within a 30 minute transit trip, the region has gone from seeing 26% (peak) or 27% 
(off-peak) of the community places reached to 43% (peak) and 51% (off-peak) with the strategic 
investments. While the 2018 RTP strategic investment strategy significantly increases access by 
transit, mainly those areas with a greater density of people of color, people in poverty, and language 
isolation and communities of color tend to see a greater rate of access to community places by 
transit in the peak and off-peak period than the region. Some of the accessibility by transit does 
underperform relative to the region specifically during the transit peak period when trying to get to 
grocery stores for focused historically marginalized communities and communities of color. What is 
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also interesting that in general, historically marginalized communities see not as much access to 
community places compared to the region regardless when looking across different community 
place subsets (i.e. specifically looking at access to grocery stores or medical services) or all 
community places. Lastly, similarly to the 2018 RTP financially constrained investment strategy, 
access by bicycling tends to is unchanged from the region with the exception of slightly less access 
in historically marginalized communities compared to the region to medical facilities. A similar 
pattern is observed with access to community places by walking where access remains unchanged 
from the region with the exception of access to food in historically marginalized communities.  
 
Key Thoughts and Observations 
A key assumption to highlight in the access to community places system evaluation is that the land 
use forecast does not spatially allocate for community places (e.g. libraries, grocery stores, medical 
facilities, etc) to a small enough geography to measure increased access as a result new capital 
improvements to the regional transportation system. Therefore, unlike with the compendium 
evaluation measure – access to middle and low-wage jobs – the investments are not being realized 
against the likely growth in the number of these community places emerging because of population 
and household growth. Essentially, the access to community places was measured based on the 
existing locations of community places. The benefit in conducting the evaluation using existing 
community places helped to isolate the performance of the investment strategy in terms of access, 
but it is also not a full picture of the access because the future investment strategy were unable to 
recognize the likelihood of growth of these community places as a result of population growth and 
demand, especially in existing less developed areas expected to grow. There is an underlying 
assumption that access will be further realized with the anticipation of new community places 
opening for service.  
 
Another element to consider is access to community places is how to interpret the results for 
walking and bicycling. Because the accessibility measure is time-based, improvements to the active 
transportation system which encourages further or longer travel to get to a separated or protected 
facility makes it appear there is under performance of the investment program because more time 
is spent in active travel. Recognizing this unique challenge of the travel demand model, increases or 
decreases in access to community places or jobs can be viewed in a positive manner and that the 
investment program is making some impact. 
 
Overall, the three 2018 RTP investment strategies do provide an increase in access to community 
places in an absolute sense, but again the purposes of the transportation equity analysis is to look at 
the performance in historically marginalized communities, focused historically marginalized 
communities, and communities of color relative to the region to assess a sense of “fairness” for 
historically marginalized communities.  
  
In general, each of the 2018 RTP investment strategies see some underperformance in access to 
community places relative to the region in different profile types of historically marginalized 
communities (i.e. in areas where there is a greater density or higher than the regional rate of 
communities of color). There could be some very reasonable rational to the underperformance 
relative to the region. For example, in the decrease in transit access to community places in 2040 is 
likely attributed to traffic congestion, especially during the peak period where it is harder to get to 
as many places in a 30 minute travel window. But what is interesting in the 2018 RTP financially 
constrained scenario is that for transit, focused historically marginalized communities and 
communities of color saw a greater rate of access to medical services or civic places, like schools, 
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libraries, etc. Some of the rationale may relate to the population density of the focused marginalized 
communities, but nonetheless, the projected population and employment growth in the region by 
2040 means there will be more trips taken and congestion will be a challenge to the entire 
transportation system. 
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Access to Jobs 

 
Preliminary Findings 

• All three of the 2018 RTP investment strategies show variable results in access to middle 
and low-wage jobs by transit, bicycling, and walking for historically marginalized 
communities, focused historically marginalized communities, and communities of color.  

o In general job access increases overall because of the region’s land use strategy and 
local land use plans assumes an increase in population and employment growth by 
2040. However, the rate of increased job access varies among the RTP investment 
strategies where in certain circumstances (e.g. historically marginalized 
communities access to middle-wage jobs by transit during the peak travel period) 
underperform relative to the region rate of access. 

• The 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy sees the greatest variability of increases and 
decreases in access relative to the region to low and middle-wage jobs by transit, bicycling, 
and walking. 

o Historically marginalized communities tend to see consistently a greater rate of 
access to low and middle-wage jobs relative to the region, where areas with greater 
density of people of color, people in poverty, and language isolation (a.k.a. focused 
historically marginalized communities) see underperformance relative to the region 
in accessing low and middle-wage jobs by transit, bicycling, and walking within a 
given travel time. 

• The 2018 RTP financially constrained and 2018 RTP strategic investment strategies tends 
keep the rate of access to low and middle-wage jobs for all marginalized communities by 
biking, and walking steady. 

o The exception is in the 2018 RTP strategic investment strategy where focused 
historically marginalized communities see slight increase relative to the region in 
access to low-wage jobs by a 20 minute walk.  

• Access to low and middle-wage jobs by transit in the 2018 RTP financially constrained and 
2018 RTP strategic investment strategies in historically marginalized communities, focused 
historically marginalized communities, and communities of color varies in terms of 
increasing at a greater rate relative to the region or the rate of access decreasing relative to 
the region. 

o Focused historically marginalized communities tend to see more consistent 
increases in access to low and middle-wage jobs by transit relative to the region in 
the long-term investment strategies. 

• The travel demand model may not be the strongest analytical tool for understanding 
accessibility for bicycling and walking for time-based travel sheds because investments may 
increase more active travel. 

 

Evaluation Measure Summary  
To look at how many jobs, particularly low and middle-wage jobs can be reached within a 
certain travel time window for transit (45 minutes), bicycling (30 minutes), and walking (20 
minutes) region wide and in historically marginalized communities (in aggregate) and 
understand if the 2018 RTP investment strategies are further increasing access to jobs for 
historically marginalized communities. 
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Table 5. Access to Low, Middle Wage and All Jobs 
All Jobs 

 RTP 10-Year  
(2018-2027)* 

RTP Financial Constrained 
(2018-2040) 

RTP Strategic  
(2018-2040) 

 T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk 
Region 57% 78% 22% 23% 28% 31% 0% 1% 47% 57% 0% 2% 
HMC 61% 79% 24% 26% 27% 28% 0% 1% 45% 54% -1% 1% 
FHMC 58% 77% 24% 24% 29% 32% 0% 1% 47% 61% -1% 1% 
POC 64% 83% 21% 21% 27% 31% -1% 1% 46% 61% -1% 2% 

Middle-Wage Jobs 
 RTP 10-Year  

(2018-2027)* 
RTP Financial Constrained 

(2018-2040) 
RTP Strategic  
(2018-2040) 

 T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk 
Region 58% 80% 24% 24% 28% 31% 0% 1% 47% 57% 0% 2% 
HMC 62% 80% 26% 27% 27% 28% 0% 1% 45% 54% 0% 1% 
FHMC 58% 78% 22% 21% 29% 32% 0% 1% 47% 62% -1% 2% 
POC 64% 83% 25% 25% 28% 31% -1% 1% 46% 61% -1% 1% 

Low-Wage Jobs 
 RTP 10-Year  

(2018-2027)* 
RTP Financial Constrained 

(2018-2040) 
RTP Strategic  
(2018-2040) 

 T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk T-P T-OP Bike Walk 
Region 55% 75% 20% 21% 28% 31% 0% 1% 47% 57% 0% 1% 
HMC 59% 76% 22% 24% 26% 28% 0% 1% 44% 54% -1% 1% 
FHMC 56% 74% 19% 19% 28% 32% 0% 1% 46% 61% -1% 2% 
POC 62% 80% 22% 23% 27% 31% -1% 1% 46% 61% -1% 1% 
T-P = Transit Peak Period; -OP = Transit Off-Peak Period  
* 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy has not been controlled for land use changes, whereas the RTP 
investment strategies looking at 2040 have controlled for land use changes. 
Green = Performance greater than the region 
 
Discussion 
2018 RTP 10-Year Investment Strategy (2018-2027) 
In the 2018 RTP 10-year strategy, transit access to jobs in the peak period performs better than the 
overall region across all wage profiles (e.g. low, medium, high wage) in terms of the number and 
percentage jobs within a 45 minute travel window for historically marginalized communities, as 
well as communities of color. Focused historically marginalized communities, which are those 
communities with a greater density of people of color, people in poverty, and language isolation see 
slightly less access to middle-wage jobs relative to the region. The result is nearly identical for the 
off-peak period as well with the exception for focused historically marginalized communities and in 
one case where access to middle-wage jobs underperforms relative to the region in historically 
marginalized communities.  
 
For walking access to jobs within a 20 minute travel window, the performance of the 2018 RTP 10-
year investment strategy generally saw a greater rate of low and middle wage job access than the 
overall region by walking in historically marginalized communities and in one case in communities 
of color to access low-wage jobs. Bicycle access middle-wage jobs is at a greater rate than the region 
in historically marginalized communities. Otherwise, bicycling  and walking access to middle and 
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low-wage jobs tend to underperform relative to the region in areas where there is a greater density 
of people of color, people in poverty, and language isolation.. 
 
2018 RTP Financially Constrained Investment Strategy (2018-2040) 
When observing the impact of the 2018 RTP financially constrained package of investments, access 
to middle and low-wage jobs by transit tends to underperform relative to the region for historically 
marginalized communities and communities of color during the peak and off-peak period. Access to 
middle and low-wage jobs tends to outpace the region when in those areas with the higher density 
historically marginalized communities in the off-peak period.  
 
For bicycling, access to middle and low wage jobs tend to stay steady with the overall region for 
historically marginalized communities and in areas where there is a greater density of historically 
marginalized communities. Slight underperformance is observed with bicycle access to middle and 
low-wage jobs for communities of color. Access to middle and low wage jobs by walking all perform 
at the same rate as the overall region in all historically marginalized communities, focused 
historically marginalized communities and in communities of color.  
 
2018 RTP Strategic Investment Strategy (2018-2040) 
With the 2018 RTP strategic investment strategy, focused historically marginalized communities 
and communities of color see a greater rate of access by transit to middle and low-wage jobs 
relative to the region. The result is limited to the off-peak travel period. When looking across all 
jobs, focused historically marginalized communities and communities of color see a greater rate of 
job access compared to the overall region during the peak and off-peak period. Access to low and 
middle-wage jobs tend to stay at pace with the overall region or decreases for historically 
marginalized communities, focused historically marginalized communities, and communities of 
color when it comes to bicycling and walking. Only in one instance in focused historically 
marginalized communities, access to low-wage jobs outpaces the region.   
 
Key Observations and Thoughts 
The simple rationale for the underperformance in transit access to low and middle wages jobs is 
likely due to the future projected congestion. With an estimated 573,000 people, 260,000 
households, and 345,000 jobs in the region by 2040, there are more travelers sharing the same 
roads and buses are still stuck with passenger vehicles and trucks. As a result, less jobs are reached 
within that 45 minute travel time window by transit for the historically marginalized communities. 
The pattern only further gets exacerbated during the off-peak period where the frequency becomes 
reduced and combination of the traffic congestion being observed in the off rush hours impact the 
number of middle and low wage jobs historically marginalized communities can reach within the 
45 minute transit travel window. What the 2018 RTP investment strategies show that building out 
of congestion is not possible and more transit investment combined with intensive street 
treatments are needed to move buses. 
 
Additionally, there are some potential different reasons for slight underperformance of transit in 
accessing low and middle-wage jobs in focused historically marginalized communities. Namely 
focused historically marginalized communities include a lot of undeveloped areas around the 
western edge of the region, the far northern side (aka the Columbia corridor) and the eastern side 
of the region. During the off-peak, these less developed areas generally may not see as much transit 
service because development has not been fully realized in these areas by 2027 and less mixed 
activity (i.e. day and night land uses etc.). Additionally, some of the transit solutions slated for these 
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areas, like the Columbia corridor and in western Hillsboro, are community connecter solutions, 
which are not currently represented in the travel demand model. Nonetheless, the result is to be 
mindful of in the 2018 RTP investment strategies because of a number of communities being 
pushed farther away from the core of the region.  
 
Generally gains or underperformance in low and middle wage jobs by bicycling or walking fell 
within a range of 1 to 2%, which demonstrate the results for bicycling or walking may be somewhat 
inconclusive as to whether there access to jobs were increased or decreased for these communities. 
This is partially due to the travel demand and behavioral model because of capital improvements 
made to the regional transportation system may increasing travel time for walking and bicycling. 
For example, when a new facility is added (e.g. a new protected bicycle lane or sidewalk) the 
attractiveness of the new facility will divert a number of trips. Specifically for bicycling, the new 
facilities which make it more comfortable to ride, because of protection or lower automobile vehicle 
volumes, generates travel behaviors where a person may travel a little bit farther or slightly out-of-
direction and therefore travel longer. Since the access to jobs system evaluation measure looked at 
the number of jobs accessible within a certain time window (i.e. 30 minutes by bicycle), the results 
for this system measures for biking and walking does not fully capture or illustrate the positive 
gains or impacts in middle and/or low-wage accessibility unless there is a significant swing in the 
numbers. 
 
Lastly, the current results do not reflect the new low-income fare structure as a result of the state 
legislature passing a major new revenue package for transportation. The new funding to support 
transit operations and the commitment by the region’s largest transit agency to implement a low-
income fare program will likely result in some gains in transit access to jobs for marginalized 
communities and communities of color because the reduced fare may induce different travel 
behavior for certain trips. 
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Access to Travel Options – System Connectivity and Completeness 

 
Findings 

• In general, the three 2018 RTP investments are increasing or keeping pace in completing 
the regional active transportation network in historically marginalized communities, areas 
where there is a greater density of people of color, people in poverty, language isolation, 
and in communities of color compared to the overall region.  

o There is only two instances in the 2018 RTP strategic investment strategy where 
sidewalks are not increasing at a lesser rate in historically marginalized 
communities and communities of color than the region overall. 

• In instances where the 2018 RTP investment strategies are outpacing the region, such as 
sidewalks in communities of color in the 2018 RTP financially constrained strategy, the 
increment of outpacing is usually within 1% – 2%. 

• Nonetheless, all three 2018 RTP investment strategies are making progress in completing 
the active transportation network region wide. 

• All three 2018 RTP investment strategies are also making progress in furthering 
connectivity of the bicycle network. 

• While investment is increasing overall, the rate of active transportation investment in the 
2018 RTP is slightly higher in the outer years of the plan compared to the 10-year 
investment strategy. 

 
Discussion 
 
System Completeness 
In general, all three 2018 RTP investment strategies increase the miles of sidewalks, trails, and on 
and off-street bikeways. The additional miles of system completeness for active transportation 
ranges from 1% - 2% for trails and off-street bikeways to 12% - 17% for sidewalks. These increases 
demonstrate the 2018 RTP investment strategies are making capital investments into the active 
transportation network, which is the least complete of the different modal networks (e.g. roads, 
transit, etc.) Some of the larger increases of additional active transportation network miles are 
observed in areas where there is a greater density of people of color, people in poverty, and 
language isolation. The result of the increased miles of sidewalks, bikeways, and trails 
demonstrates progress in completing the active transportation network in areas with historically 
marginalized communities. 
 
There are two instances where the 2018 RTP investment strategy does not perform at the same 
rate as the region in historically marginalized communities. In the 2018 RTP strategic investment 

Evaluation Measure Summary  
To look at how more miles (and ultimately the amount of gaps) and connectivity of the region’s 
active transportation infrastructure (sidewalks, bicycle routes) is getting completed region 
wide, around transit, and in historically marginalized communities (in aggregate), and 
understand if the 2018 RTP investment strategies are further increasing the completeness and 
connectivity of the regional active transportation network for historically marginalized 
communities. Additionally further look at the timing of the active transportation investments in 
the 2018 RTP investment strategies. 
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strategy, the region’s increase in sidewalk miles is 15% greater than the base year. In historically 
marginalized communities and communities of color, the sidewalk miles increase is 14%. 
 
Table 6. 2018 RTP Investment Strategies – Additional Miles and Completeness of the Active 
Transportation Network 

  
  
  
  

Base Year 
(2015) 

2018 RTP 10-Year 
(2018-2027) 

2018 RTP Financially 
Constrained 2018 RTP Strategic 

Mi. 

% 
com
plete Mi. 

% 
com
plet

e 

% 
Chan
ge Mi. 

% 
com
plet

e 

% 
Chan
ge Mi. 

% 
comple

te 

% 
Chan
ge 

Side 
walks 

Region 478 60% 532 67% 7% 570 72% 12% 598 75% 15% 
HMC 360 64% 400 71% 7%  426 76% 12% 440 78% 14% 
FHMC 209 66% 238 75% 9% 253 80% 14% 261 83% 17% 
POC 242 66% 274 75% 9% 292 80% 14% 295 81% 14% 

                          

On-
street 
bike 

Region 545 55% 598 60% 5% 628 63% 8% 664 67% 12% 
HMC 398 58% 434 63% 5% 453 66% 8% 472 68% 11% 
FHMC 225 61% 250 68% 7% 259 70% 9% 268 73% 12% 
POC 253 62% 278 68% 6% 290 71% 9% 300 73% 12% 

                          

Trails 

MPA 183 36% 189 38% 1% 196 39% 3% 197 39% 3% 
HMC 126 38% 131 39% 1% 136 41% 3% 136 41% 3% 
FHMC 67 39% 71 41% 2% 74 43% 4% 74 43% 4% 
POC 84 43% 88 45% 2% 92 47% 4% 92 47% 4% 

 
Connectivity 
Additionally, all three 2018 RTP investment strategies are increasing the connectivity of the 
regional bicycling network.7 In looking at the intersection density of the region’s planned bikeways, 
a greater rate of 3-way ore more intersections completeness with bicycling facilities are observed 
in historically marginalized communities, areas with a higher density of people of color, people in 
poverty, and language isolation, and communities of color. The greater rate indicates increased 
connectivity of the bikeway system. 
 
Table 7. 2018 RTP Investment Strategies – Additional 3-Way or More Bicycle Intersections 
Percentage of 3-Way Intersection Completeness  

  
Base Year 
(2015) 

2018 RTP 
10-Year 
(2018-2027)   

2018 RTP 
Financially 
Constrained   

2018 RTP 
Strategic   

                                                 
77 Due to a lack of information about the regional roadway network, the intersection density assessment 
looking at the roadway network and ultimately of the sidewalk network was unable to be completed. 
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Region 69% 76% 7% 81% 12% 87% 18% 
HMC 72% 79% 8% 84% 12% 90% 18% 
FHMC 78% 89% 10% 94% 16% 99% 21% 
POC 73% 83% 10% 88% 15% 94% 21% 
 
Access to Transit 
The results of the Access to Transit measure are still underway. The results will be brought forward 
to the Transportation Equity work group meeting on November 30th or at the RTP work groups, 
TPAC and MTAC workshop on December 4th. 
 
Timing of Active Transportation Investments 
Finally, an issue identified by work group members is the necessity to look at the timing of the 
active transportation investments to ensure a balance or even a greater level of investment in 
active transportation, particularly in historically marginalized communities, throughout the 2018 
RTP. Recognizing the 2018 RTP represents the investment strategy for the regional transportation 
system for the next 20 years, the issue identified by the work group is the ensure active 
transportation investments are not getting slated for the outer years of the plan. In looking at the 
investment summary of the three 2018 RTP investment strategies, there is a slight increase in the 
annual amount of investment of the 2018 RTP financially constrained investment strategy 
(approximately $68.2 million per year) compared to the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy 
(approximately $64.2 million per year). While the increased amount of investment in the 2018 RTP 
financially constrained investment strategy is a positive sign, the result indicates slightly more 
active transportation investment is slated for the outer years of the plan. In addition, when looking 
at the 2018 RPT strategic investment strategy, the amount of active transportation investment 
increases by nearly $1 billion, which is also an indicator of active transportation investment being 
more conservative in the 2018 RTP 10-year and financially constrained investment strategies.  
 
Table 8. Summary of 2018 RTP Active Transportation Investment*  
 10-Year Strategy 

(2018-2027) 
Financially Constrained 

RTP (2018-2040) 
Strategic RTP  
(2018-2040) 

 $ # % $ # % $ # % 
RTP Investment 
Strategy $6.2 B 374 29% $14.7 B 762 69% $21.3 B 1057 100% 

Active 
Transportation $642 M 133 10% $1.5 B 293 10% $2.5 B 393 12% 

Average Annual 
Active 
Transportation 
Investment  

$64.2M $68.2 M $113.6 M 

Expected Rate** -- $1.48 B -- 
*Includes all identified active transportation investments in the 2018 RTP. 
**If the 2018 RTP 10-Year investment strategy annual rate of active transportation investment is carried 
forward. 
 
Key Thoughts and Observations 
In conducting the analysis of system completion and connectivity based on the investments 
identified for the 2018 RTP, there were two key issues which emerged which may have a significant 
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implication to the results. One key issue is that a number of active transportation investments 
identified in the 2018 RTP either: 1) provided geospatial data which was not in alignment with the 
regional active transportation network; or 2) the active transportation investment is not on the 
regional active transportation network. As a result, these investments were not evaluated in the 
analysis, leaving nearly 414 miles not analyzed. For the number of active transportation 
investments which provided geospatial data slightly out of alignment, the alignment issue is a 
technical error which will look to get resolved during the refinement period. In likelihood, the out-
of-alignment active transportation investments will increase the overall system connectivity and 
completeness of the system which may also address the decrease in 1% less sidewalk mileage in 
historically marginalized communities and communities of color in the 2018 RTP strategic 
investment strategy. Nonetheless, the result is worthy of monitoring because of the existing 
disparities in active transportation infrastructure in historically marginalized communities. 
 
The second key issue to emerge from the system completeness and connectivity evaluation is 
addressing the completeness and connectivity of the roadway network. The analysis of the regional 
roadway network was unable to be completed, and therefore not discussed in the results. The 
significant issue encountered with the roadway system completeness and connectivity was defining 
the planned regional roadway network to get a better understanding of the gaps, deficiencies, and 
the existing level of completeness for the roadway network. Otherwise the roadway completeness 
and connectivity is viewed as additions to an already complete system. The impact of not having the 
planned regional roadway network is being able to speak to the sidewalk and ultimately pedestrian 
system connectivity in the connectivity analysis. As a result, the connectivity analysis only is able to 
speak to the intersection density of the bicycle network. 
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Share of Transportation Safety Projects and Per Capita Spending in Transportation Safety 

 
Finding 

• All three 2018 RTP investment strategies illustrate the share of safety projects and 
investments levels are at a greater rate in historically marginalized communities compared 
to the region.  

• The majority of safety investments proposed are located in all permeations of historically 
marginalized communities and on high injury corridors located in historically marginalized 
communities. 

• The 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy has the largest proportion of projects and 
investment level in safety compared to the financially constrained and strategic investment 
strategies. 

• Nonetheless, for the region to achieve its Vision Zero goal, then greater investment in safety 
may be necessary as the level of safety investment proposed across all three 2018 RTP 
investment strategies makes up a range of 3% – 8%.  

• There are a number of transportation investments (327) within the 2018 RTP investment 
strategy which identified reducing fatalities or serious injuries or reducing crashes as a 
secondary purpose of the project. Recognizing transportation projects aim to achieve 
multiple objectives, there may be a greater level of safety investment in the 2018 RTP 
investment strategies than represented in the analysis.  

o Metro staff will work with the individual sponsoring jurisdictions which identified 
safety as a secondary purpose during the refinement period to resolve the number 
of safety projects and the investment level prior to the release of the 2018 RTP 
public comment draft in June 2018.   

• As a result, there is not a disproportionate impact in the level of safety investments in 
historically marginalized communities, focused historically marginalized communities, and 
communities of color.  

 
Discussion 
Table 9. 2018 RTP – Summary of Identified Transportation Safety Projects 

 Total 
Projects 

Estimated 
2018 RTP 

cost 

Safety 
projects 

Estimated 
2018 RTP 

safety cost 

% 
Projects 

% 
Investment 

2018 RTP – 10 Year 
Investment Strategy 374 $6.3 B 30 $484 M* 8% 8% 

2018 RTP Financially 
Constrained 762 $14.7 B 45 $598 M* 6% 4% 

Evaluation Measure Summary  
To look at the number of projects and the per capita investment level focused on reducing fatal 
and serious injury crashes region wide and in historically marginalized communities (in 
aggregate), and understand if the 2018 RTP investment strategies are further increasing safety 
outcomes for historically marginalized communities. 
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2018 RTP Strategic8 1057 $21.2 B 53 $664 M* 5% 3% 
*Includes the Rose Quarter project at $325 million. 
 
Within the entire 2018 RTP, a total of 53 of the 1057 transportation projects submitted 
(approximately 5% in total) have been identified as safety projects.9 While only 5% of 
transportation projects are identified as safety projects, approximately 3% of the overall 2018 RTP 
investment strategy comprises of safety investment.10 The portion of the RTP investment strategy 
focused on transportation safety is stark result knowing that the entire RTP represents all the 
transportation investments needed to address the needs and deficiencies due to population and 
employment growth in a financially unconstrained environment. When looking closer at the 
financially constrained 2018 RTP, which represents the amount of funding to be reasonably 
expected to be available, the overall proportion does improve relative to the entire 2018 RTP 
investment strategy. In the 2018 RTP financially constrained strategy, 6% of projects representing 
4% of the financially constrained investment strategy is towards safety.  
 
Nonetheless, what monitoring data has shown is a trending increase in crashes, particularly those 
which resulted in serious injuries or fatalities in the Portland metropolitan region. Knowing that 
transportation safety needs to be addressed in the nearer term, looking more in depth at what is 
planned for the first 10-years of the RTP helps illustrate what is expected to come next. The 2018 
RTP 10-year investment strategy (2018-2027) shows brighter promise when it comes to safety 
investment. Nearly 8% of the projects and the investment level in the 10-year investment strategy 
focus on safety. The 30 safety projects slated for completion in between 2018-2027 represents over 
half (56%) of all the safety projects identified in the entire 2018 RTP. 
 
Transportation safety was a key identified concern by historically marginalized communities and a 
clearly stated desired outcome historically marginalized communities wish to see from the region’s 
transportation system are facilities which reduce crashes that result in fatal and serious injuries. In 
looking at the 53 safety projects identified in the 2018 RTP, a breakdown of these projects are 
viewed from where these projects are located relative to historically marginalized communities and 
the per capita investment in safety. 
 
Table 10. Transportation Safety Investment Levels in Historically Marginalized Communities, Focused 
Communities, and Communities of Color and Per Capita Expenditure by Investment Scenario  

10-Year Investment Strategy (2018-2027) 

 Total 
projects 

% of project 
total 

safety 
cost 

% of 
investment 

total 
Cost per person 

Total 2018 RTP Safety Projects 
(10-year strategy only) 

30 (of 
374) 8% $484 M 8% $254 

                                                 
8 See footnote 10. 
9 In guidance provided to RTP project submissions, safety projects are those which meet the region’s 
definition of a safety project. The region defines a safety project as: a project with the primary purpose of 
addressing a documented safety problem at a documented high injury or high risk location with one or more 
proven safety countermeasure(s). 
10 Note, the total number of 2018 RTP projects are from the RTP call-for-projects which was held from June 1 
– July 21, 2017. The total number of projects are subject to change during the refinement period and prior to 
the release of the 2018 RTP public comment draft in June 2018.  
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Within HMC (transportation 
safety only) 29 97% (of 8%) $475 M 7.6%/(95% 

of 8%) $360 

Within FHMC (transportation 
safety only) 24 80% (of 8%) $479 M 7.7%/(96% 

of 8%) $642 

Within Communities of Color  
(transportation safety only) 24 80% (of 8%) $468 M 7.5%/(94% 

of 8%) $593 

Financially Constrained RTP (2018-2040) 

 Total 
projects 

% of project 
total 

safety 
cost 

% of 
investment 

total 
Cost per person 

Total 2018 RTP Safety Projects 
(2018-2040 constrained) 

45 (of 
762) 6% $598 M 4% $274 

Within HMC (transportation 
safety only) 43 96% (of 6%) $552 M 3.7%/(93% 

of 4%) $366 

Within FHMC (transportation 
safety only) 34 76% (of 6%) $517 M 3.5%/(88% 

of 4%) $607 

Within Communities of Color  
(transportation safety only) 37 82% (of 6%) $525 M 3.6%/(90% 

of 4%) $612 

Financially Constrained RTP (2018-2040) 

 Total 
projects 

% of project 
total 

safety 
cost 

% of 
investment 

total 
Cost per person 

Total 2018 RTP Safety Projects 53 (of 
1057) 8% $664 M 3% $304 

Within HMC (transportation 
safety only) 47 87% (of 8%) $617 M 2.9%/(97% 

of 3%) $409 

Within FHMC (transportation 
safety only) 37 70% (of 8%) $526 M 2.5%/(83% 

of 3%) $617 

Within Communities of Color  
(transportation safety only 40 75% (of 8%) $545 M 2.6%/(87% 

of 3%) $627 

 
A more focused look shows that the majority of safety investments are being made in areas where 
there is a greater presence of people of color, people in poverty, people uncomfortable speaking 
English, older adults, and young people. Represented in the 10-year investment strategy, the 
financially constrained long-range investment strategy, and the additional long-range strategic 
investments are 70% – 90% of safety projects and 83% - 97% are being made in historically 
marginalized communities, focused historically marginalized communities, and communities of 
color.11 Additionally the per capita rate of spending in these communities is outpacing the region 

                                                 
11 At the time of the 2018-2021 MTIP data request, some transportation safety projects were unable to 
provide exact locations of where the investments would be made. These investments provided programmatic 
areas (e.g. City of Gresham or City of Portland), but due to the lack of defined spatial information, they were 
therefore excluded from the geographic assessment looking at transportation safety investments in 
historically marginalized and focused historically marginalized communities. The number of projects affected 
in this way includes 16 projects representing approximately $32 million of investments. These 16 projects 
were included as part of the region-wide per capita spending on transportation safety investments.    
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wide per capita rate significantly. The safety projects are also addressing safety issues on the high 
injury corridors in historically marginalized communities. (See table X)  This positive trend shows 
that while safety projects and investments make up a small part of the long-range transportation 
investment strategy, the safety investments proposed are slated to address and reduce crashes 
occurring in these communities. These results appear to indicate a level of transportation safety 
investment is being targeted in historically marginalized communities at a per capita level greater 
than the region. The results show transportation safety investments levels moving in the direction 
desired by historically marginalized communities and the assumed outcome would be of these 
investments would be safer streets for all users.  
 
Table 11. Transportation Safety Projects Located on the High Injury Corridors and within Historically 
Marginalized Communities, Focused Historically Marginalized Communities, and Communities of 
Color 
 

Investment Strategy HMC FHMC Communities of Color 

2018-2027 24 of 30/80% 21 of 30/70% 21 of 30/70% 

2028-2040 (FC) 31 of 45/69% 28 of 45/62% 28 of 45/62% 

2028-2040 (S) 33 of 53/62% 30 of 53/57% 30 of 53/57% 

  
Key Thoughts and Observations 
There are some different reasons for the overall number and investment level of safety projects in 
the 2018 RTP is a small proportion of the investment strategy, regardless whether it is the 10-year 
strategy, the 2018 RTP financially constrained, or the 2040 RTP strategic investment strategy. In 
general, transportation safety-oriented capital improvements, such as countermeasures, are not as 
costly as other transportation investments, such as building an additional lane of a freeway, 
rehabilitating a bridge, or adding a new rail line to the transit system. Additionally, in a review of 
the projects proposed for the 2018 RTP investment program, local jurisdictions provided an 
inconsistent response asking whether a project is a “safety project,” but then selecting and 
identifying a non-safety-related primary purpose. There was also a number of projects in the 2018 
RTP investment strategy which identified reducing crashes as a secondary purpose. Recognizing 
the region’s definition of a safety project is driven by what the sponsoring jurisdiction views as the 
primary purpose of the project, these were not included in the analysis. However, in initial review, 
Metro staff suspects there are more safety projects than what has been represented in the 
assessment. As a result, Metro staff plans to work through the refinement period to work with the 
individual sponsoring jurisdictions to resolve these “miss-matched” responses projects and further 
look at projects which identified safety as a secondary purpose. A rerun of the evaluation for the 
investment strategy will be conducted prior to the release of the 2018 RTP public comment draft in 
June 2018.   
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Exposure to Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) and Crash Risk 

Findings 
• In the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy, VMT is increasing in focused historically 

marginalized communities and communities of color faster than the region overall. 
However, the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy has not been controlled for population 
growth and employment. 

• The 2018 RTP financially constrained and 2040 strategic investment strategies see a 
decrease in VMT in historically marginalized communities, focused historically 
marginalized communities and communities of color.  

o In general, the overall VMT is expected to increase due to the growth of population 
and employment, therefore decreases in VMT observed are based on the 
performance of the constrained and full investment strategy having an impact to 
travel behavior and ultimately the exposed VMT.  

• But because VMT is correlated with and one of many factors contributing to crashes on the 
transportation system, the increase in overall projected and rate of VMT growth means the 
region must be diligent in implementing countermeasures and the other principles of 
transportation safety (the six E’s – engineering, education, encouragement, enforcement, 
equity, and evaluation), to reduce the overall exposure and risk of crashes.  

• Some form of mitigation may be necessary to address the greater increase in VMT growth in 
historically marginalized communities, particularly in the first 10-years.   

 
Discussion 
The region has a goal to reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per capita as a means to address 
multiple desired outcomes and goals for the transportation system. However, similarly to traffic 
congestion, VMT is an indicator of numerous other factors such as economic activity and risk of 
crashes. In general, VMT is expected to grow as the region anticipates seeing an additional 
estimated 573,000 people (35.6% increase), 260,000 households (40.8% increase), and 345,000 
jobs (38.6% increase) in the region by 2040.  
 
2018 RTP 10-Year Investment Strategy 
Table 12. Aggregate Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) – Base Year (2015) compared with 10-Year 
RTP Investment Strategy 

Base Year (2015) Region 
wide VMT 

RTP Region wide VMT 
(2018-2027) 

Difference in VMT  Percent 
Difference (RTP – Base Year) 

21,441,274 25,579,276 4,138,002 19.3% 

Base Year (2015) HMC 
VMT 

RTP HMC VMT 
(2018-2027) 

Difference in VMT  
Percent 

Difference (RTP – HMC Base 
Year) 

Evaluation Measure Summary  
To look at the amount of non-freeway vehicle miles traveled (VMT) exposure region wide and in 
historically marginalized communities (in aggregate), and understand if the 2018 RTP 
investment strategies are further reducing vehicle miles traveled exposure, which is correlated 
to crashes, for historically marginalized communities. 
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14,260,189 16,968,580 2,708,391 19.0% 

Base Year (2015) FHMC 
VMT 

RTP FHMC VMT  
(2018-2027) 

Difference in VMT  Percent 
Difference (RTP – FHMC Base 

Year) 
8,317,834 9,965,249 1,647,415 19.8% 

Base Year (2015) POC VMT RTP POC VMT  
(2018-2027) 

Difference in VMT  Percent 
Difference (RTP – POC Base 

Year) 
8,814,291 10,580,265 1,765,974 20.0% 

 
What is observed with the 10-year RTP investment strategy is that VMT is expected to grow region 
wide by 19.3%. There are several reasons for this anticipated growth in VMT. By 2027, the region is 
expected to grow an additional estimated 300,000 people (18.6% increase), 140,000 households 
(21.9% increase), and 175,000 jobs (19.6% increase). This growth would anticipate that overall 
that travel across all different modes (e.g. walking, bicycling, transit, and driving) would increase. A 
19.3% increase in overall VMT relative to 18.6% increase in population and 19.6% increase in jobs 
seems to indicate the growing rate of vehicle-based trips for getting to work and other trip 
purposes are increasing, whether in length or in frequency. Despite this rate of vehicle growth, 
there is a somewhat positive trend; the anticipated growth in VMT is slightly lower in historically 
marginalized communities than the anticipated region wide growth of 19% and 19.3% respectively. 
What this result indicates is the mix in transportation investments across different modes in 
historically marginalized communities is providing other transportation choices which is 
influencing the rate of growth in VMT. For the purposes of transportation safety, the less exposure 
to VMT is a way to address the potential for crashes since VMT is correlated with and one of many 
factors contributing to crashes on the transportation system. 
 
Nonetheless, it is concerning that in areas with greater than the regional average of people of color 
and where there is a greater density of people of color, people in poverty, and in language isolation, 
the rate of VMT growth is outpacing the VMT growth of the region. While the difference in VMT 
relative to the region may be less than 1%, the anticipated increase in VMT exposure in these 
communities is concerning since marginalized communities in general experience a 
disproportionate number of crashes in their communities and a significant amount of the region’s 
identified high injury corridors travel through these communities.       
 
2018 RTP Financially Constrained and Strategic Investment Strategies 
Table 13. Aggregate Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) – 2040 No-Build compared with 2040 RTP 
Financially Constrained 

2040 No Build Region 
wide VMT 

Constrained RTP Region wide 
VMT (2018-2040) 

Difference in 
VMT  Percent 

Difference 
(RTP – No Build) 

29,963,906 29,198,802 -765,104 -2.6% 

2040 No Build HMC 
VMT 

Constrained RTP HMC VMT 
(2018-2040) 

Difference in 
VMT  Percent 

Difference (RTP – HMC No 
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Build) 
19,869,637 19,316,297 -553,340 -2.8% 

2040 No Build FHMC 
VMT 

Constrained RTP FHMC VMT 
(2018-2040) 

Difference in 
VMT  Percent 

Difference (RTP – FHMC 
No Build) 

11,661,297 11,356,738 -304,558 -2.6% 

2040 No Build POC 
VMT 

Constrained RTP POC VMT (2018-
2040) 

Difference in 
VMT  Percent 

Difference (RTP – POC No 
Build) 

12,387,947 12,047,468 -340,479 -2.7% 
 
Table 14. Aggregate Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) – 2040 No-Build compared with 2040 RTP 
Financially Constrained 

2040 No Build Region 
wide VMT 

2040 Strategic RTP Region 
wide VMT 

Difference in 
VMT  Percent 

Difference 
(RTP – No Build) 

29,963,906 28,949,905 -1,014,001 -3.4% 

2040 No Build HMC VMT 2040 Strategic RTP HMC 
VMT 

Difference in 
VMT  Percent 

Difference (RTP – HMC No 
Build) 

19,869,637 19,145,298 -724,339 -3.6% 

2040 No Build FHMC 
VMT 

2040 Strategic RTP FHMC 
VMT 

Difference in 
VMT  Percent 

Difference (RTP – FHMC No 
Build) 

11,661,297 11,232,549 -428,747 -3.7% 

2040 No Build POC VMT 2040 Strategic RTP POC VMT 

Difference in 
VMT  Percent 

Difference (RTP – POC No 
Build) 

12,387,947 11,912,851 -475,095 -3.8% 
 
While the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy anticipates seeing an overall increase in VMT 
region wide and in certain historically marginalized communities, what the 2018 RTP financially 
constrained and 2018 RTP strategic investment strategies show that overall VMT is anticipated to 
decrease with the implementation of a full set of transportation investments. Additionally, 
historically marginalized communities, communities of color, and areas where there is a greater 
density of historically marginalized communities see the same rate or greater VMT reduction. Albeit 
the reduction of VMT in historically marginalized communities relative to the region tends to stay 
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within 1%, this result shows the trend and direction for getting to the transportation safety 
outcomes historically marginalized communities desire to see. But the exposure to VMT will likely 
be experienced as incremental or unchanged by these communities. 
 
The VMT results also indicate the 2018 RTP financially constrained and 2040 strategic investment 
strategies are having an overall impact to reducing vehicle miles traveled despite population and 
job growth. By looking at the performance of the 2018 RTP financially constrained and 2040 
strategic investment strategies relative to the No-Build, the results show when growth have been 
controlled for, anticipated VMT decreases with further investment and contributing to travel 
behavior changes.12 The 2018 RTP financially constrained and 2018 RTP strategic investment 
strategies do represent a greater investment in transit and active transportation, which by 
providing other viable transportation options for different types of travel trips, VMT is being 
reduced. For the purposes of transportation safety, this means the 2018 RTP investment strategy is 
reducing one of the correlated factors contributing to crashes and therefore working to increase 
safety outcomes. More specifically for historically marginalized communities, the greater reduction 
in VMT from the region, once controlled for population growth, suggests safety outcomes to be 
further realized in these historically marginalized communities.  
 
Key Observations and Thoughts 
There is recognition exposure to absolute VMT (i.e. # of VMT) will increase regardless of 
investment in the transportation system due to projections in economic activity and population 
growth. The increase in absolute VMT means that all communities will experience a higher 
exposure to VMT and ultimately have some increased risk of exposure to crashes. There is also 
recognition the growth in VMT experienced will differ throughout the region, including between 
different historically marginalized communities. For example, some of the region’s focused 
historically marginalized communities have been identified because of the presence of significant 
language isolation. These areas tend to be on the underdeveloped edges of the region. The absolute 
VMT in these underdeveloped areas compared to historically marginalized communities closer in to 
central Portland may look significantly different due to travel options once controlling for size and 
growth. 
 
Many different factors may help explain the increase in VMT in focused historically marginalized 
communities and communities of color the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy. A significant 
portion of the funding in the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy is committed toward four 
major megaprojects, which limits the amount of local investment into the region’s transportation 
system to address travel demands and needs.  
 
Additionally, because the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy results are uncontrolled for the 
impacts of population and employment growth, being able to speak towards the impact of the 10-
year strategy is limited since there is not a 10-year no-build scenario which would show the 
anticipated growth in VMT solely based on population growth. Nonetheless, the rate of growth in 
areas where there is a greater density of marginalized communities, language isolated 
communities, and communities of color is outpacing the region, meaning there is increased 
exposure and risk of crashes for these communities. Additional attention and monitoring may be 
warranted because marginalized communities in general experience a disproportionate number of 
                                                 
12 The No-Build represents a future scenario if there were no further capital investment in the region’s 
transportation system beyond those transportation projects which are fully funded. 
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crashes in their communities and a significant amount of the region’s identified high injury 
corridors travel through these communities.       
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Habitat Impact 

Finding 
• All three 2018 RTP investment strategies increase the number of roadway investments 

which overlap or intersect high value habitats at a greater rate in historically marginalized 
communities, focused historically marginalized communities, and communities of color at a 
greater rate than the region. 

• This means there is a greater rate of high value habitat with a risk of a potential impact in 
historically marginalized communities. 

• Because the environmental impacts are determined during the project development and 
design of the project, the known impact and potential options to avoid, minimize, and 
mitigate are not yet determined. 

• As a result, there is a potential disproportionate impact which will require monitoring the 
implementation of the transportation investments overlapping high value habitats in 
historically marginalized communities. 

 
Table 15. 2018 RTP Investments Intersecting High Value Habitats and Historically Marginalized 
Communities & Focused Historically Marginalized Communities13 
 High Value 

Habitat (HVH) 
Units 

10-Year Strategy 
Intersect  

(2018-2027) 

2018 RTP 
Constrained 

Intersect  
(2018-2040) 

2018 RTP 
Strategic  

(2018-2040) 

 Total % Total % Total % Total % 
Region wide  14452 100% 1278 9% 2016 14% 2844 20% 
Historically Marginalized 
Communities (HMC) 8882 61% 955 11% 1433 16% 2021 23% 

Focused HMCs 4241 29% 564 13% 829 20% 1108 26% 
People of Color 2480 17% 349 14% 578 23% 773 31% 
 
Discussion 
Overall, the 2018 RTP investments strategies intersect with high value habitats in areas where 
there are historically marginalized, focused historically marginalized communities, and 
communities of color at a greater rate than the region. The habitat analysis results illustrate 
typically historically marginalized communities, focused historically marginalized communities, 
and communities of color see a higher potential of nearby high value habitat areas impacted by the 
region’s proposed transportation investments.  
 
 
                                                 
13 Indicates 2018 RTP which detailed spatial information was provided. 

Evaluation Measure Summary  
To look at the number of roadway projects which overlap with high value habitat areas region 
wide and in historically marginalized communities (in aggregate), and understand if the 2018 
RTP investment strategies are potentially impacting high value habitats at a greater rate in 
historically marginalized communities. 
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Key Thoughts and Observations 
The results of the habitat analysis are not surprising. Because the region wide rate of high value 
habitats potentially impacted by the region’s transportation investment strategy includes a number 
of the high value habitats in protected areas and/or natural areas (e.g. Forest Park, Cooper 
Mountain) where transportation-related development is limited or prohibited, the number of 
overall high value habitat units potentially impacted is unlikely to rise at a greater rate when 
looking at potential impact to high value habitats within historically marginalized communities 
generally. This is because the general pattern of historically marginalized communities being in 
urban areas and more transportation infrastructure proposed in the urban area for the investment 
strategy.   
 
Nonetheless, high value habitats in urban areas, particularly in historically marginalized 
communities, remain critically important to monitor and work to ensure these areas remain as 
intact as possible because of the functions high value habitats serve. Additionally, for historically 
marginalized communities, the role of impacts to natural and environmental features is particularly 
acute because of the historical pattern of transportation infrastructure and public investments 
destroying historically marginalized communities and surrounding resources.  
 
While the potential impact to the high value habitat is greater in these communities, many of the 
projects have not underwent project planning, design, and the environmental analysis process to 
determine what those impacts to the high value habitats may be and determine the best course of 
action for the project (i.e. develop a design which avoids the impact or implement mitigation 
strategies in tandem). Jurisdictional partners will be required to undergo this process if they seek 
federal funding or need any form of federal approval to implement the project. Recognizing this 
step in transportation project development, Metro recommends undertaking a monitoring strategy 
for these projects, notifying the jurisdictions to be aware of this potential disproportionate impact, 
and also conducting further programmatic assessment to help identify those projects with the 
greater potential for high value habitat impact. 
 
2018 RTP Transportation Equity Evaluation – Preliminary Findings and Discussion 
Questions 
The results of the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation demonstrate the region’s long-range 
transportation investment strategies tend to perform in mixed way in advancing accessibility, 
safety, and environmental outcomes expressed by historically marginalized communities. The 
transportation equity results also raise the significant interconnectivity of broad transportation 
issues such as traffic congestion and increases in vehicle miles traveled, will pose on the region and 
impact in different ways. In addition, undertaking the analysis with different investment strategies 
uncovered new methodology issues which were not observed during the beta testing period with 
the 2018-2021 MTIP. Metro staff has developed the following preliminary findings, but seeks work 
group feedback in shaping the findings. 
 
Preliminary 2018 RTP Transportation Equity Analysis Findings 

• There is not a disproportionate impact in the share of safety projects and per capita level of 
investment in safety in historically marginalized communities compared to the region. 

• There is a potential disproportionate impact to high value habitats in historically 
marginalized communities which need further monitoring. 

• Population and employment growth will lead to further congestion which will impact 
accessibility by transit for historically marginalized communities. 
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• Increased vehicle miles traveled will pose safety-related risk which need to be monitored. 
• More of the region’s active transportation network is getting completed and becoming more 

connected, but the 2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy is conservative in active 
transportation investment relative to the 2018 RTP financially constrained strategy. 

 
Technical Findings and Discovery 

• A no-build scenario for the interim analysis year (2027) may be needed to better look at the 
2018 RTP 10-year investment strategy and understand the implications of the investments 
slated in the first ten years of the 2018 RTP. 

• Time-based accessibility measures for bicycling and walking may not be the most 
appropriate active transportation accessibility measure based on the existing tools 
available. Within the existing tool, a refined measure may look at the additional trips being 
made on higher quality activity transportation facilities from historically marginalized 
communities. 

• The evaluation measures are limited by the data and information provided by partners in 
the RTP call-for-projects. As a result, certain transportation equity evaluation measures are 
not fully representative of the performance of the investment strategy.   

 
Based on the analysis of the 2018 RTP investments and the results of the transportation equity 
system evaluation measures, the following discussion questions are being asked for discussion with 
the work group: 

1. Based on results of transportation equity analysis, what are your reactions to the 
preliminary staff findings? 

2. The transportation equity analysis represents what outcomes we’d anticipate seeing if the 
entire investment program identified for each scenario gets implemented. Knowing this, do 
the results seem to ring true to your experiences? Are there concerns which are not being 
reflected in the results? 

3. What are key messages that should be expressed as part of the findings from the 
transportation equity system evaluation? 

4. When the historically marginalized communities are seeing results which are at pace with 
the region, is there still a disproportionate impact? 

o Is the same rate as the region fair in advancing accessibility, safety, and 
environmental outcomes for historically marginalized communities? 

5. When historically marginalized communities are seeing results with slight, but increased 
gains, is there still a disproportionate impact? 

o Is a slightly greater rate compared to the region fair in advancing accessibility, 
safety, and environmental outcomes for historically marginalized communities? 

6. What recommendations do you have for the transportation equity system evaluation? More 
specifically, what would you like to see different with the investment strategies to better 
advance the four outcomes identified by historically marginalized communities?   
 

Next Steps 
Metro staff will look to incorporate feedback from the work group in shaping the discussion and 
findings of the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation. Metro staff will present the results and 
revised findings to the technical work groups in December for discussion. The work group will meet 
in January 2018 to finalize the draft results, findings, and recommendations for the 2018 RTP 
transportation equity evaluation. Work group recommendations and findings directed towards 
refinements of the investment scenarios will be discussed with partners in the early part of 2018. 
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Negotiated refinements are expected to be reflected in the RTP investment strategy and a second 
round of a system performance assessment which will be included public comment draft. The 
public comment draft is expected to be released in summer 2018. 
 
 



 

Appendix I – 2018 RTP Transportation Equity Evaluation – Evaluation Methods Background, 
Tools, and Assumptions 
 
2018 RTP Transportation Equity Evaluation Methods 
The 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation is an equity-focused scenario planning analysis 
looking at base-year conditions and comparing to future-year conditions, which are based on a 
proposed package of transportation investments. In performing a scenario analysis, the core 
methodological components to the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation are:  

1. Community definitions 
2. System evaluation metrics 
3. Evaluation tools  
4. Evaluation inputs and scenarios 

 
The following section discusses the definitions, data, and assumptions for each of the core 
components of the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation.   
 
Community Definitions 
Communities included as part of the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation include: 

• People of Color 
• People with Lower-Incomes 
• People with Limited English Proficiency 
• Older Adults 
• Young Persons 

The identification of the five communities came from stakeholders desire to see communities which 
have historically experienced challenges with the transportation system. Additionally, certain 
communities were identified as demographic groups to address in transportation planning as part 
of federal civil rights and environmental justice regulations. Demographic data is supplied by the 
U.S. Census Bureau to help identify communities and general spatial distribution. The regional rate 
for the individual historically marginalized community (with the exception for age) serves as the 
threshold for determining the locations of historically marginalized communities. For older adults 
and younger people, the regional rate must be realized for both communities as the spatial 
distribution. If just based on the regional rate, younger people and older adults would illustrate 
patterns where every area in the region would be considered a historically marginalized 
community. 
 
Historically Marginalized Communities 

Community Definition Geography Threshold Date Source 
People of 
Color 

Persons who identify as non-
white. 

Census tracts above the regional 
rate (26.5%) for people of color. 

2010 
Decennial 
Census 

Low-Income 

Households with incomes 
equal to or less than 200% of 
the Federal Poverty Level 
(2016); adjusted for 
household size 

Census tracts above the regional 
rate (31.1%) for Household with 
Lower-Income 

American 
Community 
Survey, 2011-
2015  
 
Oregon 
Education 
Department 
School 

Limited 
English 
Proficiency 

Persons who identify as 
unable “to speak English very 
well.”  

Census tracts above the regional 
rate (8.5%) for Limited English 
Proficiency (all languages 
combined). 
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Enrollment 
Data (LEP 
only) 

Older Adults Persons 65 years of age and 
older Census tracts above the regional 

rate for Older Adults (11%) AND 
Young People (22.8%) 

2010 
Decennial 
Census Young People Persons 17 years of age and 

younger 
 
By request of stakeholders and recently adopted Metro agency-wide direction to advance racial 
equity, a more focused look at the transportation investments is being made in areas in which there 
are high concentrations of historically marginalized communities, namely those communities 
identified through civil rights and environmental justice legislation. As a result a population density 
threshold was applied to define geographic areas with high concentrations of People of Color, Low-
Income, and Limited English Proficiency. This request recognizes the wish of stakeholders that with 
limited amounts of investment, in what areas can the greatest concentration of historically 
marginalized communities be reached. There was also a request to assess small pockets of 
concentrated language isolation. Therefore, identified areas of safe harbor communities were also 
included as part of the focused look.  
 
Additionally, through agency-wide direction a focused look of the analysis will look solely at areas 
with greater than the regional rate of communities of color. This is to help inform and understand 
how the outcomes of a programmatic package of transportation investments serve communities of 
color.  
 
Focused Historically Marginalized Communities 

Community Geographic Threshold 

People of Color 
The census tracts which are above the regional rate for people of 
color AND the census tract has twice (2x) the population density 
of the regional average (regional average is .48 person per acre). 

Low-Income 
The census tracts which are above the regional rate for low-
income households AND the census tract has twice (2x) the 
population density of the regional average (regional average is 
.58 person per acre). 

Limited English Proficiency 

The census tracts which are above the regional rate for low-
income households AND the census tract has twice (2x) the 
population density of the regional average (regional average is 
.15 person per acre) OR those census tracts which have been 
identified as “safe harbor” tracts for language isolation.1 

 

                                                 
1 Safe Harbor is a provision within Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which addresses for when and how 
agencies are to provide language assistance to limited English proficiency persons to ensure access to all 
public resources. The safe harbor provision mainly addresses translation of documents and language 
assistance, however for analysis purposes; it may help to identify areas where additional attention is 
warranted because of a concentration of language isolation. Safe harbor applies when a language isolated 
group constitutes 5% or 1,000 persons of the total population in the given area. 
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The transportation equity analysis will run the assessment using three tiers to address the desire to 
capture where there are higher rates of historically marginalized communities and where there is a 
concentration and/or pockets of historically marginalized communities.2 The tiers are described 
below.   
 
Tier I Analysis – Historically Marginalized Communities 
The transportation equity evaluation used the regional rate as the first assessment to look at how 
well the 2018 RTP investments perform on priority outcomes identified by historically 
marginalized communities. 
 
Tier II Analysis – Focused Historically Marginalized Communities 
The transportation equity evaluation conducted a secondary assessment using a subset of 
historically marginalized communities, namely people of color, people with lower-incomes, and 
people with limited English proficiency, and look at how well the 2018 RTP investments perform on 
priority outcomes identified by historically marginalized communities in areas with the greatest 
concentration.  
 
Tier III Analysis – Communities of Color 
In recognition of Metro’s recently adopted agency-wide direction to advance racial equity, the 
transportation equity evaluation conducted tertiary assessment using the regional rate for people 
of color and looking at how well the 2018 RTP investments perform on priority outcomes for 
communities of color.  
 
See attached maps to visualize historically marginalized communities, focused historically 
marginalized communities, and communities of color. 
 
Transportation Equity System Evaluation Measures 
In following a best practice to have historically marginalized communities lead the assessment, the 
system evaluation measures for the transportation equity evaluation reflect the priorities 
historically marginalized communities identified to see from the region’s transportation system. 
The common themes identified by historically marginalized communities include: increased access, 
affordability, safety, and public health.3 These themes translated into the following system 
evaluation measures (in no particular order): 

• Access to travel options – system connectivity & completeness 
• Access to jobs 
• Access to community places  
• Habitat impact 
• Share of safety projects 
• Exposure to crash risk 

                                                 
2 A third assessment tier has been added to the transportation equity assessment which focuses on race and 
ethnicity as a means of looking at how the RTP investment packages perform for communities of color. The 
third assessment tier has been added by advisement from the transportation equity work group and through 
direction from Metro’s Strategic Plan to Advance Racial Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion. 
3 More information about the process undertaken to gather input from historically marginalized communities 
to identify the system evaluation measures can be found at: http://www.oregonmetro.gov/public-
projects/2018-regional-transportation-plan/equity 
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• Affordability4  
• Clean air5 

 
These were identified as the priority transportation issues by historically marginalized 
communities.6 As a result, the system evaluation took a closer look to see how well these 
transportation investments perform relative to these priority transportation issues in areas where 
there is a residential presence of historically marginalized communities. The results compare the 
base-year conditions to the future-year conditions for the region and for historically marginalized 
communities to see if there are disproportionate results. Individual methodology sheets, which 
outline criteria and other factors for each system evaluation measure can be found as part of the 
appendix. 
 
Transportation Equity Assessment Inputs and Scenarios 
The transportation equity evaluation includes those projects/investments which effect the regional 
transportation system and may seek federal or state funding in the future. The 
projects/investments are those which were identified through the 2018 RTP call-for-projects which 
took place from June 1 – July 21, 2017. Local jurisdictions as well as TriMet, ODOT, Port of Portland, 
and other regional and state partners submitted transportation investment priorities to comprise 
of the investment strategy. Each nominated transportation investment priority had to identify key 
pieces of information, such as costs, when the project planned to be open for service, whether the 
project wants to be considered for the financially constrained project list, a detailed project 
description, and other details. The information provided helped to shape the different scenarios for 
evaluation. There were three scenarios which were evaluated: 1) a RTP 10-year investment 
strategy; 2) a 2040 RTP financially constrained investment strategy; and 3) a 2040 RTP strategic 
investment strategy. The list of 2018 RTP investments assessed in the transportation equity 
evaluation and in each scenario can be found online with the 2018 RTP interactive project list tool. 
www.oregonmetro.gov/2018projects 
 
 As part of the assessment, information provided by the nominating agency helped in identifying 
which transportation equity system evaluation measure would be applicable for each/individual 
investment priority. For example, in nominating investment priorities, local jurisdictions had to 
identify whether the priority met the criteria and definition of a safety project to be applicable for 
the share of safety projects evaluation measure. In addition each project/investment was reviewed 
to confirm and determine which transportation equity system evaluation measure would be 
applicable. The list of 2018 RTP investments, found in Appendix II illustrates which investments 
were applied to the different transportation equity system evaluation measures.7  
 

                                                 
4 The methodology for the affordability measure is being deferred to be built by the 2022 RTP. Some initial 
prototyping of this measure is currently under way.  
5 The methodology for the clean air measure is being deferred to be built by the 2022 RTP. At this time, the 
emissions model will report out region-wide results, but will not be able to report out localized air quality 
results. 
6 Reflects the priority issues within the limits the 2018 RTP system evaluation can analyze. Other 
transportation priorities were raised which included displacement and racial profiling in enforcement, which 
cannot be addressed through the system evaluation, but acknowledged in the assessment findings. 
7 Appendix II forthcoming. 

http://www.oregonmetro.gov/2018projects
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As anticipated with the 2018 RTP system evaluation, there are a suite of transportation 
investments identified within the 2018 RTP which were unable to be assessed as part of the 
transportation equity evaluation. For many of these projects, the programmatic nature prevented 
being able to capture the investment the travel demand model or not enough spatial detail was 
available. For example, listed within the 2018 RTP are bus purchase and replacement programs and 
demand management programs. These programs are not represented in the travel demand model 
and spatial detail is unavailable since the deployment of buses travel all over the transit system and 
demand management programs are untaken throughout the network. Additionally, the travel 
demand model does not capture a number of tools used for system management and operations, 
including variable message signs, rapid flashing beacons, or communications architecture. These 
projects are also identified in Appendix II.8   
 
Summary of Tools 
Scenario planning requires the use of tools which are able to anticipate what behaviors or effects 
may occur with investments or policy decisions in the future. As part of Metro’s metropolitan 
planning organization (MPO) function, the Data and Research department has developed a suite of 
tools to perform the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation to analyze future conditions once a 
certain suite of transportation investments are put into place. The following are brief descriptions 
of the scenario planning tools.  
 
Metroscope 
Metroscope is a suite of decision support tools used to model changes in measures of economic, 
demographic, land use and transportation activity within the Portland metropolitan area. Three of 
the tools relevant to the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation are: 

• The economic model predicts employment by type of industry and the number of 
households by demographic category. 

• The residential real estate location model predicts the locations of households. 
• The non-residential real estate location model predicts the locations of employment. Both 

real estate models measure the amount of land consumed by development, the amount of 
built space produced and prices of land and built space by zone in each time period. 

 
The Metroscope tool is being used to look at changes in access to employment areas and  
In 2016, the region adopted a new land use, population, and employment forecast. The 2016 
adopted forecast serves as an input into the economic and real estate (residential and non-
residential) models to inform the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation.  
 
Travel Demand Model 
The travel model predicts travel activity levels by mode (bus, rail, car, walk or bike) and road 
segment, and it estimates travel times between transportation analysis zones (TAZ) by time of day. 
The travel demand model also produces a measure of the cost perceived by travelers in getting 
from any one TAZ to any other. For the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation, the 
transportation investments were organized into four different travel modeled networks, which 
essentially continued to build on each other. These include: 1) the 2015 base-year, which includes 
those project which have been built and open for service as of 2015; 2) the 10-year investment 
strategy, which includes those projects which are anticipated to be built and open for service 
between 2017 – 2027; 3) the financially constrained plan, which includes those projects to be built 
                                                 
8 See footnote 20. 
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and open for service by 2040; and 4) the strategic, which includes those projects that were not 
included in the financially constrained RTP, but are projects which address all transportation 
deficiencies and needs regardless of potential revenue to fund the capital improvement. The four 
identified travel model networks were assessed to represent future conditions.9  
 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) uses spatial data to determine relationships between 
different data elements and map data. For the 2018 RTP transportation equity evaluation, the 
transportation investments are mapped to assess the spatial relationships between historically 
marginalized communities. In particular, access to a connected transportation system and safety 
considerations are being assessed through GIS. 
 
 

                                                 
9 Due to the nature of how the travel demand model operates, certain types of transportation investments 
cannot be reflected in the travel demand model tool. Some examples include roadway maintenance 
investments (e.g. repaving) and operations and system management (e.g. variable message signs, variable 
speed control, signal timing). Transportation investments which have macro-level effects to travel behavior 
(i.e. widening a roadway, adding a separated or protected bicycling facility, or increasing transit service) are 
those which the travel demand model can assess. Other “off-model” methods, namely geographic information 
systems (GIS), are used to assess the transportation investments which are unable to be captured as part of 
the model assessment.   



Historically Marginalized Communities Limited English Proficiency (LEP) and Poverty 
Data Source: American Community Survey 
2011-2015 5-Yr. Average
Age and People of Color (POC) Data Source: 
Census 2010
Map Publication: 4/21/2017

< 200% Poverty, not POC
POC, not < 200% Poverty

> 5% or 1000 Single-language Isolation POC and < 200% Poverty
LEP
POC, <200% Poverty, and LEP

< 18, > 65, and LEP
< 18, > 65, < 200% Poverty, and POC

< 18 and > 65 Years of Age All 5 Categories
MPA boundary
Rivers and water bodies



Historically Marginalized Communities Limited English Proficiency (LEP) and Poverty 
Data Source: American Community Survey 
2011-2015 5-Yr. Average
Age and People of Color (POC) Data Source: 
Census 2010
Map Publication: 4/21/2017

Not included in HMC
Included in HMC

A historically marginalized community (HMC) is defined as exceeding regional 
rates for low income, people of color or limited English proficiency (LEP), or 
exceeding regional rates for under 18 or over 65 years of age.

MPA boundary
Rivers and water bodies



Historically Marginalized Communities above Regional Rates Limited English Proficiency (LEP) and Poverty 
Data Source: American Community Survey 
2011-2015 5-Yr. Average
Age and People of Color (POC) Data Source: 
Census 2010
Map Publication: 4/20/2017

POC and < 200% Poverty
LEP
POC, <200% Poverty, and LEP

< 200% Poverty, not POC
POC, not < 200% Poverty

< 18, > 65, and LEP
< 18, > 65, < 200% Poverty, and POC

< 18 and > 65 Years of Age All 5 Categories
MPA boundary
Rivers and water bodies



Historically Marginalized Communities Assessed for Access to Jobs Limited English Proficiency (LEP) and Poverty 
Data Source: American Community Survey 
2011-2015 5-Yr. Average
People of Color (POC) Data Source: 
Census 2010
Map Publication: 4/20/2017

< 200% Poverty, not POC
POC, not < 200% Poverty

MPA boundary
Rivers and water bodies

POC, <200% Poverty, and LEP
POC and < 200% Poverty
LEP



Focused Historically Marginalized Communities Limited English Proficiency (LEP) and Poverty 
Data Source: American Community Survey 
2011-2015 5-Yr. Average
Age and People of Color (POC) Data Source: 
Census 2010
Map Publication: 4/21/2017

Not included in FHMC
Included in FHMC

A focused historically marginalized community (FHMC) is defined as exceeding regional 
rates for low income, and exceeding regional rates for people of color or limited 
English proficiency (LEP), as well  as exceeding regional density rates for each variable.
An additional federal safe harbor screen is applied in order to include areas with at
least 5% or 1000 LEP persons for individual languages.

MPA boundary
Rivers and water bodies



 

Date: Thursday, November 30, 2017 
To: 2018 RTP Transportation Equity Work Group and Interested Parties 
From: Grace Cho, Associate Transportation Planner 
Subject: 2018 Regional Transportation Plan – Proposed Updates to the 2018 RTP Policy 

Framework to Advance Equity 

Purpose 
The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize proposed updates to the RTP policy framework 
to address direction from the Metro Council, findings from Metro staff review of the framework, 
and input provided by the transportation equity work group in June. 
 
The proposed updates to the RTP policy framework are organized as follows: 

• Proposed updates to RTP equity definition 
• Proposed updates to the RTP equity goal 
• Proposed updates to the RTP equity-related objectives 
• Proposed updates to RTP equity-related performance targets 

 
Introduction 
The Portland metropolitan region’s economic prosperity and quality of life depend on a 
transportation system that provides every person and business in the region with equitable access 
to safe, efficient, reliable, affordable and healthy travel options. Through the 2018 RTP update, the 
Metro Council is working with the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT), the 
Metro Policy Advisory Committee (MPAC) and community and business leaders throughout the 
region to plan the transportation system of the future by updating the region's shared 
transportation vision and investment strategy for the next 25 years. 

In late May 2017, the Metro Council directed staff to initiate the 2018 Regional Transportation Plan 
(RTP) call-for-projects. In opening the call-for-projects, the Metro Council directed staff to use 
development of the 2018 RTP to clearly and realistically communicate our transportation funding 
outlook and develop a pipeline of priority projects for the regional transportation system for Metro 
and other partners to work together to fund and build. The Council also directed the RTP project 
list and RTP modal and topical strategies be developed in a transparent way that advances adopted 
regional goals, supports regional coalition building efforts, and emphasizes equity, safety, and 
climate change. 

As a result, Metro staff reconvened the Transportation Equity work group in June 2017 to discuss 
how the 2014 RTP policies can better express and advance equity. The discussions included an 
overview of existing RTP policies as they relate to equity and the RTP performance targets related 
to the transportation equity evaluation measures. As Metro staff begins reporting the evaluation 
results of the draft transportation investment strategy submitted by jurisdictions through the 2018 
RTP call-for-projects, findings from the assessment and the work group feedback on the results will 
inform recommendations for refinements to the 2014 RTP policy framework. The recommended 
refinements may result in adjustments the draft investment strategy, if necessary, to ensure equity 
and other RTP policy goals are addressed adequately. 

2018 Regional Transportation Plan – Approved Vision 
In May 2017, the policy advisory committees, JPACT and MPAC, as well as the Metro Council 
endorsed the following updated vision statement for the 2018 RTP: 
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“In 2040, everyone in the Portland metropolitan region will share in a prosperous, equitable 
economy and exceptional quality of life sustained by a safe, reliable, healthy, and affordable 
transportation system with travel options.” 

 
The updated vision statement represents the region’s shared vision for the transportation system 
and is a reflection of the values and desired outcomes expressed by the public, policymakers and 
community and business leaders engaged in the development of the 2018 RTP. With this updated 
vision for the region’s transportation system, the jurisdictions submitting transportation 
investment priorities through the 2018 RTP call-for-projects were asked to consider and nominate 
projects which will further progress towards this aspirational vision and the adopted RTP goals.  
 
Regional Transportation Plan Policy Framework – Proposal – Redefining Equity 
The 2010 RTP established the region’s outcomes-based policy framework to inform transportation 
planning and investment decisions. The outcomes-based framework uses the triple bottom line 
(economy, environment, and equity) to create a balanced approach that looks at the system 
outcomes more comprehensively and embraces a concept which focuses on people, place, and 
prosperity. The framework establishes how equity is applied in the RTP and creates a lens through 
which each and all of the region’s transportation investments must consider and account for in 
order to meet the RTP goals comprehensively. Currently the RTP defines equity as: 

Equity – Responsibility of the plan to the people of the region. The plan identified an 
interconnected and multimodal transportation system that provides safe and affordable travel 
choices for everyone and equal access to work, education and nature for the region’s residents. 
The implementation of the plan must ensure that the benefits and impacts of transportation 
decisions are fairly distributed to all people, regardless of race, national origin, or income, and 
that everyone has access to meaningful participation. 

 
After thorough discussion with the work group and conducting a workshop exercise, there was 
agreement that the current definition of equity should be revised to reflect missing elements and to 
provide greater clarity. There was general agreement to continue to emphasize a multimodal and 
interconnected system. Thematically, some key elements the work group felt the revised definition 
needed to better reflect are: 

• Update the definition of equity which leads with race and explains how a definition which 
focuses on race is more broadly inclusive of other marginalized communities; 

• Emphasize as a core statement that the region’s system must be interconnected and 
multimodal while also equitable, healthy, safe, accessible, and affordable;  

• Update the definition to recognize the way in which the system has been developed over 
time, the system has created or perpetuated disparities; 

• Provide clarity on what is meant by “fair” and distinguish the difference between equity 
and equality.  

 
Additionally, in June 2016, Metro adopted the Strategic Plan to Advance Racial Equity, Diversity, 
and Inclusion (Strategic Plan). The Strategic Plan’s purpose is to provide clarity as to how Metro 
looks to achieves equity, one of the six desired outcomes for the region. In the Strategic Plan, the 
definition equity is the following: 

Equity – Race can no longer be used to predict life outcomes and outcomes for all groups are 
improved. 
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In defining equity as racial equity, the purpose of the Strategic Plan is to tackle the greatest 
challenge posed by systemic and institutional racism and ultimately dismantle barriers experienced 
by all marginalized communities.  
 
As a result of the workgroup input to Metro staff and subsequent direction by the Metro Council, 
Metro staff proposes the 2018 RTP redefine equity with a racial equity framework. Two potential 
definition options are provided for discussion. 

 
Metro staff deliberated how to best balance work group input on the redefined equity framework 
for the 2018 RTP. The differences in the two proposed definitions are focused towards how broad 
and how specific the equity definition should be for the 2018 RTP. Recognizing the input provided 
by the work group in June, Metro staff seeks work group input on the following questions.  

1. Which proposed definition of equity is desired for 
the RTP?  

a. Is a broader definition desired to support 
other important disparities experienced 
with the transportation system?  

b. Or is a more specific definition desired to 
focus on the four main areas in which 
historically marginalized communities have 
expressed seeing improved? 

 
In proposing a racial equity definition for the 2018 RTP 
and to better support a focus on race across all the region’s 
communities, Metro staff recommends refining the 
threshold for how communities of color were 
geographically identified for the purposes of analysis. The 
anticipated timeframe for redefining the thresholds will be 
applied to the next transportation equity assessment, 
either for the 2023 RTP or the 2021-2024 MTIP. 
 
Regional Transportation Plan Policy Framework – Proposed Revised Equity Goal 
With an established vision for the regional transportation system, the goals and objectives outlined 
as part of the adopted RTP express specific outcomes to work towards in order to achieve the 
vision. The RTP goals and objectives are intended to guide the region’s investments to achieve the 

Proposed Refined Definition No. 1 for the RTP 
Equity – The responsibility of the plan to ensure one’s racial and/or ethnic identity cannot 
predict disparities experienced with the transportation system, particularly for people of 
color, and outcomes for all groups are improved. 

 
Proposed Refined Definition No. 2 for the RTP 

Equity – Where one’s racial and/or ethnic identity cannot predict disparate outcomes in 
access, safety, affordability, and health when it comes to the region’s multimodal 
transportation system, and outcomes for all groups are improved. 

 

What Does Racial Equity 
Mean for My Community? 
 
A racial equity framework 
does not exclude different 
marginalized communities. 
Rather a racial equity 
framework shifts the focus 
and pays additional attention 
on the disparities 
experienced by people of 
color to better address the 
challenges and barriers 
experienced by all 
marginalized communities. 
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overarching RTP vision.1 In building the long-range 
investment strategy for the 2018 RTP, policymakers agreed 
to use the adopted 2014 RTP goals and objectives as a 
starting point for the 2018 RTP call-for-projects, the first step 
in building the 2018 RTP investment strategy, recognizing 
additional work is needed to more fully address 
transportation safety, equity, and climate change.2  
 
The current RTP equity goal describes the outcomes sought 
and identifies four objectives to achieve the equity goal. 
Additionally objectives across other goals also support the 
outcome of the equity goal.3 
 
2014 RTP Goal 9: Ensure Equity states: 
“The benefits and adverse impacts of regional transportation 
planning, programs, and investment decisions are equitably 
distributed among population demographics and geography, 
considering different parts of the region and census block 
groups with different incomes, races, and ethnicities.” 
 
Several themes emerged from the work group discussion,  related to the 2014 RTP equity goal. 
Thematically, elements which were considered missing from the current equity goal include: 

• Orient the goal around people and lead with race; 
• Orient the goal to include core statement about the major themes expressed by historically 

marginalized communities: healthy, safe, accessible, and affordable; 
• Have the goal express the transportation system is interconnected and the multimodal 

system must be equitable by addressing disparities and segregation experienced by 
different users; 

• Provide clarity in the goal that “equitable” means “fair” and not “same” to get past the equity 
vs. equality narrative, and provide a policy basis for prioritization  

Based on the discussion and feedback, Metro staff proposes to update the RTP glossary to 
distinguish the differences between equality and equity, as well as reinforce for the purposes of the 
2018 RTP that when the term equity is used, it refers to racial equity and fairness, unless otherwise 
specified (i.e. geographic equity – fairness).  
 
In looking to balance the feedback and input provided, the following reflects Metro staff proposed 
revision the 2014 RTP Equity goal.  

                                                 
1 See Attachment 1 “Summary of the 2014 RTP Policy Framework”. Within the summary, footnoted are 
specific comments provided by different members of MPAC, JPACT, and Metro Council in directing Metro staff 
to further focus on transportation safety, equity, and climate change. Relevant footnotes include: 3, 5, 6, and 7.  
2 See Attachment 2 “2014 RTP Goals and Objectives”. 
3 See Table 1 in this memorandum which lists the other RTP goals which align to equity-related outcomes. 

Federal Rules: Title VI & 
Environmental Justice 
 
The region proposes focusing 
on a racial equity framework 
2018. This framework is 
consistent with federal 
mandates related to 
addressing the needs of 
underserved and 
marginalized communities. 
All RTP assessment work will 
continue to comply with all 
federal mandates by looking 
at lower-income populations 
and language isolation.  
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Metro staff deliberated how to best balance work group input on the Ensure Equity goal for the 
2018 RTP in June. Metro staff seeks work group input on the following question.  

1. Does the revised Ensure Equity goal reflect the balance of input, feedback, and intent from 
the work group? Are there additions or missing elements? 

 
Regional Transportation Plan Policy Framework – Proposed Revised Equity Objectives 
As a means to achieve the RTP goal, Ensure Equity, four identified objectives are currently a part of 
the RTP. These four objectives provide further direction on different areas transportation 
investments can aim to implement to achieve the equity goal. Additionally, throughout the RTP 
policy framework there are a number of RTP goals and objectives which have an association to the 
priority desired outcomes expressed by historically marginalized communities. The different RTP 
goals and objectives which are associated or directly related to equity are listed in Table X. 
 
Table 1. Equity Related RTP Goals and Objectives 
Equity Related RTP Goals and Objectives 
Goal 1: Foster Vibrant Communities; Objective 1.3 Affordable Housing 
Goal 2: Sustain Economic Competitiveness and Prosperity; Objective 2.5 Job Retention and Creation 
Goal 3: Expand Transportation Choices; Objective 3.2 Vehicle Miles of Travel 
Goal 3: Expand Transportation Choices; Objective 3.3 Equitable Access and Barrier Free 
Transportation 
Goal 4: Emphasize Effective and Efficient Management of the Transportation System; Objective 4.4 
Demand Management  
Goal 5: Enhance Safety and Security; Objective 5.1. Operational and Public Safety 
Goal 6: Promote Environmental Stewardship; Objective 6.1 Natural Environment 
Goal 6: Promote Environmental Stewardship; Objective 6.2 Clean Air 
Goal 7: Enhance Human Health; Objective 7.2 Active Living 
Goal 7: Enhance Human Health; Objective 7.2 Pollution Impacts 
Goal 8: Demonstrate Leadership on Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions; Objective 8.3 Regional 
and Community Transit Network and Access 
Goal 8: Demonstrate Leadership on Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions; Objective 8.4 Active 
Transportation Network 
Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.1 Environmental Justice 
Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.2 Coordinated Human Services Transportation Needs 
Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.3 Housing Diversity 
Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.4 Transportation and Housing Costs 
Goal 11: Deliver Accountability; Objective 11.1 Meaningful Input Opportunities 
 

Proposed Revised Ensure Equity Goal for the 2018 RTP 
Advance Equity 
An equitable interconnected multimodal transportation system is safe, accessible and affordable to 
use and reduces disparities experienced by people of color as the means of addressing the most 
challenging barriers and disparities experienced and ultimately provide benefits to all users of the 
transportation the system. 
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In a review of the RTP goals and objectives, Metro staff identified a number of redundancies across 
different goals and objectives. Additionally, as part of the review, Metro staff noted many of the 
objectives do not fit the definition of an objective (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and 
time-bound). Recognizing these issues, Metro staff is in the process of identifying updates to the 
RTP policy framework that will streamline the goals and objectives, as well as reshaping the 
objectives to make them specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and time-bound. The purpose of 
the update is to have the objectives function as direction for transportation investments to make 
progress towards for achieving the goals set forth for the RTP.  
 
To support the reshaping and revising of the RTP policy framework, as represented by the goals 
and objectives, several different exercises were undertaken to help shape the RTP policy 
framework proposal. These different exercises included the following: 

• Gathered input through the transportation equity work group on the objectives specific to 
the RTP Ensure Equity goal; 

• Conducted an internal screening to identify redundancies and propose collapsing of various 
RTP objectives; and 

• Assessed the alignment of the transportation equity system evaluation measures to the RTP 
goals and objectives to ensure that analysis of the plan reflects and measures progress 
towards the objectives and the goals of the RTP. 

The following sections illustrate a summary of the different exercises undertaken and the results to 
lead to the proposal. 
 
Feedback from the Transportation Equity Work Group on Objectives for RTP Goal 9: Ensure Equity 
At the June meeting, Metro staff held a discussion with the work group as to what resonated and 
what is missing from each of the Equity specific objectives. The purpose of the discussion was to 
help facilitate that objectives be shaped in way to achieve the equity goal. For each objective the 
main thematic comments were identified from the work group discussion specific to each objective 
and summarized below. 
 
Objective 9.1 Environmental Justice – Ensure benefits and impacts of investments are equitably 
distributed by population demographics and geography. 
Thematic feedback provided by the work group: 

• Reorient this objective to be the “distribution” oriented objective 
• Have it speak to the key themes of safety, access, affordability, and health 
• But also include environmental benefits and address mitigating burdens 

 
Objective 9.2 Coordinated Human Services Transportation Needs – Ensure investments in the 
transportation system provide a full range of affordable options for people with low income, elders 
and people with disabilities consistent with the Coordinated Transportation Plan. 
Thematic feedback provided by the work group: 

• Simplify to be more inclusive 
• Reframe language to recognize racial disparities 
• Cross over the language from other RTP goals and objectives which overlap 

 
Objective 9.3 Housing Diversity – Use transportation investments to achieve greater diversity of 
housing opportunities by linking investments to measures taken by the local governments to 
increase housing diversity. 
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Thematic feedback provided by the work group: 
• Link this objective to affordable housing and provide specific measurable language 
• Jobs and housing balance 
• Orient towards people and racial justice 
• Potentially reframe/retitle objective to reflect “connection to opportunity” 
 
Objective 9.4 Transportation and Housing Costs – Reduce the share of households in the region 
spending more than 50 percent of household income on housing and transportation combined. 
Thematic feedback provided by the work group: 

• Continue to reflect the housing and transportation relationship 
• Broaden the objective to certain percent income spent on transportation rather than 

transportation and housing; meaning develop a specific target to transportation 
• Reduce the combined expenditure percentage from 50% to 45% which is more recognized 

across the county 
• Reflect jobs and housing balance; recognize the balance of closer in housing to jobs and 

commercial and lead to reduced transportation costs 
 
Assessment of Transportation System Evaluation Measures and the RTP Policy Framework 
One of several reasons for updating the RTP policy framework is to assess and align what is 
measured in the plan (i.e. the RTP system and equity evaluation) to the RTP goals and objectives to 
ensure what is being measured is informing whether or not the region is making progress towards 
achieving the RTP goals and objectives. As a result, Metro staff reviewed the five transportation 
equity system evaluation measures for the 2018 RTP. These include those two system evaluation 
measures which are being recommended to be developed by the 2023 RTP.  
 
The assessment exercise looked to align the transportation equity system evaluation measures as 
closely as possible to the associated RTP goal and objective, recognizing some revisions and 
reshaping on both the RTP goal and objective and system evaluation measure may be needed. 
 
Table 2. 2018 RTP Transportation Equity System Evaluation Measures & RTP Policy Framework Links 
Transportation Equity 
System Evaluation 
Measure 

Associated RTP Goal and Objective 

Access to Jobs RTP Goal 2: Sustain Economic Competitiveness and Prosperity; 
Objective 2.5 Job Retention and Creation 

Access to Community Places RTP Goal 3: Expand Transportation Choices; Objective 3.3 
Equitable Access and Barrier Free Transportation 

Access to Travel Options – 
System Connectivity and 
Completeness 

RTP Goal 3: Expand Transportation Choices; Objective 3.3 
Equitable Access and Barrier Free Transportation 
RTP Goal 4: Emphasize Effective and Efficient Management of the 
Transportation System: Objective 4.4 Demand Management 
RTP Goal 8: Demonstrate Leadership on Reducing Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions; Objective 8.4 Active Transportation Network 
RTP Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.2 Coordinated Human 
Services Transportation Needs 

Share of Safety Projects RTP Goal 5: Enhance Safety and Security; Objective 5.1. 
Operational and Public Safety 
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Exposure to Non-Freeway 
Vehicle Miles 
Traveled/Crash Risk 

RTP Goal 3: Expand Transportation Choices; Objective 3.2 Vehicle 
Miles of Travel 
RTP Goal 5: Enhance Safety and Security; Objective 5.1. 
Operational and Public Safety 

Habitat Impact RTP Goal 6: Promote Environmental Stewardship; Objective 6.1 
Natural Environment 

  
Affordability RTP Goal 4: Emphasize Effective and Efficient Management of the 

Transportation System: Objective 4.4 Demand Management 
RTP Goal 8: Demonstrate Leadership on Reducing Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions; Objective 8.3 Regional and Community Transit 
Network and Access 
RTP Goal 8: Demonstrate Leadership on Reducing Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions; Objective 8.4 Active Transportation Network 
RTP Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.4 Transportation and 
Housing Costs 

Clean Air  RTP Goal 6: Promote Environmental Stewardship; Objective 6.2 
Clean Air 
RTP Goal 7: Enhance Human Health; Objective 7.2 Pollution 
Impacts 

 
Based on the assessment and alignment what has been observed is that each transportation equity 
system evaluation measure has one or more associated RTP goal(s) and objective(s). However, 
none of the RTP goal(s) and objective(s) associated with the system measures aligns perfectly with 
the system evaluation measure. There were also a handful of RTP goals and objectives which did 
not align to a specific transportation equity measure.  
 
Table 3. Outlier Equity Related RTP Goals and Objectives without a Transportation Equity System 
Evaluation Measure 
Outlier of Equity Related RTP Goals and Objectives without a System Evaluation Measure 
Goal 1: Foster Vibrant Communities; Objective 1.3 Affordable Housing 
Goal 7: Enhance Human Health; Objective 7.2 Active Living 
Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.1 Environmental Justice 
Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.3 Housing Diversity 
Goal 11: Deliver Accountability; Objective 11.1 Meaningful Input Opportunities 
 
These objectives in the RTP are considered critical to the success of the region’s transportation 
system. Metro staff proposes that these RTP objectives without an associated transportation equity 
system evaluation measure continue to move forward as part of the plan’s policy framework. As a 
result, Metro staff consulted with key planning department staff working in these areas to gather a 
sense of what recommendations would be appropriate for the long-range transportation plan and 
the region’s investment strategy to help advance the objective outcomes. 
 
Internal Screening of the RTP Policy Framework 
In the Metro staff screening of the RTP goals and objectives, the purpose is to revise and reframe 
the goals and objectives to reduce redundancies, better reflect the intended outcomes stated by the 
goal, and provide greater clarity for the purposes of policy direction. Recognizing the main 
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outcomes staff looks to achieve with the RTP goals and objectives revision, Table 4 summarizes 
Metro staff proposed actions and recommendations for the 2018 RTP policy framework for the 
equity-related goals and objectives. 
 
Table 4. Summary of Proposed Actions and Recommendations for the 2018 RTP Policy Framework 
Original 2014 RTP Goal & Objective Proposed Action 
Goal 1: Foster Vibrant Communities; 
Objective 1.3 Affordable Housing 

Combine with Goal 9, Objective 9.3: Housing Diversity; 
revise using input from work group and from Metro 
equitable housing and transit-oriented development 
program staff. 

Goal 2: Sustain Economic 
Competitiveness and Prosperity; 
Objective 2.5 Job Retention and Creation 

Revise objective to reflect equitable construction 
industry workforce aspirations and outcomes. 
Create new objective to reflect Access to Middle and/or 
Low-Wage Jobs system evaluation measure. 
Relocate Goal 9, Objective 9.4 Housing and 
Transportation Costs; revise objective according to 
work group input. 

Goal 3: Expand Transportation Choices; 
Objective 3.2 Vehicle Miles of Travel 

Modify and reference other aligned goals and 
objectives. 

Goal 3: Expand Transportation Choices; 
Objective 3.3 Equitable Access and 
Barrier Free Transportation 

Combined with Goal 9, Objective 9.2: Coordinated 
Human Services Transportation Needs; 

Goal 4: Emphasize Effective and Efficient 
Management of the Transportation 
System: Objective 4.4 Demand 
Management 

Revise to incorporate equity element. 

Goal 5: Enhance Safety and Security; 
Objective 5.1. Operational and Public 
Safety 

Revise and reframe to focus specifically on 
transportation safety and supporting Vision Zero 
framework recommended by the Safety work group and 
Metro staff. 

Goal 6: Promote Environmental 
Stewardship; Objective 6.1 Natural 
Environment 

Revise to support other related goals and objectives. 

Goal 6: Promote Environmental 
Stewardship; Objective 6.2 Clean Air 

Combine with Goal 7, Objective 7.2 Pollution Impacts; 
revise according to work group input and develop work 
program for implementation as part of the 2023 RTP 

Goal 7: Enhance Human Health; 
Objective 7.2 Active Living 

Revise to support other related goals and objectives. 

Goal 7: Enhance Human Health; 
Objective 7.2 Pollution Impacts 

See Goal 6, Objective 6.2 Clean Air 

Goal 8: Demonstrate Leadership on 
Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions; 
Objective 8.3 Regional and Community 
Transit Network and Access 

Incorporate Goal 8 into other RTP aligned goals and 
revise to advance the Climate Smart objectives 
(included as Goal 8) and other related RTP goals. 
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Goal 8: Demonstrate Leadership on 
Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions; 
Objective 8.4 Active Transportation 
Network 

See Goal 8, Objective 8.3 Regional and Community 
Transit Network and Access 

Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.1 
Environmental Justice 

Revise objective to reflect work group input and align to 
on-going transportation equity assessment of 
transportation investment strategy 

Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.2 
Coordinated Human Services 
Transportation Needs 

See Goal 3, Objective 3.3 Equitable Access and Barrier 
Free Transportation 

Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.3 
Housing Diversity 

See Goal 1, Objective 1.3 Affordable Housing 

Goal 9: Ensure Equity; Objective 9.4 
Transportation and Housing Costs 

See Goal 2; moved because it seemed better aligned to 
Goal 2; new objective created 

Goal 11: Deliver Accountability; 
Objective 11.1 Meaningful Input 
Opportunities 

Revise according to work group input (non-specific) 
and consultation with Metro communications staff. 

 
Regional Transportation Plan Policy Framework – Proposed Revised Equity Goals and 
Objectives 
Metro proposes the following revised RTP goals and objectives based on the previously described 
review of the RTP policy framework, equity work group input, and the desire to better align the 
RTP goals and objectives to the outcomes reflected in transportation equity system evaluation 
measures. Metro staff requests feedback from the transportation equity work group on the 
proposed revisions that follow. The adopted 2014 RTP goals and objectives are provided for 
reference in Attachment 2.   
 
Goal 1: Foster Vibrant Communities and Efficient Urban Form 
Objective 1.3 Affordable Housing and Transportation Coordination – Coordinate the investment of 
affordable transportation options to support the preservation and production of affordable housing 
in the region by increasing the number, percentage and diversity of regulated affordable housing 
units within walking distance of frequent service transit.  
 
Goal 2: Sustain Economic Competitiveness and Prosperity 
Objective 2.5 Construction Trade Job Creation and Retention – Utilize the public investment of 
regional transportation projects to support family-wage construction job opportunities and 
growing a diverse construction workforce that better reflects the demographics of the community.  
 
NEW Objective 2.X Access to Jobs and Talent – Increase the number, percentage, and types (i.e. wage, 
other) of jobs the region’s residents can reach by transit, walking, and bicycling with a focus on 
increasing job access for historically marginalized communities. 
 
Objective 2.X Transportation and Housing Costs – Reduce the share of lower-income households in 
the region spending more than 45 percent of household income on housing and transportation 
combined and aim to maintain household transportation costs at 15% or less particularly for 
lower-income households of color and renters of color.  
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Goal 3: Expand Transportation Choices 
Objective 3.3 Equitable Access and Barrier Free Transportation – Increase affordable and equitable 
access to travel choices that serve the needs of all people and businesses, particularly for people of 
color, people in poverty, youth, older adults and people with disabilities, to connect with jobs, 
education, and community places. 
 
Goal 4: Emphasize Effective and Efficient Management of the Transportation System 
Objective 4.4 Demand Management – TBD with input from Metro RTO staff and strategic plan. 
 
Goal 5: Increase Safety and Security 
Objective 5.1 Operational and Public Transportation Safety – Eliminate fatal and serious injury 
crashes for all modes of travel. 
 
Goal 6: Promote Environmental Stewardship 
Objective 6.1 Natural Environment and Cultural Resources – Avoid or minimize undesirable impacts 
on fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas, wildlife corridors, significant flora, open spaces, 
protected water features, and cultural resources identified through planning process. 
 
Goal 7: Enhance Public Health 
Objective 7.2 Pollution Impacts – Reduce transportation-related vehicle emissions to improve air 
quality and to reduce negative health effects, particularly for historically marginalized communities 
who often experience greater exposure to air pollution. 
 
Goal 9: Advance Equity 
Objective 9.1 Desired Outcomes to Advance Equity – Make progress towards the desired outcomes 
historically marginalized communities, particularly those of color, have expressed for the regional 
transportation system by evaluating regional transportation plans, programs, and investments 
effect in making progress.  
 
NEW Objective 9.2: Reduce Racial Disparities – Use transportation investments to reduce racial 
disparities in access – for both physical barriers and socioeconomic – to affordable travel options to 
jobs, education, services, recreation, and social and cultural activities. 
 
Goal 11: Ensure Transparency and Accountability 
Objective 11.1 Meaningful Input Opportunities – TBD with input from Metro communications staff 
input. 
 
Regional Transportation Plan Policy Framework – Initial Proposed Framework for RTP 
Performance Targets 
At the September work group meeting, members provided robust feedback on the Metro staff 
proposal for the RTP performance targets. Key themes Metro staff heard from the September work 
group meeting about the RTP performance targets overall were (in no particular order): 

• Continue to be aspirational with the RTP performance targets; 
• Be aggressive with the RTP performance targets in and for historically marginalized 

communities;  
• Orient the RTP performance targets in a way which prioritizes eliminating the disparities 

gap experienced by communities of color with the transportation system; 
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o Be intentional with how the performance target becomes oriented to prevent the 
possibility of manipulation to show better performance 

• Have appropriate monitoring measures to better understand progress; and 
• Recognize historically marginalized communities have pressing needs today and that the 

RTP performance targets will not advance equitable outcomes unless more aggressive 
actions are taken immediately.   

In addition, there were a number of specific comments made towards individual RTP performance 
targets. 
 
At this time, other RTP work groups including the performance measures, safety, transit, and 
freight, are discussing the RTP investment strategy system evaluation results relative to the 
adopted RTP performance targets.  
 
Based on the September work group feedback, Metro staff proposes the revisions to the RTP 
performance targets which address the key outcomes of accessibility, affordability, safety, and 
health all be framed in a manner which would eliminate the disparate outcomes experienced by 
historically marginalized communities, particularly people of color. For Metro staff to reframe the 
RTP performance targets in this manner, this may mean the reporting of the progress of the 2018 
RTP 10-year and financially constrained investment strategy may not be able to report progress 
towards the updated targets because it may require additional baseline work which will not be 
completed prior to the adoption of the 2018 RTP. Also, as discussed briefly under the revised RTP 
definition of equity, Metro staff recommends revising the thresholds used to identify historically 
marginalized communities, particularly communities of color, to better capture the direction to 
focus on race and better measure how the 10-year and long-range investment strategies are closing 
the disparities gap.  
 
To date, Metro staff has proposed specific language to two RTP performance targets based on 
feedback and input from the different work groups. The rationale for proposing the specific 
language for these RTP performance targets is because of the relative straightforward proposal 
they represent. These are: 
Transportation Equity 
System Measure 

RTP Performance 
Target 

Metro Staff Proposed RTP 
Performance Target 

Access to Travel Options – 
System Connectivity and 
Completeness 

Basic Infrastructure 100% completion of regional biking 
and walking network by 2040 

Share of Safety Projects & 
Exposure to Non-Freeway VMT Safety 

Eliminate fatalities and serious 
injuries by 2035; 50% reduction by 
2025; 16% reduction by 2020 

 
The full RTP performance target proposal will come forward to the work group at the January 11th 
meeting. 
 
2018 RTP Policy Framework – Questions for Discussion 

1. What are your reactions to the overall proposed RTP policy framework and the 2018 RTP? 
(Reframed and revised equity definition, revised equity goals, revised RTP objectives with a 
related equity objective) 
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2. Are there refinements to the RTP goals and objectives which would make the objective 
specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and time-bound (SMART)?  

3. Are there refinements to the RTP goals and objectives which would better focus on and 
advance outcomes for people of color? 
 

Next Steps 
Metro staff will compile the input provided by the work group discussion to bring back revised the 
revised RTP policy framework to the work group for discussion at the last work group meeting 
scheduled for January 11, 2018. Until then, Metro staff will also be presenting the revised RTP 
policy framework to MTAC and TPAC as part of a broader discussion of the 2018 RTP policy 
framework beginning in January 2018. Following the input from the various work groups and 
committees, Metro staff will revise the RTP policy framework in time for a public comment period 
planned for June-August 2018. At that time, work group members, committee members, community 
and business leaders, and others interested in the development of the RTP are encouraged to 
provide additional feedback and input. 
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Sun:mn:mao;n:ry	off	20lf14	Reglionafl	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Pflan	Pofllicy	Fo;n:ran:mewoo;n:rk	

Oveo;n:rvliew	and	puo;n:rpose	
The	Reglionafl	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Pflan	esftabfllishes	a	pofllicy	ffo;n:ran:mewoo;n:rk	fthaft	gulides	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	
pflannling	and	linvesftn:menft	declislions	lin	fthe	o;n:reglion:,;:,:n:,	lincfludling	lidenftliffyling:,;:,:n:,	evafluaftling	and	
po;n:rlioo;n:rliftlizling	po;n:rojecft	and	po;n:rogo;n:ran:m	linvesftn:menfts	fto	be	lincfluded	lin	fthe	pflan1/.	

Thlis	docun:menft	sun:mn:mao;n:rlizes	fthe	adopfted	Reglionafl	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Pflan	pofllicy	ffo;n:ran:mewoo;n:rk	(flasft	
an:mended	lin	Decen:mbeo;n:r	20lf14)1/.	Key	eflen:menfts	off	fthe	pofllicy	ffo;n:ran:mewoo;n:rk	ao;n:reqn:r:	

• a	vlislion	and	n:mlisslion	ffoo;n:r	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	fthaft	o;n:reffflecfts	con:mn:munlifty	
vaflues	and	deslio;n:red	fland	use:,;:,:n:,	econon:mlic:,;:,:n:,	equlifty	and	envlio;n:ronn:menftafl	ouftcon:mes;		

• efleven	suppoo;n:rftling	goafls	and	objecftlives	and	o;n:reflafted	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	ftao;n:rgefts;	and		

• a	neftwoo;n:rk	vlislion	and	suppoo;n:rftling	poflliclies	fthaft	aflong	wlifth	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	n:moblifllifty	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r	
ffo;n:ran:mewoo;n:rk	gulide	pflannling	and	linvesftn:menft	lin	each	pao;n:rft	off	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	
sysften:m	fto	po;n:rovlide	a	sean:mfless	and	ffuflfly	linfteo;n:rconnecfted	sysften:m1/.	lf1	

Togeftheo;n:r	fthese	key	eflen:menfts	deffline	fthe	ouftcon:mes	fthe	pflan	lis	fto;n:ryling	fto	achlieve	by	2040	and	wliflfl	
gulide	deveflopn:menft	off	fthe	20lf18	RTP	Invesftn:menft	Sfto;n:raftegy1/.		

The	20lf18	RTP	Caflfl	ffoo;n:r	Po;n:rojecfts	wliflfl	use	fthe	adopfted	20lf14	RTP	Pofllicy	Fo;n:ran:mewoo;n:rk	as	a	sftao;n:rftling	
polinft:,;:,:n:,	o;n:recognlizling	fthlis	RTP	updafte	has	an	linco;n:reased	ffocus	on	addo;n:ressling	saffefty:,;:,:n:,	equlifty	and	
cfllin:mafte	change	and	fthaft	fthe	cuo;n:ro;n:renft	pofllicy	ffo;n:ran:mewoo;n:rk	wliflfl	be	subjecft	fto	ffuo;n:rftheo;n:r	o;n:revliew	and	
o;n:refflinen:menft	fto	n:moo;n:re	ffuflfly	addo;n:ress	fthese	and	oftheo;n:r	lissues	off	conceo;n:rn	ftho;n:rough	fthe	20lf18	RTP	
updafte	(e1/.g1/.:,;:,:n:,	congesftlion:,;:,:n:,	en:meo;n:rgling	ftechnofloglies	and	ffundling)1/.			

Ouo;n:r	shao;n:red	vlislion	ffoo;n:r	fthe	ffuftuo;n:re	off	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	
The	ffoflflowling	sftaften:menft	o;n:reffflecfts	an	updafted	vlislion	ffoo;n:r	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:mqn:r:	

In	2040:,;:,:n:,	eveo;n:ryone	lin	fthe	Poo;n:rftfland	n:mefto;n:ropoflliftan	o;n:reglion	wliflfl	shao;n:re	lin	a	po;n:rospeo;n:rous:,;:,:n:,	
equliftabfle	econon:my	and	excepftlionafl	quafllifty	off	flliffe	susftalined	by	a	saffe:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reflliabfle:,;:,:n:,	
heaflfthy:,;:,:n:,	and	affffoo;n:rdabfle	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	wlifth	fto;n:ravefl	opftlions1/.	

The	vlislion	o;n:reffflecfts	fthe	vaflues	and	deslio;n:red	ouftcon:mes	expo;n:ressed	by	fthe	pubfllic:,;:,:n:,	pofllicyn:makeo;n:rs	and	
con:mn:munlifty	and	busliness	fleadeo;n:rs	engaged	lin	deveflopn:menft	off	fthe	20lf18	Reglionafl	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	
Pflan1/.	
	

																																																								
lf1	Reffflecftling	fthe	neftwoo;n:rk	vlislion	ffoo;n:r	each	pao;n:rft	off	fthe	sysften:m:,;:,:n:,	fthe	RTP	Sysften:m	Maps	deslignaftes	ffacliflliftlies	fthaft	ao;n:re	pao;n:rft	
off	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	based	on	fthe	ffuncftlion	fthey	seo;n:rve	and	wheo;n:re	fthey	ao;n:re	flocafted1/.	The	20lf14	RTP	
o;n:reglionafl	sysften:m	n:maps	ao;n:re	lincfluded	lin	Aftftachn:menft	2	ffoo;n:r	o;n:reffeo;n:rence	and	can	be	vliewed	on:,;:,:n:-flline	aftqn:r:	
glis1/.oo;n:regonn:mefto;n:ro1/.gov/o;n:rftp/1/.	

Aftftachn:menft lf1
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Reglionafl	goafls	and	objecftlives	ffoo;n:r	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion2	
Ouo;n:r	shao;n:red	vlislion	ffoo;n:r	fthe	ffuftuo;n:re	off	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	lis	ffuo;n:rftheo;n:r	desco;n:rlibed	ftho;n:rough	efleven	goafls	and	o;n:reflafted	
objecftlives1/.	The	goafls	ao;n:re	bo;n:road	sftaften:menfts	fthaft	desco;n:rlibe	a	deslio;n:red	ouftcon:me	oo;n:r	end	o;n:resuflft	ftowao;n:rd	whlich	effffoo;n:rfts	
ao;n:re	ffocused1/.	The	goafls	and	suppoo;n:rftling	objecftlives	po;n:rovlide	a	baslis	ffoo;n:r	evafluaftling	linvesftn:menfts	fto	linffoo;n:rn:m	po;n:rlioo;n:rliftlies	
and	fto;n:rack	po;n:rogo;n:ress	ftowao;n:rd	achlievling	fthe	ouftcon:mes	expo;n:ressed	lin	fthe	RTP	vlislion1/.	Nofteqn:r:	These	wliflfl	be	subjecft	fto	
ffuo;n:rftheo;n:r	o;n:revliew	and	o;n:refflinen:menft	ftho;n:rough	fthe	20lf18	RTP	updafte1/.	

GOAL	lf1qn:r:	Fosfteo;n:r	Vlibo;n:ranft	Con:mn:munliftlies	and	Effffliclienft	Uo;n:rban	Foo;n:rn:m	
Land	use	and	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	declislions	ao;n:re	fllinked	fto	opftlin:mlize	pubfllic	linvesftn:menfts:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reduce	go;n:reenhouse	gas	
en:mlisslions	and	suppoo;n:rft	acftlive	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	opftlions	and	jobs:,;:,:n:,	schoofls:,;:,:n:,	shoppling:,;:,:n:,	seo;n:rvlices:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reco;n:reaftlionafl	
oppoo;n:rftunliftlies	and	housling	po;n:roxlin:mlifty1/.		
• Objecftlive	lf11/.lf1	Con:mpacft	Uo;n:rban	Foo;n:rn:m	and	Deslign	:,;:,:n:-	Use	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linvesftn:menfts	fto	ffocus	go;n:rowfth	lin	and	po;n:rovlide	
n:muflftli:,;:,:n:-n:modafl	access	fto	2040	Tao;n:rgeft	Ao;n:reas	and	ensuo;n:re	fthaft	deveflopn:menft	lin	2040	Tao;n:rgeft	Ao;n:reas	lis	conslisftenft	wlifth	and	
suppoo;n:rfts	fthe	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linvesftn:menfts1/.	

• Objecftlive	lf11/.2	Pao;n:rkling	Managen:menft	–	Mlinlin:mlize	fthe	an:mounft	and	po;n:ron:mofte	fthe	effffliclienft	use	off	fland	dedlicafted	fto	
vehlicfle	pao;n:rkling1/.	

• Objecftlive	lf11/.3	Affffoo;n:rdabfle	Housling	–	Suppoo;n:rft	fthe	po;n:reseo;n:rvaftlion	and	po;n:roducftlion	off	affffoo;n:rdabfle	housling	lin	fthe	o;n:reglion1/.	

GOAL	2qn:r:	Susftalin	Econon:mlic	Con:mpeftliftliveness	and	Po;n:rospeo;n:rlifty		
Muflftli:,;:,:n:-n:modafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	and	seo;n:rvlices	suppoo;n:rft	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	weflfl:,;:,:n:-beling	and	a	dliveo;n:rse:,;:,:n:,	
linnovaftlive:,;:,:n:,	susftalinabfle	and	go;n:rowling	o;n:reglionafl	and	sftafte	econon:my1/.	
• Objecftlive	21/.lf1	Reflliabfle	and	Effffliclienft	To;n:ravefl	and	Mao;n:rkeft	Ao;n:rea	Access	:,;:,:n:-	Po;n:rovlide	ffoo;n:r	o;n:reflliabfle	and	effffliclienft	n:muflftli:,;:,:n:-n:modafl	
flocafl:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reglionafl:,;:,:n:,	linfteo;n:rsftafte	and	linfto;n:rasftafte	fto;n:ravefl	and	n:mao;n:rkeft	ao;n:rea	access	ftho;n:rough	a	sean:mfless	and	weflfl:,;:,:n:-connecfted	
sysften:m	off	ftho;n:roughways:,;:,:n:,	ao;n:rfteo;n:rliafl	sfto;n:reefts:,;:,:n:,	ffo;n:relighft	seo;n:rvlices:,;:,:n:,	fto;n:ranslift	seo;n:rvlices	and	blicycfle	and	pedesfto;n:rlian	ffacliflliftlies1/.	

• Objecftlive	21/.2	Reglionafl	Passengeo;n:r	Connecftlivlifty	–	Ensuo;n:re	o;n:reflliabfle	and	effffliclienft	connecftlions	beftween	passengeo;n:r	
linfteo;n:rn:modafl	ffacliflliftlies	and	desftlinaftlions	lin	and	beyond	fthe	o;n:reglion	fto	lin:mpo;n:rove	non:,;:,:n:-aufto	access	fto	and	ffo;n:ron:m	fthe	o;n:reglion	
and	po;n:ron:mofte	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	ffuncftlion	as	a	gafteway	ffoo;n:r	ftouo;n:rlisn:m1/.	

• Objecftlive	21/.3	Mefto;n:ropoflliftan	Moblifllifty	:,;:,:n:-	Malinftalin	suffffliclienft	ftoftafl	peo;n:rson:,;:,:n:-fto;n:rlip	and	ffo;n:relighft	capaclifty	an:mong	fthe	vao;n:rlious	
n:modes	opeo;n:raftling	lin	fthe	Reglionafl	Moblifllifty	Coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs	fto	aflflow	o;n:reasonabfle	and	o;n:reflliabfle	fto;n:ravefl	ftlin:mes	ftho;n:rough	fthose	
coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs1/.	

• Objecftlive	21/.4	Fo;n:relighft	Reflliablifllifty	–Malinftalin	o;n:reasonabfle	and	o;n:reflliabfle	fto;n:ravefl	ftlin:mes	and	access	ftho;n:rough	fthe	o;n:reglion:,;:,:n:,	as	
weflfl	as	beftween	ffo;n:relighft	linfteo;n:rn:modafl	ffacliflliftlies	and	desftlinaftlions	wlifthlin	and	beyond	fthe	o;n:reglion:,;:,:n:,	fto	po;n:ron:mofte	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	
ffuncftlion	as	a	gafteway	ffoo;n:r	con:mn:meo;n:rce1/.	

• Objecftlive	21/.5	Job	Reftenftlion	and	Co;n:reaftlion	–	Aftfto;n:racft	new	buslinesses	and	ffan:mlifly:,;:,:n:-wage	jobs	and	o;n:reftalin	fthose	fthaft	ao;n:re	
aflo;n:ready	flocafted	lin	fthe	o;n:reglion1/.	

GOAL	3qn:r:	Expand	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Cholices		
Muflftli:,;:,:n:-n:modafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	and	seo;n:rvlices	po;n:rovlide	aflfl	o;n:reslidenfts	off	fthe	o;n:reglion	wlifth	affffoo;n:rdabfle	and	
equliftabfle	opftlions	ffoo;n:r	accessling	housling:,;:,:n:,	jobs:,;:,:n:,	seo;n:rvlices:,;:,:n:,	shoppling:,;:,:n:,	educaftlionafl:,;:,:n:,	cuflftuo;n:rafl	and	o;n:reco;n:reaftlionafl	
oppoo;n:rftunliftlies:,;:,:n:,	and	ffacliflliftafte	con:mpeftliftlive	cholices	ffoo;n:r	goods	n:moven:menft	ffoo;n:r	aflfl	buslinesses	lin	fthe	o;n:reglion1/.	
• Objecftlive	31/.lf1	To;n:ravefl	Cholices	:,;:,:n:-	Achlieve	n:modafl	ftao;n:rgefts	ffoo;n:r	linco;n:reased	waflkling:,;:,:n:,	blicycflling:,;:,:n:,	use	off	fto;n:ranslift	and	shao;n:red	o;n:rlide	
and	o;n:reduced	o;n:reflliance	on	fthe	aufton:moblifle	and	do;n:rlive	aflone	fto;n:rlips1/.	

• Objecftlive	31/.2	Vehlicfle	Mlifles	off	To;n:ravefl	:,;:,:n:-	Reduce	vehlicfle	n:mlifles	fto;n:ravefled	peo;n:r	caplifta1/.	

• Objecftlive	31/.3	Equliftabfle	Access	and	Bao;n:ro;n:rlieo;n:r	Fo;n:ree	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	:,;:,:n:-	Po;n:rovlide	affffoo;n:rdabfle	and	equliftabfle	access	fto	fto;n:ravefl	
cholices	and	seo;n:rve	fthe	needs	off	aflfl	peopfle	and	buslinesses:,;:,:n:,	lincfludling	peopfle	wlifth	flow	lincon:me:,;:,:n:,	youfth:,;:,:n:,	ofldeo;n:r	aduflfts	and	
peopfle	wlifth	dlisabliflliftlies:,;:,:n:,	fto	connecft	wlifth	jobs:,;:,:n:,	educaftlion:,;:,:n:,	seo;n:rvlices:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reco;n:reaftlion:,;:,:n:,	socliafl	and	cuflftuo;n:rafl	acftlivliftlies1/.	

																																																								
2	Flio;n:rsft	adopfted	lin	20lf10	and	an:mended	lin	20lf14	fto	o;n:reffflecft	fthe	Reglionafl	Acftlive	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Pflan	and	Cfllin:mafte	Sn:mao;n:rft	Sfto;n:raftegy1/.

Aftftachn:menft lf1
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• Objecftlive	31/.4	Shlippling	Cholices	–	Suppoo;n:rft	n:muflftli:,;:,:n:-n:modafl	ffo;n:relighft	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	fthaft	lincfludes	alio;n:r	cao;n:rgo:,;:,:n:,	plipeflline:,;:,:n:,	
fto;n:ruckling:,;:,:n:,	o;n:ralifl:,;:,:n:,	and	n:mao;n:rline	seo;n:rvlices	fto	ffacliflliftafte	con:mpeftliftlive	cholices	ffoo;n:r	goods	n:moven:menft	ffoo;n:r	buslinesses	lin	fthe	o;n:reglion1/.	

	
GOAL	4qn:r:	En:mphaslize	Effffecftlive	and	Effffliclienft	Managen:menft	off	fthe	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Sysften:m		
Exlisftling	and	ffuftuo;n:re	n:muflftli:,;:,:n:-n:modafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	and	seo;n:rvlices	ao;n:re	weflfl:,;:,:n:-n:managed	fto	opftlin:mlize	
capaclifty:,;:,:n:,	lin:mpo;n:rove	fto;n:ravefl	condliftlions	ffoo;n:r	aflfl	useo;n:rs	and	addo;n:ress	alio;n:r	quafllifty	and	go;n:reenhouse	gas	en:mlisslions	
o;n:reducftlion	goafls1/.		
• Objecftlive	41/.lf1	To;n:rafffflic	Managen:menft	–	Appfly	ftechnoflogy	sofluftlions	fto	acftlivefly	n:manage	fthe	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m1/.	

• Objecftlive	41/.2	To;n:ravefleo;n:r	Inffoo;n:rn:maftlion	–	Po;n:rovlide	con:mpo;n:rehenslive	o;n:reafl:,;:,:n:-ftlin:me	fto;n:ravefleo;n:r	linffoo;n:rn:maftlion	fto	peopfle	and	buslinesses	
lin	fthe	o;n:reglion1/.	

• Objecftlive	41/.3	Inclidenft	Managen:menft	–	In:mpo;n:rove	fto;n:rafffflic	linclidenft	deftecftlion	and	cfleao;n:rance	ftlin:mes	on	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	fto;n:ranslift:,;:,:n:,	
ao;n:rfteo;n:rliafl	and	ftho;n:roughways	neftwoo;n:rks1/.	

• Objecftlive	41/.4	Den:mand	Managen:menft	–	In:mpflen:menft	seo;n:rvlices:,;:,:n:,	lincenftlives	and	suppoo;n:rftlive	linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	fto	linco;n:rease	
fteflecon:mn:muftling:,;:,:n:,	waflkling:,;:,:n:,	blikling:,;:,:n:,	ftakling	fto;n:ranslift:,;:,:n:,	and	cao;n:rpooflling:,;:,:n:,	and	shliffft	fto;n:ravefl	fto	offff:,;:,:n:-peak	peo;n:rliods1/.		

• Objecftlive	41/.5	Vaflue	Po;n:rlicling	–	Conslideo;n:r	a	wlide	o;n:range	off	vaflue	po;n:rlicling	sfto;n:rafteglies	and	ftechnliques	as	a	n:managen:menft	
ftoofl:,;:,:n:,	lincfludling	buft	noft	fllin:mlifted	fto	pao;n:rkling	n:managen:menft	fto	encouo;n:rage	waflkling:,;:,:n:,	blikling	and	fto;n:ranslift	o;n:rlideo;n:rshlip	and	
seflecftlivefly	po;n:ron:mofte	shoo;n:rft:,;:,:n:-fteo;n:rn:m	and	flong:,;:,:n:-fteo;n:rn:m	sfto;n:rafteglies	as	appo;n:ropo;n:rliafte1/.	

	

GOAL	5qn:r:	Enhance	Saffefty	and	Secuo;n:rlifty		
Muflftli:,;:,:n:-n:modafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	and	seo;n:rvlices	ao;n:re	saffe	and	secuo;n:re	ffoo;n:r	fthe	pubfllic	and	goods	
n:moven:menft1/.	
• Objecftlive	51/.lf1	Opeo;n:raftlionafl	and	Pubfllic	Saffefty	:,;:,:n:-	Reduce	ffaftafl	and	seveo;n:re	linjuo;n:rlies	and	co;n:rashes	ffoo;n:r	aflfl	n:modes	off	fto;n:ravefl1/.	

• Objecftlive	51/.2	Co;n:rlin:me	:,;:,:n:-	Reduce	vuflneo;n:rablifllifty	off	fthe	pubfllic:,;:,:n:,	goods	n:moven:menft	and	co;n:rliftlicafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	fto	
co;n:rlin:me1/.	

• Objecftlive	51/.3	Teo;n:ro;n:roo;n:rlisn:m:,;:,:n:,	Naftuo;n:rafl	Dlisasfteo;n:rs	and	Hazao;n:rdous	Mafteo;n:rliafl	Inclidenfts	:,;:,:n:-	Reduce	vuflneo;n:rablifllifty	off	fthe	pubfllic:,;:,:n:,	
goods	n:moven:menft	and	co;n:rliftlicafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	fto	acfts	off	fteo;n:ro;n:roo;n:rlisn:m:,;:,:n:,	naftuo;n:rafl	dlisasfteo;n:rs:,;:,:n:,	cfllin:mafte	change:,;:,:n:,	
hazao;n:rdous	n:mafteo;n:rliafl	spliflfls	oo;n:r	oftheo;n:r	hazao;n:rdous	linclidenfts1/.	

	
GOAL	6qn:r:	Po;n:ron:mofte	Envlio;n:ronn:menftafl	Sftewao;n:rdshlip	
Po;n:ron:mofte	o;n:responslibfle	sftewao;n:rdshlip	off	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	naftuo;n:rafl:,;:,:n:,	con:mn:munlifty:,;:,:n:,	and	cuflftuo;n:rafl	o;n:resouo;n:rces1/.	
• Objecftlive	61/.lf1	Naftuo;n:rafl	Envlio;n:ronn:menft	–	Avolid	oo;n:r	n:mlinlin:mlize	undeslio;n:rabfle	lin:mpacfts	on	fflish	and	wlifldflliffe	habliftaft	conseo;n:rvaftlion	
ao;n:reas:,;:,:n:,	wlifldflliffe	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs:,;:,:n:,	slignlifflicanft	fffloo;n:ra	and	open	spaces1/.	

• Objecftlive	61/.2	Cflean	Alio;n:r	–	Reduce	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion:,;:,:n:-o;n:reflafted	vehlicfle	en:mlisslions	fto	lin:mpo;n:rove	alio;n:r	quafllifty	so	fthaft	as	go;n:rowfth	
occuo;n:rs:,;:,:n:,	fthe	vliew	off	fthe	Cascades	and	fthe	Coasft	Range	ffo;n:ron:m	wlifthlin	fthe	o;n:reglion	ao;n:re	n:malinftalined1/.	

• Objecftlive	61/.3	Wafteo;n:r	Quafllifty	and	Quanftlifty	–	Po;n:roftecft	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	wafteo;n:r	quafllifty	and	naftuo;n:rafl	sfto;n:rean:m	ffflows1/.	

• Objecftlive	61/.4	Eneo;n:rgy	and	Land	Consun:mpftlion	:,;:,:n:-	Reduce	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion:,;:,:n:-o;n:reflafted	eneo;n:rgy	and	fland	consun:mpftlion	and	fthe	
o;n:reglion’s	dependence	on	unsftabfle	eneo;n:rgy	souo;n:rces1/.	

• Objecftlive	61/.5	Cfllin:mafte	Change	–	Reduce	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion:,;:,:n:-o;n:reflafted	go;n:reenhouse	gas	en:mlisslions	and	n:meeft	adopfted	ftao;n:rgefts	
ffoo;n:r	educling	go;n:reenhouse	gas	en:mlisslions	ffo;n:ron:m	fllighft	vehlicfle	fto;n:ravefl1/.	
	

GOAL	7qn:r:	Enhance	Hun:man	Heaflfth	
Muflftli:,;:,:n:-n:modafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	and	seo;n:rvlices	po;n:rovlide	saffe:,;:,:n:,	con:mffoo;n:rftabfle	and	convenlienft	opftlions	fthaft	
suppoo;n:rft	acftlive	fllivling	and	physlicafl	acftlivlifty:,;:,:n:,	and	n:mlinlin:mlize	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion:,;:,:n:-o;n:reflafted	poflfluftlion	fthaft	negaftlivefly	
lin:mpacfts	hun:man	heaflfth1/.	
• Objecftlive	71/.lf1	Acftlive	Llivling

Aftftachn:menft lf1

	–	Po;n:rovlide	saffe:,;:,:n:,	con:mffoo;n:rftabfle	and	convenlienft	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	opftlions	fthaft	suppoo;n:rft	acftlive	
fllivling	and	physlicafl	acftlivlifty	fto	n:meeft	dalifly	needs	and	access	seo;n:rvlices1/.	
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• Objecftlive	71/.2	Poflfluftlion	In:mpacfts	–	Mlinlin:mlize	nolise:,;:,:n:,	lin:mpeo;n:rvlious	suo;n:rfface	and	oftheo;n:r	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion:,;:,:n:-o;n:reflafted	poflfluftlion	
lin:mpacfts	on	o;n:reslidenfts	lin	fthe	o;n:reglion	fto	o;n:reduce	negaftlive	heaflfth	effffecfts1/.	
	

Goafl	8qn:r:	Den:monsfto;n:rafte	Leadeo;n:rshlip	on	Reducling	Go;n:reenhouse	Gas	En:mlisslions	
Ift	lis	fthe	pofllicy	off	fthe	Mefto;n:ro	Counclifl	fto	lin:mpflen:menft	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	sfto;n:raftegy	fto	n:meeft	adopfted	ftao;n:rgefts	ffoo;n:r	o;n:reducling	
go;n:reenhouse	gas	en:mlisslions	ffo;n:ron:m	fllighft:,;:,:n:-dufty	vehlicfle	fto;n:ravefl	whlifle	co;n:reaftling	heaflfthy	and	equliftabfle	con:mn:munliftlies	and	
a	sfto;n:rong	econon:my1/.		
• Objecftlive	81/.lf1	Land	Use	and	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Inftego;n:raftlion	:,;:,:n:-	Conftlinue	fto	lin:mpflen:menft	fthe	2040	Go;n:rowfth	Concepft	fto	
suppoo;n:rft	a	con:mpacft	uo;n:rban	ffoo;n:rn:m	fto	o;n:reduce	vehlicfle	n:mlifles	fto;n:ravefled	and	linco;n:rease	fthe	use	off	fto;n:ranslift	and	zeo;n:ro	oo;n:r	flow	cao;n:rbon	
en:mlisslion	fto;n:ravefl	opftlions:,;:,:n:,	such	as	blicycflling:,;:,:n:,	waflkling:,;:,:n:,	and	eflecfto;n:rlic	vehlicfles1/.	

• Objecftlive	81/.2	Cflean	Fuefls	and	Cflean	Vehlicfles	:,;:,:n:-	Suppoo;n:rft	sftafte	effffoo;n:rfts	fto	fto;n:ransliftlion	Oo;n:regon	fto	cfleaneo;n:r:,;:,:n:,	flow	cao;n:rbon	ffuefls	
and	linco;n:rease	fthe	use	off	n:moo;n:re	ffuefl:,;:,:n:-effffliclienft	vehlicfles:,;:,:n:,	lincfludling	eflecfto;n:rlic	and	aflfteo;n:rnaftlive	ffuefl	vehlicfles1/.	

• Objecftlive	81/.3	Reglionafl	and	Con:mn:munlifty	To;n:ranslift	Neftwoo;n:rk	and	Access	:,;:,:n:-	Make	fto;n:ranslift	convenlienft:,;:,:n:,	ffo;n:requenft:,;:,:n:,	accesslibfle	
and	affffoo;n:rdabfle	by	linvesftling	lin	new	con:mn:munlifty	and	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranslift	connecftlions:,;:,:n:,	expandling	and	lin:mpo;n:rovling	exlisftling	
fto;n:ranslift	seo;n:rvlices:,;:,:n:,	lin:mpo;n:rovling	blicycfle	and	pedesfto;n:rlian	access	fto	fto;n:ranslift:,;:,:n:,	and	lin:mpflen:menftling	o;n:reduced	ffao;n:re	po;n:rogo;n:ran:ms	ffoo;n:r	
fto;n:ranslift:,;:,:n:-dependenft	con:mn:munliftlies:,;:,:n:,	such	as	youfth:,;:,:n:,	ofldeo;n:r	aduflfts:,;:,:n:,	peopfle	wlifth	dlisabliflliftlies	and	peopfle	wlifth	flow	lincon:me1/.	

• Objecftlive	81/.4	Acftlive	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Neftwoo;n:rk	:,;:,:n:-	Make	blikling	and	waflkling	fthe	saffesft:,;:,:n:,	n:mosft	convenlienft	and	enjoyabfle	
fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	cholices	ffoo;n:r	shoo;n:rft	fto;n:rlips	ffoo;n:r	aflfl	ages	and	abliflliftlies	by	con:mpfleftling	gaps	and	addo;n:ressling	deffliclienclies	lin	fthe	
o;n:reglion’s	blicycfle	and	pedesfto;n:rlian	neftwoo;n:rks1/.	

• Objecftlive	81/.5	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Sysften:ms	Managen:menft	and	Opeo;n:raftlions	:,;:,:n:-	Enhance	ffuefl	efffflicliency	and	sysften:m	
linvesftn:menfts	and	o;n:reduce	en:mlisslions	by	usling	ftechnoflogy	fto	acftlivefly	n:manage	and	ffuflfly	opftlin:mlize	fthe	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	
sysften:m1/.	

• Objecftlive	81/.6	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Den:mand	Managen:menft	:,;:,:n:-	In:mpflen:menft	po;n:rogo;n:ran:ms:,;:,:n:,	seo;n:rvlices	and	oftheo;n:r	ftoofls	fthaft	po;n:rovlide	
con:mn:mufteo;n:rs	and	househoflds	wlifth	linffoo;n:rn:maftlion	and	lincenftlives	fto	expand	fthe	use	off	fto;n:ravefl	opftlions:,;:,:n:,	lincfludling	cao;n:rshao;n:rling:,;:,:n:,	
and	o;n:reduce	do;n:rlive	aflone	fto;n:rlips1/.	

• Objecftlive	81/.7	Pao;n:rkling	Managen:menft	:,;:,:n:-	In:mpflen:menft	flocaflfly:,;:,:n:-defflined	appo;n:roaches	fto	pao;n:rkling	n:managen:menft	lin	Cenfteo;n:rs:,;:,:n:,	
Coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs:,;:,:n:,	Sftaftlion	Con:mn:munliftlies	and	Malin	Sfto;n:reefts	seo;n:rved	by	ffo;n:requenft	fto;n:ranslift	seo;n:rvlice	and	acftlive	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	opftlions	
fto	n:make	effffliclienft	use	off	vehlicfle	pao;n:rkling	and	fland	dedlicafted	fto	pao;n:rkling1/.	

• Objecftlive	81/.8	Sfto;n:reefts	and	Hlighways	Neftwoo;n:rk	:,;:,:n:-	Invesft	sfto;n:rafteglicaflfly	lin	sfto;n:reefts	and	hlighways	fto	n:make	fthen:m	saffe:,;:,:n:,	
o;n:reflliabfle	and	connecfted	fto	suppoo;n:rft	fthe	n:moven:menft	off	peopfle	and	goods1/.	

• Objecftlive	81/.	9	Mefto;n:ro	Acftlions	:,;:,:n:-	Take	acftlions	fto	lin:mpflen:menft	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	sfto;n:raftegy	fto	n:meeft	adopfted	ftao;n:rgefts	ffoo;n:r	o;n:reducling	
go;n:reenhouse	gas	en:mlisslions	ffo;n:ron:m	fllighft:,;:,:n:-dufty	vehlicfle	fto;n:ravefl1/.	

• Objecftlive	81/.lf10	Pao;n:rftneo;n:r	Acftlions	:,;:,:n:-	Encouo;n:rage	flocafl:,;:,:n:,	sftafte	and	ffedeo;n:rafl	goveo;n:rnn:menfts	and	specliafl	dlisfto;n:rlicfts	fto	conslideo;n:r	
lin:mpflen:menftling	acftlions	lin	fthe	Tooflbox	off	Posslibfle	Acftlions	lin	flocaflfly	ftalifloo;n:red	ways	fto	heflp	fthe	o;n:reglion	n:meeft	adopfted	
ftao;n:rgefts	ffoo;n:r	o;n:reducling	go;n:reenhouse	gas	en:mlisslions	ffo;n:ron:m	fllighft:,;:,:n:-dufty	vehlicfle	fto;n:ravefl	

	
GOAL	9qn:r:	Ensuo;n:re	Equlifty3	
The	benefflifts	and	adveo;n:rse	lin:mpacfts	off	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	pflannling:,;:,:n:,	po;n:rogo;n:ran:ms	and	linvesftn:menft	declislions	ao;n:re	
equliftabfly	dlisfto;n:rlibufted	an:mong	popuflaftlion	den:mogo;n:raphlics	and	geogo;n:raphy:,;:,:n:,	conslideo;n:rling	dliffffeo;n:renft	pao;n:rfts	off	fthe	
o;n:reglion	and	census	bflock	go;n:roups	wlifth	dliffffeo;n:renft	lincon:mes:,;:,:n:,	o;n:races	and	efthnlicliftlies1/.	
• Objecftlive	91/.lf1	Envlio;n:ronn:menftafl	Jusftlice	–	Ensuo;n:re	benefflifts	and	lin:mpacfts	off	linvesftn:menfts	ao;n:re	equliftabfly	dlisfto;n:rlibufted	by	
popuflaftlion	den:mogo;n:raphlics	and	geogo;n:raphy1/.	

																																																								
3	Thlis	goafl	and	o;n:reflafted	RTP	poflliclies	wliflfl	be	subjecft	fto	ffuo;n:rftheo;n:r	o;n:revliew	and	o;n:refflinen:menft	by	fthe	RTP	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Equlifty	Woo;n:rk	Go;n:roup	
ftho;n:rough	fthe	20lf18	RTP	updafte1/.

Aftftachn:menft lf1
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• Objecftlive	91/.2	Cooo;n:rdlinafted	Hun:man	Seo;n:rvlices	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Needs	:,;:,:n:-	Ensuo;n:re	linvesftn:menfts	lin	fthe	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	
po;n:rovlide	a	ffuflfl	o;n:range	off	affffoo;n:rdabfle	opftlions	ffoo;n:r	peopfle	wlifth	flow	lincon:me:,;:,:n:,	efldeo;n:rs	and	peopfle	wlifth	dlisabliflliftlies	conslisftenft	
wlifth	fthe	To;n:rli:,;:,:n:-Counfty	Cooo;n:rdlinafted	Hun:man	Seo;n:rvlices	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Pflan	(CHSTP)1/.	

• Objecftlive	91/.3	Housling	Dliveo;n:rslifty	:,;:,:n:-	Use	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linvesftn:menfts	fto	achlieve	go;n:reafteo;n:r	dliveo;n:rslifty	off	housling	
oppoo;n:rftunliftlies	by	fllinkling	linvesftn:menfts	fto	n:measuo;n:res	ftaken	by	fthe	flocafl	goveo;n:rnn:menfts	fto	linco;n:rease	housling	dliveo;n:rslifty1/.	

• Objecftlive	91/.4	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	and	Housling	Cosfts–	Reduce	fthe	shao;n:re	off	househoflds	lin	fthe	o;n:reglion	spendling	n:moo;n:re	fthan	
50	peo;n:rcenft	off	househofld	lincon:me	on	housling	and	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	con:mblined1/.	

	

GOAL	lf10qn:r:	Ensuo;n:re	Fliscafl	Sftewao;n:rdshlip4	
Reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	pflannling	and	linvesftn:menft	declislions	ensuo;n:re	fthe	besft	o;n:reftuo;n:rn	on	pubfllic	linvesftn:menfts	lin	
linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	and	po;n:rogo;n:ran:ms	and	ao;n:re	gulided	by	dafta	and	anaflyses1/.	
• Objecftlive	lf101/.lf1	Asseft	Managen:menft–	Adequaftefly	updafte:,;:,:n:,	o;n:repalio;n:r	and	n:malinftalin	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	ffacliflliftlies	and	seo;n:rvlices	fto	
po;n:reseo;n:rve	fthelio;n:r	ffuncftlion:,;:,:n:,	n:malinftalin	fthelio;n:r	useffufl	flliffe	and	efllin:mlinafte	n:malinftenance	backflogs1/.	

• Objecftlive	lf101/.2	Maxlin:mlize	Reftuo;n:rn	on	Pubfllic	Invesftn:menft	:,;:,:n:-	Make	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linvesftn:menft	declislions	fthaft	use	pubfllic	
o;n:resouo;n:rces	effffecftlivefly	and	effffliclienftfly:,;:,:n:,	usling	a	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance:,;:,:n:-based	pflannling	appo;n:roach	suppoo;n:rfted	by	dafta	and	anaflyses	
fthaft	lincflude	aflfl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	n:modes1/.	

• Objecftlive	lf101/.3	Sftabfle	and	Innovaftlive	Fundling	–	Sftablifllize	exlisftling	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	o;n:revenue	whlifle	secuo;n:rling	new	and	
linnovaftlive	flong:,;:,:n:-fteo;n:rn:m	souo;n:rces	off	ffundling	adequafte	fto	bulifld:,;:,:n:,	opeo;n:rafte	and	n:malinftalin	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	
ffoo;n:r	aflfl	n:modes	off	fto;n:ravefl	aft	fthe	ffedeo;n:rafl:,;:,:n:,	sftafte:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reglionafl	and	flocafl	flevefl1/.	

	

GOAL	lf1lf1qn:r:	Deflliveo;n:r	Accounftablifllifty	and	To;n:ranspao;n:rency5	
The	o;n:reglion’s	goveo;n:rnn:menft:,;:,:n:,	busliness:,;:,:n:,	linsftliftuftlionafl	and	con:mn:munlifty	fleadeo;n:rs	woo;n:rk	ftogeftheo;n:r	lin	an	open	and	
fto;n:ranspao;n:renft	n:manneo;n:r	so	fthe	pubfllic	has	n:meanlingffufl	oppoo;n:rftunliftlies	ffoo;n:r	linpuft	on	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	declislions	and	
expeo;n:rliences	an	linftego;n:rafted:,;:,:n:,	con:mpo;n:rehenslive	sysften:m	off	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	ffacliflliftlies	and	seo;n:rvlices	fthaft	bo;n:rlidge	
goveo;n:rnance:,;:,:n:,	linsftliftuftlionafl	and	ffliscafl	bao;n:ro;n:rlieo;n:rs1/.	
• Objecftlive	lf1lf11/.lf1	Meanlingffufl	Inpuft	Oppoo;n:rftunliftlies	:,;:,:n:-	Po;n:rovlide	n:meanlingffufl	linpuft	oppoo;n:rftunliftlies	ffoo;n:r	linfteo;n:resfted	and	affffecfted	
sftakehofldeo;n:rs:,;:,:n:,	lincfludling	peopfle	who	have	fto;n:radliftlionaflfly	been	undeo;n:ro;n:repo;n:resenfted:,;:,:n:,	o;n:resouo;n:rce	agenclies:,;:,:n:,	busliness:,;:,:n:,	
linsftliftuftlionafl	and	con:mn:munlifty	sftakehofldeo;n:rs:,;:,:n:,	and	flocafl:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reglionafl	and	sftafte	juo;n:rlisdlicftlions	fthaft	own	and	opeo;n:rafte	fthe	
o;n:reglion’s	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	lin	pflan	deveflopn:menft	and	o;n:revliew1/.	

• Objecftlive	lf1lf11/.2	Cooo;n:rdlinaftlion	and	Coopeo;n:raftlion	:,;:,:n:-	Ensuo;n:re	o;n:repo;n:resenftaftlion	lin	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	declislion:,;:,:n:-n:makling	lis	
equliftabfle	ffo;n:ron:m	an:mong	aflfl	affffecfted	juo;n:rlisdlicftlions	and	sftakehofldeo;n:rs	and	lin:mpo;n:rove	cooo;n:rdlinaftlion	and	coopeo;n:raftlion	an:mong	
fthe	pubfllic	and	po;n:rlivafte	owneo;n:rs	and	opeo;n:raftoo;n:rs	off	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	so	fthe	sysften:m	can	ffuncftlion	lin	a	
cooo;n:rdlinafted	n:manneo;n:r	and	beftfteo;n:r	po;n:rovlide	ffoo;n:r	sftafte	and	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	needs1/.	

	

RTP	Peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	Tao;n:rgefts	
Tabfle	lf1	sun:mn:mao;n:rlizes	fthe	cuo;n:ro;n:renft	adopfted	RTP	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	ftao;n:rgefts1/.	The	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	ftao;n:rgefts	ao;n:re	nun:meo;n:rlicafl	
benchn:mao;n:rks	fto	assess	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	po;n:rogo;n:ress	lin	cao;n:ro;n:ryling	ouft	fthe	RTP	vlislion	and	goafls1/.	The	ftao;n:rgefts	do;n:raw	ffo;n:ron:m	
ffedeo;n:rafl	and	sftafte	fleglisflaftlion1/.	They	ao;n:re	asplio;n:raftlionafl	and	beglin	n:movling	fthe	o;n:reglion	ftowao;n:rds	ouftcon:me:,;:,:n:-based	
declislion:,;:,:n:-n:makling1/.	As	lin	pasft	RTP	updaftes:,;:,:n:,	fthe	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	ftao;n:rgefts	po;n:rovlide	pofllicy	dlio;n:recftlion	ffoo;n:r	deveflopling	fthe	
RTP	linvesftn:menft	sfto;n:raftegy1/.	
	 	

																																																								
4	Thlis	goafl	and	o;n:reflafted	objecftlives	wliflfl	be	subjecft	fto	ffuo;n:rftheo;n:r	o;n:revliew	fto	ensuo;n:re	fthe	pofllicy	concepft	off	a	weflfl:,;:,:n:-n:malinftalined	sysften:m	lis	
o;n:reffflecfted1/.	
5	The	flanguage	lidenftlifflied	lin	undeo;n:rscoo;n:re	was	o;n:recon:mn:mended	by	MPAC	on	Apo;n:rlifl	26:,;:,:n:,	20lf17:,;:,:n:,	and	wliflfl	be	subjecft	fto	ffuo;n:rftheo;n:r	o;n:revliew	and	
o;n:refflinen:menft	fto	ensuo;n:re	fto;n:ranspao;n:rency	off	fthe	declislion:,;:,:n:-n:makling	po;n:rocess	lis	n:moo;n:re	expflliclift1/.	

Aftftachn:menft lf1
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Tabfle	lf11/.	20lf14	RTP	Peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	Tao;n:rgefts6	

ECONOMY	

Saffefty	–By	20402035:,;:,:n:,	efllin:mlinafte	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	o;n:reflafted	ffaftaflliftlies	and	seo;n:rlious	linjuo;n:rlies	ffoo;n:r	aflfl	useo;n:rs	off	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	
fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m:,;:,:n:,	wlifth	a	lf16%	o;n:reducftlion	by	2020	(as	con:mpao;n:red	fto	fthe	20lf15	fflive	yeao;n:r	o;n:roflflling	aveo;n:rage)<	and	a	
50%	o;n:reducftlion	by	20251/.o;n:reduce	fthe	nun:mbeo;n:r	off	ffaftafl	and	seveo;n:re	linjuo;n:ry	co;n:rashes	ffoo;n:r	pedesfto;n:rlians:,;:,:n:,	blicycfllisfts:,;:,:n:,	and	n:moftoo;n:r	

vehlicfle	occupanfts	each	by	50%	con:mpao;n:red	fto	2007	:,;:,:n:-	20lf1lf1	aveo;n:rage1/.7	

Congesftlion	–	By	2040:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reduce	vehlicfle	houo;n:rs	off	deflay	(VHD)	peo;n:r	peo;n:rson	by	lf10%	con:mpao;n:red	fto	20lf101/.			

Fo;n:relighft	o;n:reflliablifllifty	–	By	2040:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reduce	vehlicfle	houo;n:rs	off	deflay	peo;n:r	fto;n:ruck	fto;n:rlip	by	lf10%	con:mpao;n:red	fto	20lf101/.	

ENVIRONMENT	

Cfllin:mafte	change	–	By	2040:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reduce	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion:,;:,:n:-o;n:reflafted	go;n:reenhouse	gas	en:mlisslions	peo;n:r	caplifta	beflow	20lf10	flevefls1/.	

Acftlive	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	–	By	2040:,;:,:n:,	fto;n:rlipfle	waflkling:,;:,:n:,	blikling	and	fto;n:ranslift	n:mode	shao;n:res	con:mpao;n:red	fto	20lf101/.	

Baslic	linffo;n:rasfto;n:rucftuo;n:re	–	By	2040:,;:,:n:,	linco;n:rease	by	50%	fthe	n:mlifles	off	slidewaflk:,;:,:n:,	blikeways:,;:,:n:,	and	fto;n:ralifls	con:mpao;n:red	fto	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	

neftwoo;n:rks	lin	20lf101/.	

Cflean	alio;n:r	–	By	2040:,;:,:n:,	ensuo;n:re	zeo;n:ro	%	popuflaftlion	exposuo;n:re	fto	aft:,;:,:n:-o;n:rlisk	flevefls	off	alio;n:r	poflfluftlion1/.	

To;n:ravefl	–	By	2040:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reduce	vehlicfle	n:mlifles	fto;n:ravefled	peo;n:r	peo;n:rson	by	lf10	peo;n:rcenft	con:mpao;n:red	fto	20lf101/.	

EQUITY	

Affffoo;n:rdablifllifty	–	By	2040:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reduce	fthe	aveo;n:rage	househofld	con:mblined	cosft	off	housling	and	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	by	25	peo;n:rcenft	

con:mpao;n:red	fto	20lf101/.	

Access	fto	dalifly	needs	–	By	2040:,;:,:n:,	linco;n:rease	by	50%	fthe	nun:mbeo;n:r	off	essenftliafl	desftlinaftlions	accesslibfle	wlifthlin	30	n:mlinuftes	

by	blicycflling	&	pubfllic	fto;n:ranslift	ffoo;n:r	flow:,;:,:n:-lincon:me:,;:,:n:,	n:mlinoo;n:rlifty:,;:,:n:,	senlioo;n:r	and	dlisabfled	popuflaftlions	con:mpao;n:red	fto	20051/.	

	

Oftheo;n:r	RTP	Peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	Sftandao;n:rds	(ffo;n:ron:m	adopfted	20lf14	RTP)	

The	RTP	n:musft	den:monsfto;n:rafte	fthaft	lift	defflines	an	adequafte	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	fto	seo;n:rve	pflanned	fland	uses	fto	
n:meeft	sftafte	pflannling	o;n:requlio;n:ren:menfts1/.	The	ftao;n:rgefts	lin	fthe	po;n:revlious	secftlion:,;:,:n:,	fthe	linfteo;n:rlin:m	sftandao;n:rds	lin	fthlis	secftlion	
and	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	n:measuo;n:res	desco;n:rlibed	lin	Chapfteo;n:r	4	off	fthe	20lf14	RTP	seo;n:rve	as	fthe	baslis	ffoo;n:r	defteo;n:rn:mlinling	wheftheo;n:r	
fthe	po;n:roposed	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	adequaftefly	addo;n:resses	fthe	RTP	goafls	and	pflanned	fland	uses	duo;n:rling	fthe	
pflan	peo;n:rliod1/.8			

Infteo;n:rlin:m	Reglionafl	Moblifllifty	Pofllicy	(fflio;n:rsft	adopfted	lin	2000	RTP)	
The	linfteo;n:rlin:m	n:moblifllifty	pofllicy	shown	lin	Tabfle	2	desco;n:rlibes	opeo;n:raftlionafl	condliftlions	fthaft	ao;n:re	used	fto	evafluafte	fthe	
quafllifty	off	seo;n:rvlice	off	fthe	aufto	neftwoo;n:rk:,;:,:n:,	usling	fthe	o;n:raftlio	off	fto;n:rafffflic	voflun:me	fto	pflanned	capaclifty	(o;n:reffeo;n:ro;n:red	fto	as	fthe	
voflun:me/capaclifty	o;n:raftlio)	off	a	gliven	o;n:roadway1/.	The	n:measuo;n:res	ao;n:re	used	fto	dliagnose	fthe	exftenft	off	aufto	congesftlion	
duo;n:rling	dliffffeo;n:renft	ftlin:mes	off	fthe	day	lin	oo;n:rdeo;n:r	fto	lidenftliffy	deffliclienft	o;n:roadway	ffacliflliftlies	and	seo;n:rvlices	lin	fthe	pflan1/.	The	
linfteo;n:rlin:m	o;n:reglionafl	n:moblifllifty	pofllicy	lin	Tabfle	2	shows	fthe	n:mlinlin:mun:m	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	flevefl	deslio;n:red	ffoo;n:r	aufto	
fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	ffacliflliftlies	and	seo;n:rvlices	wlifthlin	fthe	o;n:reglion1/.	Oo;n:rliglinaflfly	adopfted	lin	2000	and	an:mended	linfto	fthe	
Oo;n:regon	Hlighway	Pflan	lin	2002:,;:,:n:,	fthe	linfteo;n:rlin:m	o;n:reglionafl	n:moblifllifty	pofllicy	o;n:reffflecfts	a	flevefl	off	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	lin	fthe	o;n:reglion	
fthaft	fthe	Oo;n:regon	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Con:mn:mlisslion	(OTC)	deen:med	ftofleo;n:rabfle	aft	fthe	ftlin:me	off	lifts	adopftlion:,;:,:n:,	buft	lis	aflso	
o;n:recognlized	as	an	linco;n:ren:menftafl	sftep	ftowao;n:rd	a	n:moo;n:re	con:mpo;n:rehenslive	seft	off	n:measuo;n:res	fthaft	conslideo;n:r	sysften:m	

																																																								
6	The	20lf14	RTP	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	ftao;n:rgefts	wliflfl	be	o;n:revliewed	and	updafted	lin	Faflfl	20lf171/.	Updaftes	wliflfl	be	linffoo;n:rn:med	by	ffedeo;n:rafl	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance:,;:,:n:-
based	pflannling	o;n:requlio;n:ren:menfts	lidenftlifflied	lin	by	MAP:,;:,:n:-2lf1	and	fthe	FAST	Acft	and	fthe	20lf18	RTP	sysften:m	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	and	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	
equlifty	anaflyslis1/.	
7	The	sfto;n:rlikeftho;n:rough/undeo;n:rscoo;n:re	o;n:reffflecfts	fthe	o;n:revlised	ftao;n:rgeft	o;n:recon:mn:mended	by	fthe	RTP	Saffefty	Woo;n:rk	Go;n:roup	and	suppoo;n:rfted	by	fthe	
Mefto;n:ro	Counclifl:,;:,:n:,	fthe	Mefto;n:ro	Pofllicy	Advlisoo;n:ry	Con:mn:mliftftee	and	fthe	Jolinft	Pofllicy	Advlisoo;n:ry	Con:mn:mliftftee	on	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	lin	Spo;n:rling	20lf171/.	
8	The	Oo;n:regon	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Pflannling	Rufle:,;:,:n:,	subsecftlion	0060:,;:,:n:,	o;n:requlio;n:res	fthe	RTP	fto	lincflude	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	n:measuo;n:res	fthaft	ensuo;n:re	fthe	
fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	lis	adequafte	fto	seo;n:rve	pflanned	fland	uses1/.

Aftftachn:menft lf1
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peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance:,;:,:n:,	as	weflfl	as	fflinancliafl:,;:,:n:,	envlio;n:ronn:menftafl	and	con:mn:munlifty	lin:mpacfts1/.	The	OTC	has	lindlicafted	a	deslio;n:re	ffoo;n:r	
Mefto;n:ro	fto	advance	beyond	fthe	fto;n:radliftlionafl	n:moblifllifty	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	n:measuo;n:re	used	fto	gulide	linvesftn:menft	declislions1/.		
Mefto;n:ro:,;:,:n:,	ODOT	and	oftheo;n:r	o;n:reglionafl	pao;n:rftneo;n:rs	wliflfl	conftlinue	fto	woo;n:rk	ftogeftheo;n:r	fto	updafte	fthe	cuo;n:ro;n:renft	o;n:reglionafl	
n:moblifllifty	pofllicy	fto	beftfteo;n:r	afllign	wlifth	RTP	ouftcon:mes1/.		

Thlis	evafluaftlion	heflps	fthe	o;n:reglion	deveflop	sfto;n:rafteglies	fto	addo;n:ress	o;n:roadway	congesftlion	lin	a	n:moo;n:re	sfto;n:rafteglic	n:manneo;n:r:,;:,:n:,	
gliven	fllin:mlifted	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	ffundling	and	poftenftliafl	envlio;n:ronn:menftafl	and	con:mn:munlifty	lin:mpacfts1/.	Pasft	sysften:m	
anaflyslis	desco;n:rlibed	lin	Chapfteo;n:r	4	off	fthe	20lf14	RTP	fflinds	fthaft	fthe	o;n:reglion	cannoft	achlieve	fthe	n:moblifllifty	pofllicy	fllisfted	
lin	Tabfle	2	wlifthlin	cuo;n:ro;n:renft	ffundling	flevefls	oo;n:r	wlifth	fthe	n:mlix	off	linvesftn:menfts	lincfluded	lin	fthe	anaflyslis1/.		

Tabfle	21/.	Infteo;n:rlin:m	Reglionafl	Moblifllifty	Pofllicy	|	Defflicliency	Tho;n:reshoflds	and	Opeo;n:raftling	Sftandao;n:rds	(ffo;n:ron:m	adopfted	20lf14	RTP)	

Locaftlion	 Sftandao;n:rd
		
	 Sftandao;n:rd		

 

 
Mlid:,;:,:n:-Day 
One:,;:,:n:-Houo;n:r 
Peak A 

 

 PM 2:,;:,:n:-Houo;n:r 
Peak A 

 

   lf1sft 
Houo;n:r 

2nd 
Houo;n:r 

  

Cenfto;n:rafl Clifty 
Reglionafl Cenfteo;n:rs 
Town Cenfteo;n:rs 
Malin Sfto;n:reefts 
Sftaftlion Con:mn:munliftlies 

 

 
1/.99 

   
 
lf11/.lf1 

 
1/.99 

  

Coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs 
Indusfto;n:rliafl Ao;n:reas  
Infteo;n:rn:modafl Facliflliftlies 
En:mpfloyn:menft Ao;n:reas 
Inneo;n:r Nelighboo;n:rhoods 
Oufteo;n:r Nelighboo;n:rhoods 

 
 
1/.90 

   
 
1/.99 

 
1/.99 

  

I:,;:,:n:-84
 
(ffo;n:ron:m I:,;:,:n:-5 fto I:,;:,:n:-205)  1/.99    lf11/.lf1 1/.99   

I:,;:,:n:-5 Noo;n:rfth (ffo;n:ron:m Mao;n:rquan:m Bo;n:rlidge fto Infteo;n:rsftafte Bo;n:rlidge)  1/.99    lf11/.lf1 1/.99   

OR 99E
 
(ffo;n:ron:m Llincofln Sfto;n:reeft fto OR 224 linfteo;n:rchange)  1/.99    lf11/.lf1 1/.99   

US 26 (ffo;n:ron:m I:,;:,:n:-405 fto Syflvan linfteo;n:rchange)  1/.99    lf11/.lf1 1/.99   

I:,;:,:n:-405 
B
 (I:,;:,:n:-5 Soufth fto I:,;:,:n:-5 Noo;n:rfth)  1/.99    lf11/.lf1 1/.99   

Oftheo;n:r Po;n:rlinclipafl Ao;n:rfteo;n:rliafl Rouftes 
I:,;:,:n:-205 

B
 

I:,;:,:n:-84 (easft off I:,;:,:n:-205) 
I:,;:,:n:-5 (Mao;n:rquan:m Bo;n:rlidge fto Wliflsonvliflfle) 

B
 

OR 2lf17 
US 26 (wesft off Syflvan) 
US 30 
OR 8 (Muo;n:ro;n:ray Bouflevao;n:rd fto Bo;n:rookwood Avenue) 

B
 

OR 2lf12 
OR 224 
OR 47 
OR 2lf13 

  
 
1/.90 

    
 
1/.99 

 
 
1/.99 

  

A1/. The	den:mand:,;:,:n:-fto:,;:,:n:-capaclifty	o;n:raftlios	lin	fthe	ftabfle	ao;n:re	ffoo;n:r	fthe	hlighesft	ftwo	consecuftlive	houo;n:rs	off	weekday	fto;n:rafffflic	voflun:mes1/.	
The	n:mlid:,;:,:n:-day	peak	houo;n:r	lis	fthe	hlighesft	60:,;:,:n:-n:mlinufte	peo;n:rliod	beftween	fthe	houo;n:rs	off	9	a1/.n:m1/.	and	3	p1/.n:m1/.	The	2nd	houo;n:r	lis	
defflined	as	fthe	slingfle	60:,;:,:n:-n:mlinufte	peo;n:rliod:,;:,:n:,	eliftheo;n:r	beffoo;n:re	oo;n:r	afffteo;n:r	fthe	peak	60:,;:,:n:-n:mlinufte	peo;n:rliod:,;:,:n:,	whlicheveo;n:r	lis	hlighesft1/.

Aftftachn:menft lf1
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B1/. A	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r	o;n:refflinen:menft	pflan	lis	o;n:requlio;n:red	lin	Chapfteo;n:r	5	off	fthe	RTP:,;:,:n:,	and	wliflfl	lincflude	a	o;n:recon:mn:mended	n:moblifllifty	pofllicy	ffoo;n:r	
each	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r1/.	

Reglionafl	Modafl	Tao;n:rgefts	
Non:,;:,:n:-do;n:rlive	aflone	n:modafl	ftao;n:rgefts	ao;n:re	esftabfllished	fthe	20lf14	RTP	as	shown	lin	Tabfle	31/.	The	ftao;n:rgefts	ao;n:re	linftended	fto	
be	goafls	ffoo;n:r	cliftlies	and	counftlies	fto	woo;n:rk	ftowao;n:rd	as	fthey	lin:mpflen:menft	fthe	2040	Go;n:rowfth	Concepft	aft	fthe	flocafl	flevefl1/.	
Inco;n:reases	lin	waflkling:,;:,:n:,	blicycflling:,;:,:n:,	o;n:rlideshao;n:rling	and	fto;n:ranslift	n:mode	shao;n:res	wliflfl	be	used	fto	den:monsfto;n:rafte	con:mpflliance	
wlifth	peo;n:r	caplifta	fto;n:ravefl	o;n:reducftlions	o;n:requlio;n:red	by	fthe	sftafte	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Pflannling	Rufle1/.	The	n:mosft	uo;n:rbanlized	
ao;n:reas	off	fthe	o;n:reglion	wliflfl	achlieve	hligheo;n:r	non:,;:,:n:-do;n:rlive	aflone	n:modafl	shao;n:res	fthan	fless	devefloped	ao;n:reas	cfloseo;n:r	fto	fthe	
uo;n:rban	go;n:rowfth	boundao;n:ry1/.		

Tabfle	3	Reglionafl	Modafl	Tao;n:rgefts		(ffo;n:ron:m	adopfted	20lf14	RTP)	

2040	Deslign	Type	 Non:,;:,:n:-do;n:rlive	aflone	
n:modafl	ftao;n:rgeft	

Poo;n:rftfland	cenfto;n:rafl	clifty	 60:,;:,:n:-70%	

Reglionafl	cenfteo;n:rs	
Town	cenfteo;n:rs	
Malin	sfto;n:reefts	
Sftaftlion	con:mn:munliftlies	
Coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs	
Passengeo;n:r	linfteo;n:rn:modafl	ffacliflliftlies	

	
	

45:,;:,:n:-55%	

Indusfto;n:rliafl	ao;n:reas	
Fo;n:relighft	linfteo;n:rn:modafl	ffacliflliftlies	
En:mpfloyn:menft	ao;n:reas	
Inneo;n:r	nelighboo;n:rhoods	
Oufteo;n:r	nelighboo;n:rhoods	

	
	

40:,;:,:n:-45%	

Nofteqn:r:	The	ftao;n:rgefts	appfly	fto	fto;n:rlips	fto	and	wlifthlin	each	2040	deslign	ftype1/.	The	ftao;n:rgefts	o;n:reffflecft	condliftlions	needed	lin	fthe	yeao;n:r	2040	fto	
con:mpfly	wlifth	Oo;n:regon	To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	Pflannling	Rufle	objecftlives	fto	o;n:reduce	o;n:reflliance	on	slingfle:,;:,:n:-occupancy	vehlicfles1/.	

Sftafte	go;n:reenhouse	gas	en:mlisslions	o;n:reducftlion	ftao;n:rgeft	ffoo;n:r	fthe	Poo;n:rftfland	n:mefto;n:ropoflliftan	o;n:reglion	
In	Decen:mbeo;n:r	20lf14:,;:,:n:,	JPACT	and	fthe	Mefto;n:ro	Counclifl	adopfted	fthe	Cfllin:mafte	Sn:mao;n:rft	Sfto;n:raftegy	fthaft	achlieves	a	29	
peo;n:rcenft	o;n:reducftlion	lin	peo;n:r	caplifta	go;n:reenhouse	gas	en:mlisslions	ffo;n:ron:m	fllighft:,;:,:n:-dufty	vehlicfles	by	2035:,;:,:n:,	exceedling	fthe	20	
peo;n:rcenft	n:mandafted	ftao;n:rgeft	seft	by	fthe	Land	Conseo;n:rvaftlion	and	Deveflopn:menft	Con:mn:mlisslion	lin	May	20lf1lf11/.	In	20lf16:,;:,:n:,	
fthe	Con:mn:mlisslion	o;n:revliewed	ftao;n:rgefts	ffoo;n:r	Oo;n:regon’s	n:mefto;n:ropoflliftan	ao;n:reas1/.	On	Januao;n:ry	27:,;:,:n:,	20lf17:,;:,:n:,	fthe	Con:mn:mlisslion	
adopfted	ftao;n:rgefts	ffoo;n:r	fthe	yeao;n:rs	2040	ftho;n:rough	2050	ffoo;n:r	each	n:mefto;n:ropoflliftan	ao;n:rea1/.	9		The	Poo;n:rftfland	ao;n:rea	go;n:reenhouse	
gas	en:mlisslions	o;n:reducftlion	ftao;n:rgefts	ffoo;n:r	fthe	yeao;n:rs	2040:,;:,:n:,	2045	and	2050	ao;n:reqn:r:	

• By	2040:,;:,:n:,	a	25	peo;n:rcenft	o;n:reducftlion		

• By	2045:,;:,:n:,	a	30	peo;n:rcenft	o;n:reducftlion	

• By	2050:,;:,:n:,	a	35	peo;n:rcenft	o;n:reducftlion	

The	RTP	n:musft	lincflude	fthe	fflinafl	ftao;n:rgefts	and	o;n:repoo;n:rft	on	wheftheo;n:r	saftlisffacftoo;n:ry	po;n:rogo;n:ress	lis	beling	n:made	ftowao;n:rd	
lin:mpflen:menftling	fthe	Cfllin:mafte	Sn:mao;n:rft	Sfto;n:raftegy:,;:,:n:,	lidenftliffy	o;n:reasons	ffoo;n:r	a	flack	off	po;n:rogo;n:ress:,;:,:n:,	and	lidenftliffy	posslibfle	
coo;n:ro;n:recftlive	acftlions	fto	n:make	saftlisffacftoo;n:ry	po;n:rogo;n:ress	fto	ensuo;n:re	fthe	ftao;n:rgefts	ao;n:re	beling	n:meft1/.	

	 	

																																																								
9	Moo;n:re	linffoo;n:rn:maftlion	can	be	ffound	aftqn:r:	www1/.oo;n:regon1/.gov/LCD/Pages/GHGTao;n:rgeftRevliew1/.aspx

Aftftachn:menft lf1
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Vlislion	ffoo;n:r	each	pao;n:rft	off	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	
The	RTP	aflso	defflines	a	vlislion	(as	o;n:reffflecfted	lin	fthe	neftwoo;n:rk	n:map)	and	suppoo;n:rftling	poflliclies	fto	gulide	linvesftn:menfts	lin	
each	pao;n:rft	off	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m	(shown	lin	Aftftachn:menft	2)qn:r:	
Ao;n:rfteo;n:rliafl	and	
Tho;n:roughway	
Neftwoo;n:rk	Map	
Vlislionlf10	

• Bulifld	a	weflfl:,;:,:n:-connecfted	neftwoo;n:rk	off	con:mpflefte	sfto;n:reefts	fthaft	po;n:rlioo;n:rliftlize	saffe	and	convenlienft	
pedesfto;n:rlian	and	blicycfle	access1/.	

• In:mpo;n:rove	flocafl	and	coflflecftoo;n:r	sfto;n:reeft	connecftlivlifty1/.	

• Maxlin:mlize	sysften:m	opeo;n:raftlions	by	lin:mpflen:menftling	n:managen:menft	sfto;n:rafteglies	po;n:rlioo;n:r	fto	bulifldling	new	
n:moftoo;n:r	vehlicfle	capaclifty:,;:,:n:,	wheo;n:re	appo;n:ropo;n:rliafte1/.	

Reglionafl	To;n:ranslift	
Neftwoo;n:rk	Map	
Vlislionlf1lf1	

• Bulifld	fthe	ftoftafl	neftwoo;n:rk	and	fto;n:ranslift:,;:,:n:-suppoo;n:rftlive	fland	uses	fto	fleveo;n:rage	linvesftn:menfts1/.	

• Expand	hligh	capaclifty	fto;n:ranslift1/.	

• Expand	o;n:reglionafl	and	flocafl	ffo;n:requenft	seo;n:rvlice	fto;n:ranslift1/.	

• In:mpo;n:rove	flocafl	seo;n:rvlice	fto;n:ranslift1/.	

• Suppoo;n:rft	expanded	con:mn:mufteo;n:r	o;n:ralifl	and	linfteo;n:rclifty	fto;n:ranslift	seo;n:rvlice	fto	nelighboo;n:rling	con:mn:munliftlies	

• In:mpo;n:rove	pedesfto;n:rlian	and	blicycfle	access	fto	fto;n:ranslift1/.	

Reglionafl	Fo;n:relighft	
Neftwoo;n:rk	Map	
Vlislionlf12	

• Use	a	sysften:ms	appo;n:roach	fto	pflan	ffoo;n:r	and	n:manage	fthe	ffo;n:relighft	neftwoo;n:rk1/.	

• Reduce	deflay	and	linco;n:rease	o;n:reflliablifllifty1/.	

• Po;n:roftecft	lindusfto;n:rliafl	flands	and	ffo;n:relighft	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	linvesftn:menfts1/.	

• Look	beyond	fthe	o;n:roadway	neftwoo;n:rk	fto	addo;n:ress	co;n:rliftlicafl	n:mao;n:rline	and	o;n:ralifl	needs1/.	

• Puo;n:rsue	cflean:,;:,:n:,	go;n:reen	and	sn:mao;n:rft	ftechnofloglies	and	po;n:racftlices1/.	

Reglionafl	Blicycfle	
Neftwoo;n:rk	Map	
Vlislion	

• Make	waflkling	and	blicycflling	fthe	n:mosft	convenlienft:,;:,:n:,	saffe	and	enjoyabfle	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	cholices	ffoo;n:r	
shoo;n:rft	fto;n:rlips	fless	fthan	ftho;n:ree	n:mlifles1/.	

• Bulifld	an	linfteo;n:rconnecfted	o;n:reglionafl	neftwoo;n:rk	off	blicycfle	o;n:rouftes	and	dlisfto;n:rlicfts	linftego;n:rafted	wlifth	fto;n:ranslift	
and	naftuo;n:re	fthaft	po;n:rlioo;n:rliftlizes	sean:mfless:,;:,:n:,	saffe:,;:,:n:,	convenlienft	and	con:mffoo;n:rftabfle	access	fto	uo;n:rban	cenfteo;n:rs	
and	essenftliafl	dalifly	needs:,;:,:n:,	lincfludling	schoofls	and	jobs:,;:,:n:,	ffoo;n:r	aflfl	ages	and	abliflliftlies1/.	

• Bulifld	a	go;n:reen	o;n:rlibbon	off	blicycfle	pao;n:rkways	as	pao;n:rft	off	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	linftego;n:rafted	n:moblifllifty	sfto;n:raftegy1/.	

• In:mpo;n:rove	blike:,;:,:n:-fto;n:ranslift	connecftlions1/.	

• Ensuo;n:re	fthaft	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	blicycfle	and	pedesfto;n:rlian	neftwoo;n:rk	equliftabfly	seo;n:rves	aflfl	peopfle1/.	

Reglionafl	Pedesfto;n:rlian	
Neftwoo;n:rk	Map	
Vlislion	

• Make	waflkling	and	blicycflling	fthe	n:mosft	convenlienft:,;:,:n:,	saffe	and	enjoyabfle	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	cholices	ffoo;n:r	
shoo;n:rft	fto;n:rlips	fless	fthan	ftho;n:ree	n:mlifles1/.	

• Bulifld	a	weflfl:,;:,:n:-connecfted	neftwoo;n:rk	off	pedesfto;n:rlian	o;n:rouftes:,;:,:n:,	lincfludling	saffe	sfto;n:reeft	co;n:rosslings:,;:,:n:,	linftego;n:rafted	
wlifth	fto;n:ranslift	and	naftuo;n:re	fthaft	po;n:rlioo;n:rliftlize	sean:mfless:,;:,:n:,	saffe:,;:,:n:,	convenlienft	and	con:mffoo;n:rftabfle	access	fto	
uo;n:rban	cenfteo;n:rs	and	essenftliafl	dalifly	needs:,;:,:n:,	lincfludling	schoofls	and	jobs:,;:,:n:,	ffoo;n:r	aflfl	ages	and	abliflliftlies1/.	

• Co;n:reafte	waflkabfle	downftowns:,;:,:n:,	cenfteo;n:rs:,;:,:n:,	n:malin	sfto;n:reefts	and	sftaftlion	con:mn:munliftlies	fthaft	po;n:rlioo;n:rliftlize	saffe:,;:,:n:,	
convenlienft	and	con:mffoo;n:rftabfle	pedesfto;n:rlian	access	ffoo;n:r	aflfl	ages	and	abliflliftlies1/.	

• In:mpo;n:rove	pedesfto;n:rlian	access	fto	fto;n:ranslift1/.	

• Ensuo;n:re	fthaft	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	pedesfto;n:rlian	neftwoo;n:rk	equliftabfly	seo;n:rves	aflfl	peopfle1/.	

To;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	
Sysften:m	
Managen:menft	and	
Opeo;n:raftlions	Map	
Vlislion	lf10	

• Use	advanced	ftechnofloglies:,;:,:n:,	po;n:rlicling	sfto;n:rafteglies	and	oftheo;n:r	ftoofls	fto	acftlivefly	n:manage	fthe	
fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m1/.	

• Po;n:rovlide	con:mpo;n:rehenslive	o;n:reafl:,;:,:n:-ftlin:me	fto;n:ravefleo;n:r	linffoo;n:rn:maftlion	fto	peopfle	and	buslinesses1/.	

• In:mpo;n:rove	linclidenft	deftecftlion	and	cfleao;n:rance	ftlin:mes	on	fthe	o;n:reglion’s	fto;n:ranslift:,;:,:n:,	ao;n:rfteo;n:rliafl	and	ftho;n:roughway	
neftwoo;n:rks1/.	

• In:mpflen:menft	lincenftlives	and	po;n:rogo;n:ran:ms	fto	linco;n:rease	awao;n:reness	off	fto;n:ravefl	opftlions	and	lincenft	change1/.	

																																																								
lf10	The	Tho;n:roughway	and	ao;n:rfteo;n:rliafl	neftwoo;n:rk	vlislion	and	poflliclies	and	TSMO	vlislion	and	poflliclies	wliflfl	be	subjecft	fto	ffuo;n:rftheo;n:r	o;n:revliew	and	
o;n:refflinen:menft	as	pao;n:rft	off	fthe	20lf18	RTP	updafte1/.	
lf1lf1	The	Reglionafl	To;n:ranslift	Neftwoo;n:rk	Vlislion	and	poflliclies	ao;n:re	lin	fthe	po;n:rocess	off	beling	updafted	as	pao;n:rft	off	deveflopn:menft	off	Reglionafl	To;n:ranslift	
Sfto;n:raftegy1/.	Thlis	ftabfle	o;n:reffflecfts	poflliclies	lin	fthe	20lf14	RTP1/.	
lf12	The	Reglionafl	Fo;n:relighft	Neftwoo;n:rk	Vlislion	lis	lin	fthe	po;n:rocess	off	beling	updafted	as	pao;n:rft	off	updaftling	fthe	Reglionafl	Fo;n:relighft	Sfto;n:raftegy1/.

Aftftachn:menft lf1
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Reglionafl	Moblifllifty	Coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r	Fo;n:ran:mewoo;n:rk	
The	o;n:reglionafl	n:moblifllifty	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r	pofllicy	concepft	lin	Chapfteo;n:r	2	off	fthe	20lf14	RTP	caflfls	ffoo;n:r	conslideo;n:raftlion	off	n:muflftlipfle	ffacliflliftlies:,;:,:n:,	
n:modes	and	fland	use	when	lidenftliffyling	needs	and	n:mosft	effffecftlive	n:mlix	off	fland	use	and	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sofluftlions	fto	lin:mpo;n:rove	
n:moblifllifty	wlifthlin	a	speclifflic	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r	ao;n:rea1/.	Moo;n:re	linffoo;n:rn:maftlion	ffo;n:ron:m	fthe	20lf14	RTP	lis	po;n:rovlided	beflow1/.	Nofteqn:r:	These	wliflfl	be	
subjecft	fto	ffuo;n:rftheo;n:r	o;n:revliew	and	o;n:refflinen:menft	ftho;n:rough	fthe	20lf18	RTP	updafte1/.	

	

Reglionafl	Moblifllifty	Coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r	Concepft	

Moblifllifty	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs	o;n:repo;n:resenft	sub:,;:,:n:-ao;n:reas	off	fthe	o;n:reglion	and	lincflude	aflfl	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	ffacliflliftlies	wlifthlin	fthe	subao;n:rea	
as	weflfl	as	fthe	fland	uses	seo;n:rved	by	fthe	o;n:reglionafl	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	sysften:m1/.	Thlis	lincfludes	ffo;n:reeways	and	hlighways	and	pao;n:raflflefl	
neftwoo;n:rks	off	ao;n:rfteo;n:rliafl	sfto;n:reefts:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reglionafl	blicycfle	and	pedesfto;n:rlian	pao;n:rkways:,;:,:n:,	hligh	capaclifty	fto;n:ranslift:,;:,:n:,	and	ffo;n:requenft	bus	o;n:rouftes1/.	
The	ffuncftlion	off	fthlis	neftwoo;n:rk	off	linftego;n:rafted	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs	lis	n:mefto;n:ropoflliftan	n:moblifllifty	–	n:movling	peopfle	and	goods	
beftween	dliffffeo;n:renft	pao;n:rfts	off	fthe	o;n:reglion	and:,;:,:n:,	lin	son:me	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs:,;:,:n:,	connecftling	fthe	o;n:reglion	wlifth	fthe	o;n:resft	off	fthe	sftafte	and	
beyond1/.	Thlis	ffo;n:ran:mewoo;n:rk	en:mphaslizes	fthe	linftego;n:raftlion	off	fland	use	and	fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	lin	defteo;n:rn:mlinling	o;n:reglionafl	sysften:m	
needs:,;:,:n:,	ffuncftlions:,;:,:n:,	deslio;n:red	ouftcon:mes:,;:,:n:,	peo;n:rffoo;n:rn:mance	n:measuo;n:res:,;:,:n:,	and	linvesftn:menft	sfto;n:rafteglies1/.	The	concepft	off	a	o;n:reglionafl	
n:moblifllifty	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r	lis	liflflusfto;n:rafted	lin	Fliguo;n:re	lf11/.		

	
Fliguo;n:re	lf11/.	Reglionafl	Moblifllifty	Coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r	Concepft	(fto;n:ranspoo;n:rftaftlion	eflen:menft)	

	
	
Nofteqn:r:	Ideafllized	concepft	ffoo;n:r	liflflusfto;n:raftlive	puo;n:rposes	showling	o;n:recon:mn:mended	o;n:range	off	sysften:m	anaflyslis	ffoo;n:r	fthe	evafluaftlion:,;:,:n:,	n:monliftoo;n:rling:,;:,:n:,	
n:managen:menft	and	phasling	off	linvesftn:menfts	fto	ftho;n:roughways:,;:,:n:,	ao;n:rfteo;n:rliafl	sfto;n:reefts	and	fto;n:ranslift	seo;n:rvlice	lin	fthe	bo;n:roadeo;n:r	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r1/.	The	liflflusfto;n:raftlion	
lis	n:modefled	afffteo;n:r	I:,;:,:n:-84	beftween	lf12fth	and	60fth	avenues	lin	Noo;n:rftheasft	Poo;n:rftfland1/.		

	
Slince	fthe	lf1980s:,;:,:n:,	o;n:reglionafl	n:moblifllifty	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs	have	had	
ftho;n:roughway	fto;n:ravefl	suppflen:menfted	by	hligh	capaclifty	
fto;n:ranslift	seo;n:rvlice	fthaft	po;n:rovlides	an	lin:mpoo;n:rftanft	passengeo;n:r	
aflfteo;n:rnaftlive1/.	Pao;n:raflflefl	ao;n:rfteo;n:rliafl	sfto;n:reefts:,;:,:n:,	heavy	o;n:ralifl:,;:,:n:,	bus	
seo;n:rvlice:,;:,:n:,	blicycfle	pao;n:rkways	and	pedesfto;n:rlian/blicycfle	
connecftlions	fto	fto;n:ranslift	aflso	po;n:rovlide	addliftlionafl	capaclifty	lin	
fthe	o;n:reglionafl	n:moblifllifty	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:rs1/.		
	
The	ffuflfl	ao;n:ro;n:ray	off	o;n:reglionafl	n:moblifllifty	coo;n:ro;n:rlidoo;n:r	ffacliflliftlies	
shoufld	be	conslideo;n:red	lin	conjuncftlion	wlifth	fthe	pao;n:raflflefl	
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Regional	goals	and	objectives	for	transportation1	
Our	shared	vision	for	the	future	of	transportation	is	further	described	through	eleven	goals	and	related	objectives.	The	goals	are	
broad	statements	that	describe	a	desired	outcome	or	end	result	toward	which	efforts	are	focused.	The	goals	and	supporting	
objectives	provide	a	basis	for	evaluating	investments	to	inform	priorities	and	track	progress.	

GOAL	1:	Foster	Vibrant	Communities	and	Efficient	Urban	Form	
Land	use	and	transportation	decisions	are	linked	to	optimize	public	investments,	reduce	greenhouse	gas	emissions	and	support	active	
transportation	options	and	jobs,	schools,	shopping,	services,	recreational	opportunities	and	housing	proximity.		
• Objective	1.1	Compact	Urban	Form	and	Design	-	Use	transportation	investments	to	focus	growth	in	and	provide	multi-modal	access	to	2040	

Target	Areas	and	ensure	that	development	in	2040	Target	Areas	is	consistent	with	and	supports	the	transportation	investments.	
• Objective	1.2	Parking	Management	–	Minimize	the	amount	and	promote	the	efficient	use	of	land	dedicated	to	vehicle	parking.	
• Objective	1.3	Affordable	Housing	–	Support	the	preservation	and	production	of	affordable	housing	in	the	region.	

GOAL	2:	Sustain	Economic	Competitiveness	and	Prosperity		
Multi-modal	transportation	infrastructure	and	services	support	the	region’s	well-being	and	a	diverse,	innovative,	sustainable	and	growing	
regional	and	state	economy.	
• Objective	2.1	Reliable	and	Efficient	Travel	and	Market	Area	Access	-	Provide	for	reliable	and	efficient	multi-modal	local,	regional,	interstate	

and	intrastate	travel	and	market	area	access	through	a	seamless	and	well-connected	system	of	throughways,	arterial	streets,	freight	
services,	transit	services	and	bicycle	and	pedestrian	facilities.	

• Objective	2.2	Regional	Passenger	Connectivity	–	Ensure	reliable	and	efficient	connections	between	passenger	intermodal	facilities	and	
destinations	in	and	beyond	the	region	to	improve	non-auto	access	to	and	from	the	region	and	promote	the	region’s	function	as	a	gateway	
for	tourism.	

• Objective	2.3	Metropolitan	Mobility	-	Maintain	sufficient	total	person-trip	and	freight	capacity	among	the	various	modes	operating	in	the	
Regional	Mobility	Corridors	to	allow	reasonable	and	reliable	travel	times	through	those	corridors.	

• Objective	2.4	Freight	Reliability	–Maintain	reasonable	and	reliable	travel	times	and	access	through	the	region,	as	well	as	between	freight	
intermodal	facilities	and	destinations	within	and	beyond	the	region,	to	promote	the	region’s	function	as	a	gateway	for	commerce.	

• Objective	2.5	Job	Retention	and	Creation	–	Attract	new	businesses	and	family-wage	jobs	and	retain	those	that	are	already	located	in	the	
region.	

GOAL	3:	Expand	Transportation	Choices		
Multi-modal	transportation	infrastructure	and	services	provide	all	residents	of	the	region	with	affordable	and	equitable	options	for	accessing	
housing,	jobs,	services,	shopping,	educational,	cultural	and	recreational	opportunities,	and	facilitate	competitive	choices	for	goods	movement	
for	all	businesses	in	the	region.	
• Objective	3.1	Travel	Choices	-	Achieve	modal	targets	for	increased	walking,	bicycling,	use	of	transit	and	shared	ride	and	reduced	reliance	on	

the	automobile	and	drive	alone	trips.	
• Objective	3.2	Vehicle	Miles	of	Travel	-	Reduce	vehicle	miles	traveled	per	capita.	
• Objective	3.3	Equitable	Access	and	Barrier	Free	Transportation	-	Provide	affordable	and	equitable	access	to	travel	choices	and	serve	the	

needs	of	all	people	and	businesses,	including	people	with	low	income,	youth,	older	adults	and	people	with	disabilities,	to	connect	with	jobs,	
education,	services,	recreation,	social	and	cultural	activities.	

• Objective	3.4	Shipping	Choices	–	Support	multi-modal	freight	transportation	system	that	includes	air	cargo,	pipeline,	trucking,	rail,	and	
marine	services	to	facilitate	competitive	choices	for	goods	movement	for	businesses	in	the	region.	

	
GOAL	4:	Emphasize	Effective	and	Efficient	Management	of	the	Transportation	System		
Existing	and	future	multi-modal	transportation	infrastructure	and	services	are	well-managed	to	optimize	capacity,	improve	travel	conditions	for	
all	users	and	address	air	quality	and	greenhouse	gas	emissions	reduction	goals.		
• Objective	4.1	Traffic	Management	–	Apply	technology	solutions	to	actively	manage	the	transportation	system.	
• Objective	4.2	Traveler	Information	–	Provide	comprehensive	real-time	traveler	information	to	people	and	businesses	in	the	region.	
• Objective	4.3	Incident	Management	–	Improve	traffic	incident	detection	and	clearance	times	on	the	region’s	transit,	arterial	and	

throughways	networks.	
• Objective	4.4	Demand	Management	–	Implement	services,	incentives	and	supportive	infrastructure	to	increase	telecommuting,	walking,	

biking,	taking	transit,	and	carpooling,	and	shift	travel	to	off-peak	periods.		
• Objective	4.5	Value	Pricing	–	Consider	a	wide	range	of	value	pricing	strategies	and	techniques	as	a	management	tool,	including	but	not	

limited	to	parking	management	to	encourage	walking,	biking	and	transit	ridership	and	selectively	promote	short-term	and	long-term	
strategies	as	appropriate.	

	
GOAL	5:	Enhance	Safety	and	Security		
Multi-modal	transportation	infrastructure	and	services	are	safe	and	secure	for	the	public	and	goods	movement.	
• Objective	5.1	Operational	and	Public	Safety	-	Reduce	fatal	and	severe	injuries	and	crashes	for	all	modes	of	travel.	
• Objective	5.2	Crime	-	Reduce	vulnerability	of	the	public,	goods	movement	and	critical	transportation	infrastructure	to	crime.	
• Objective	5.3	Terrorism,	Natural	Disasters	and	Hazardous	Material	Incidents	-	Reduce	vulnerability	of	the	public,	goods	movement	and	

critical	transportation	infrastructure	to	acts	of	terrorism,	natural	disasters,	climate	change,	hazardous	material	spills	or	other	hazardous	
incidents.	

	
GOAL	6:	Promote	Environmental	Stewardship	
Promote	responsible	stewardship	of	the	region’s	natural,	community,	and	cultural	resources.	
• Objective	6.1	Natural	Environment	–	Avoid	or	minimize	undesirable	impacts	on	fish	and	wildlife	habitat	conservation	areas,	wildlife	

corridors,	significant	flora	and	open	spaces.	
• Objective	6.2	Clean	Air	–	Reduce	transportation-related	vehicle	emissions	to	improve	air	quality	so	that	as	growth	occurs,	the	view	of	the	

Cascades	and	the	Coast	Range	from	within	the	region	are	maintained.	
• Objective	6.3	Water	Quality	and	Quantity	–	Protect	the	region’s	water	quality	and	natural	stream	flows.	
• Objective	6.4	Energy	and	Land	Consumption	-	Reduce	transportation-related	energy	and	land	consumption	and	the	region’s	dependence	on	

unstable	energy	sources.	
• Objective	6.5	Climate	Change	–	Reduce	transportation-related	greenhouse	gas	emissions	and	meet	adopted	targets	for	educing	greenhouse	

gas	emissions	from	light	vehicle	travel.	
	
	
	
																																																								
1	First	adopted	in	2010	and	amended	in	2014	to	reflect	the	Regional	Active	Transportation	Plan	and	Climate	Smart	Strategy.	



GOAL	7:	Enhance	Human	Health	
Multi-modal	transportation	infrastructure	and	services	provide	safe,	comfortable	and	convenient	options	that	support	active	living	and	physical	
activity,	and	minimize	transportation-related	pollution	that	negatively	impacts	human	health.	
• Objective	7.1	Active	Living	–	Provide	safe,	comfortable	and	convenient	transportation	options	that	support	active	living	and	physical	activity	

to	meet	daily	needs	and	access	services.	
• Objective	7.2	Pollution	Impacts	–	Minimize	noise,	impervious	surface	and	other	transportation-related	pollution	impacts	on	residents	in	the	

region	to	reduce	negative	health	effects.	
	
Goal	8:	Demonstrate	Leadership	on	Reducing	Greenhouse	Gas	Emissions	
It	is	the	policy	of	the	Metro	Council	to	implement	the	regional	strategy	to	meet	adopted	targets	for	reducing	greenhouse	gas	emissions	from	
light-duty	vehicle	travel	while	creating	healthy	and	equitable	communities	and	a	strong	economy.		
• Objective	8.1	Land	Use	and	Transportation	Integration	-	Continue	to	implement	the	2040	Growth	Concept	to	support	a	compact	urban	

form	to	reduce	vehicle	miles	traveled	and	increase	the	use	of	transit	and	zero	or	low	carbon	emission	travel	options,	such	as	bicycling,	
walking,	and	electric	vehicles.	

• Objective	8.2	Clean	Fuels	and	Clean	Vehicles	-	Support	state	efforts	to	transition	Oregon	to	cleaner,	low	carbon	fuels	and	increase	the	use	of	
more	fuel-efficient	vehicles,	including	electric	and	alternative	fuel	vehicles.	

• Objective	8.3	Regional	and	Community	Transit	Network	and	Access	-	Make	transit	convenient,	frequent,	accessible	and	affordable	by	
investing	in	new	community	and	regional	transit	connections,	expanding	and	improving	existing	transit	services,	improving	bicycle	and	
pedestrian	access	to	transit,	and	implementing	reduced	fare	programs	for	transit-dependent	communities,	such	as	youth,	older	adults,	
people	with	disabilities	and	people	with	low	income.	

• Objective	8.4	Active	Transportation	Network	-	Make	biking	and	walking	the	safest,	most	convenient	and	enjoyable	transportation	choices	
for	short	trips	for	all	ages	and	abilities	by	completing	gaps	and	addressing	deficiencies	in	the	region’s	bicycle	and	pedestrian	networks.	

• Objective	8.5	Transportation	Systems	Management	and	Operations	-	Enhance	fuel	efficiency	and	system	investments	and	reduce	emissions	
by	using	technology	to	actively	manage	and	fully	optimize	the	transportation	system.	

• Objective	8.6	Transportation	Demand	Management	-	Implement	programs,	services	and	other	tools	that	provide	commuters	and	
households	with	information	and	incentives	to	expand	the	use	of	travel	options,	including	carsharing,	and	reduce	drive	alone	trips.	

• Objective	8.7	Parking	Management	-	Implement	locally-defined	approaches	to	parking	management	in	Centers,	Corridors,	Station	
Communities	and	Main	Streets	served	by	frequent	transit	service	and	active	transportation	options	to	make	efficient	use	of	vehicle	parking	
and	land	dedicated	to	parking.	

• Objective	8.8	Streets	and	Highways	Network	-	Invest	strategically	in	streets	and	highways	to	make	them	safe,	reliable	and	connected	to	
support	the	movement	of	people	and	goods.	

• Objective	8.	9	Metro	Actions	-	Take	actions	to	implement	the	regional	strategy	to	meet	adopted	targets	for	reducing	greenhouse	gas	
emissions	from	light-duty	vehicle	travel.	

• Objective	8.10	Partner	Actions	-	Encourage	local,	state	and	federal	governments	and	special	districts	to	consider	implementing	actions	in	
the	Toolbox	of	Possible	Actions	in	locally	tailored	ways	to	help	the	region	meet	adopted	targets	for	reducing	greenhouse	gas	emissions	from	
light-duty	vehicle	travel	

	
GOAL	9:	Ensure	Equity	
The	benefits	and	adverse	impacts	of	regional	transportation	planning,	programs	and	investment	decisions	are	equitably	distributed	among	
population	demographics	and	geography,	considering	different	parts	of	the	region	and	census	block	groups	with	different	incomes,	races	and	
ethnicities.	
• Objective	9.1	Environmental	Justice	–	Ensure	benefits	and	impacts	of	investments	are	equitably	distributed	by	population	demographics	

and	geography.	
• Objective	9.2	Coordinated	Human	Services	Transportation	Needs	-	Ensure	investments	in	the	transportation	system	provide	a	full	range	of	

affordable	options	for	people	with	low	income,	elders	and	people	with	disabilities	consistent	with	the	Tri-County	Coordinated	Human	
Services	Transportation	Plan	(CHSTP).	

• Objective	9.3	Housing	Diversity	-	Use	transportation	investments	to	achieve	greater	diversity	of	housing	opportunities	by	linking	
investments	to	measures	taken	by	the	local	governments	to	increase	housing	diversity.	

• Objective	9.4	Transportation	and	Housing	Costs–	Reduce	the	share	of	households	in	the	region	spending	more	than	50	percent	of	
household	income	on	housing	and	transportation	combined.	

	
GOAL	10:	Ensure	Fiscal	Stewardship	
Regional	transportation	planning	and	investment	decisions	ensure	the	best	return	on	public	investments	in	infrastructure	and	programs	and	are	
guided	by	data	and	analyses.	
• Objective	10.1	Asset	Management–	Adequately	update,	repair	and	maintain	transportation	facilities	and	services	to	preserve	their	function,	

maintain	their	useful	life	and	eliminate	maintenance	backlogs.	
• Objective	10.2	Maximize	Return	on	Public	Investment	-	Make	transportation	investment	decisions	that	use	public	resources	effectively	and	

efficiently,	using	a	performance-based	planning	approach	supported	by	data	and	analyses	that	include	all	transportation	modes.	
• Objective	10.3	Stable	and	Innovative	Funding	–	Stabilize	existing	transportation	revenue	while	securing	new	and	innovative	long-term	

sources	of	funding	adequate	to	build,	operate	and	maintain	the	regional	transportation	system	for	all	modes	of	travel	at	the	federal,	state,	
regional	and	local	level.	

	
GOAL	11:	Deliver	Accountability	
The	region’s	government,	business,	institutional	and	community	leaders	work	together	in	an	open	and	transparent	manner	so	the	public	has	
meaningful	opportunities	for	input	on	transportation	decisions	and	experiences	an	integrated,	comprehensive	system	of	transportation	facilities	
and	services	that	bridge	governance,	institutional	and	fiscal	barriers.	
• Objective	11.1	Meaningful	Input	Opportunities	-	Provide	meaningful	input	opportunities	for	interested	and	affected	stakeholders,	including	

people	who	have	traditionally	been	underrepresented,	resource	agencies,	business,	institutional	and	community	stakeholders,	and	local,	
regional	and	state	jurisdictions	that	own	and	operate	the	region’s	transportation	system	in	plan	development	and	review.	

• Objective	11.2	Coordination	and	Cooperation	-	Ensure	representation	in	regional	transportation	decision-making	is	equitable	from	among	
all	affected	jurisdictions	and	stakeholders	and	improve	coordination	and	cooperation	among	the	public	and	private	owners	and	operators	of	
the	region’s	transportation	system	so	the	system	can	function	in	a	coordinated	manner	and	better	provide	for	state	and	regional	
transportation	needs.	
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Meeting: 2018 RTP Transportation Equity work group meeting 

Date/time: Tuesday, September 19, 2017 
Place: Metro Regional Center, Room 370A&B 

Purpose: Recap RTP Transportation Equity Performance Management Recommendations 

Work Group Attendees     Affiliate 
Stephanie Caldera     Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
Grace Cho, work group lead    Metro 
Scotty Ellis      Metro 
Scott France      Clackamas County Public Health 
Kathryn Levine      City of Portland      
Aaron Golub      Portland State University 
Brendon Haggerty     Multnomah County Public Health 
Jay Higgins      City of Gresham 
Talia Jacobson      Oregon Department of Transportation 
Noel Mickelberry     Oregon Walks 
Gregg Snyder      City of Hillsboro 
Kari Schlosshauer     Safe Routes to School Partnership 
Carl Green      TriMet 
Steve Williams      Clackamas County 
Karen Savage      Washington County 
Kathleen Johnson     Washington County Public Health 
Nicole Phillips      Bus Riders Unite - OPAL 
 
Work Group Interested Parties Attendees  Affiliate 
Steve Kountz      City of Portland 
 
Staff Attendees 
Clifford Higgins      Metro 
Lake McTighe      Metro 
Ted Leybold      Metro 
John Mermin      Metro 
Ben Kahn      Metro     
 
Welcome, Introductions, and Staff Updates 
Clifford Higgins called the meeting to order at 1 p.m.  Higgins welcomed everyone and invited everyone 
to introduce themselves. 
 
Grace Cho provided a brief update on the 2018 RTP process and provided materials, including a timeline 
and call-for-projects summary sheet to give members a sense of what major milestones are upcoming in 
the process and provide a brief gauge of the composition of the RTP investment strategy. 
 
2018 RTP Outcomes-Based Framework Refresher 
Ms. Cho began the meeting by discussing the 2018 RTP outcomes-based framework for the plan. She 
gave a brief refresher and explained how the outcomes-based framework sets the direction for the 
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performance management program and helps to establish the performance targets for the plan and the 
monitoring measures.  
 
Ms. Cho noted at the June meeting of the Transportation Equity work group, the work group discussed 
updates to the RTP goals and objectives which relate to equity, in order to help align the goals to the 
transportation equity system evaluation measures. She mentioned that in order to bring back a full 
proposal as to how to align the RTP outcomes-based framework and the transportation equity system 
evaluation measures, the September work group meeting will continue the discussion by focus in on 
gathering feedback on the RTP performance targets and the monitoring measures. Ms. Cho proposed 
bringing back the full proposal for the RTP outcomes-based framework to the work group for discussion 
at the October meeting. 
 
2018 RTP – Transportation Equity Assessment and Performance Management Alignment 
Following the brief refresher on the RTP outcomes-based framework, Ms. Cho launched into a 
presentation about the RTP performance targets and the monitoring measures. She reminded the work 
group of the importance of the RTP performance targets and monitoring measures. She mentioned they 
serve as the way staff know whether the investment program is moving in the desired direction towards 
outcomes communities want to see from the transportation system and how the investment program is 
doing as it gets implemented.  
 
Ms. Cho explained Metro staff began the process of looking at the transportation equity system 
evaluation measures and assess whether there was an associated performance target and/or 
monitoring measure with system evaluation measure. In conducting this review of the transportation 
equity system evaluation measures and the existing RTP performance management program, Metro 
staff came to the following findings: 

• Not all transportation equity measures have associated targets or monitoring measures 
• Targets or monitoring measures are not aligned to transportation equity measures. 
• System performance measures are needed for affordability and clean air. 
• Additional monitoring measures are needed to address certain priority issues. 

As a result of the findings and to help kick start a discussion about aligning the transportation equity 
system evaluation measures to the RTP performance targets and monitoring, Metro staff develop a set 
of recommendations for the RTP performance management program. The recommendations are the 
following: 

• Commit to developing system performance measures for affordability and clean air 
• Transportation equity measures which have existing performance targets and/or monitoring 

measures, align accordingly. 
• Develop a performance target and monitoring measure for the Access to Jobs system 

evaluation. 
• Develop a monitoring measure for market-based involuntary displacement 

Ms. Cho then pointed out the attachment which was sent out as part of the work group materials, which 
illustrates review process of the transportation equity system evaluation measures and the RTP 
performance targets and the monitoring measures. She noted that in the attachment, suggestions to 
bring the transportation equity measures which have an existing performance target and/or monitoring 
measure into alignment are shown in red and strike outs. 
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To help facilitate the discussion around the alignment of the transportation equity system measures to 
the RTP performance targets and/or monitoring measures, Ms. Cho outlined the following discussion 
questions: 

• Does the work group agree with the general approach? 
• How far should the region go with the performance targets? 

o Aspirational vs. incremental targets? 
o Should performance targets be more “aggressive” in historically marginalized 

communities 
Before opening the floor to discussion, she gave the work group members time to look at the 
attachment and the suggested revisions. 
 
Discussion Items: 
Ms. Talia Jacobson asked whether there has been a policy decision/statement in the RTP regarding 
equity? Ms. Cho responded the current discussion will help inform the policy. 
 
Ms. Karen Savage asked a clarifying question as to whether the system evaluation results were being 
comparatively? She wanted to understand how different communities, particularly marginalized 
communities, would be compared? Ms. Cho responded the comparisons to be used are a base year and 
future year scenarios to evaluate against. 
 
Mr. Carl Green made a comment that the RTP performance targets and monitoring measures appears to 
be using lag measures, meaning those indicators which show results or effects. He said the system 
evaluation measures are not using lead measures, which are more upstream and preventative in 
addressing systemic and broader issues of social equity.  
 
Mr. Aaron Golub commented that a risk of specifying an increase in something for marginalized 
communities, while not specifying the general system of measurement can lead to ways to game the 
numbers in terms of showing performance targets are met. He suggested the performance target 
language place a qualifier, such as “at least greater than the regional change.” 
 
Mr. Steve Kountz made a comment specific to the affordability system evaluation measure. He 
suggested that “median” or “distribution” are more relevant than “average” (table 1, line 1) for the 
performance target. His point being that the investment program should serve to reduce the percentage 
of cost-burden households, not total cost, for historically marginalized communities. 
 
Ms. Stephanie Caldera asked for clarification about the Clean Air performance target. She asked for the 
definition of “at risk levels?” She also asked if the process to identify mobile source pollution in 
historically marginalized communities been established? Ms. Cho responded the Clean Air performance 
target was written that way to give some flexibility at this time and the intention is to engage with DEQ 
staff on how to craft the evaluation of this performance target before the next RTP (2022). 
  
Ms. Noel Mickelberry reiterated her support for more aggressive targets for historically marginalized 
communities and thinks the focus of the performance targets should be more aspirational and high-
reaching. She also expressed wanting to see more than half of the metro area to be accessible by transit 
for marginalized communities. In addition to her comments, Ms. Mickelberry asked why there would be 
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monitoring measures without targets and want to gather a better understanding as to what Metro is 
doing for those performance targets without existing targets or measures. 
 
Mr. John Mermin and Ms. Cho responded to the question related to measures without targets and the 
role of monitoring. Ms. Cho tried to explain that the system evaluation measure is looking at a future 
package of transportation investments, which have not been implemented yet. The role of monitoring 
helps track whether the results of system evaluation are coming to fruition. 
  
Ms. Lake McTighe also responded to Ms. Mickelberry’s question about why some measures would not 
have performance targets in stating that some targets require political consideration and action. 
  
Ms. Kathryn Levine asked for clarification on “access to jobs,” system evaluation measure and proposed 
performance target. She commented the performance measure should be focused on measuring 
improvement to access of jobs over time, not simply the access of jobs. Ms. Cho responded that is the 
aim for the system evaluation measure and that can be clarified. 
 
Ms. Jacobson expressed  favor for more aggressive targets. She also commented that in having more 
aggressive targets, it would help support the prioritization of transportation investments that aim to 
close the inequality and inequity gap. In following on, she commented that the targets should be set to 
close disparities gaps for historically marginalized communities. 
 
Ms. Caldera agreed with the comment on the targets getting reframed to close the disparities gap. 
  
Ms. Kari Schlosshauer commented that walking needs to be further called out in the performance 
targets. 
 
Mr. Scotty Ellis commented he supports Stephanie on closing the gap. He also expressed that the region 
should be explicit about monitoring race and closing the gap on racial disparities. 
 
Mr. Gregg Snyder commented that affordability will be a big focus in the near future. Consider how tolls 
will impact affordability.  
 
Mr. Steve Williams made a general comment that the RTP performance targets are not consistent or 
realistic for time periods in a number of targets. He also expressed the language is unclear on the 
“affordability” targets. 
 
Mr. Golub commented using percent change is dangerous way to look at performance targets because 
of the many different factors and influences which can lead to change. 
 
Mr. Brendon Haggerty seconded Mr. Ellis’ comment about closing the gap on racial disparities. 
 
Mr. Kountz commented the Access to Jobs is not appropriate because it is only looking proximity to jobs 
and not at the type or quality of jobs. Ms. Cho provided clarification on what the Access to Jobs 
evaluation measure is measuring, 
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Ms. Kathleen Johnson asked a clarifying question about data sources. 
 
Ms. Nicole Phillips commented that while the exercise of listening to specific numbers for targets is 
interesting, from the perspective of the community, the discussion does not make sense. She broadly 
pushed and questioned the group about “how do we ensure that people already in a hole don’t end up 
in a deeper hole?” She commented that needs are pressing today for marginalized communities and the 
discussion and fights over future targets are not creating action on the ground. 
 
Mr. Higgins provided a summary of the discussion before going into the break.  
 
The meeting took a break, and resumed at 3:10 p.m. 
 
Regional Transportation Safety Action Plan 
Before introducing and turning the floor over to Lake McTighe, Ms. Cho provided a brief reminder to the 
work group of all the major areas seeing updates as part of the 2018 RTP process. She mentioned how 
at the June meeting, the work group received a presentation about the Regional Transit Strategy. She 
explained that at today’s meeting the work group will receive a presentation about the Regional 
Transportation Safety Action Plan and how equity considerations have influenced the draft actions and 
strategies. Ms. Cho also mentioned TriMet is looking at expanding the City of Portland’s work around 
Enhanced Transit and looking for volunteers from the Transportation Equity work group to participate in 
a work session to review and provide feedback around the equity criteria being used to help prioritize 
Enhanced Transit improvements. Ms. Cho asked that members interested in participating in the work 
session let her know so she can follow up. 
 
Following, Ms. McTighe provided an overview of the Regional Transportation Safety Action Plan (RTSAP). 
She discussed that the RTSAP is built around a Vision Zero framework and she further explained what 
that meant. Then Ms. McTighe discussed how work and recommendations around the transportation 
equity system performance measures helped to define several elements of the RTSAP. 
 
Discussion Items: 
Ms. Savage asked does crash data indicate potential causes for crashes. Like road design. Ms. McTighe 
responded that yes, during the investigation, a cause of crash is usually indicated. She also referred the 
work group to handout called the Crash Factor Overlaps table. 
Mr. Green asked for more refinement and information on the specific crash factors in order to better 
design strategies and actions.  
 
Mr. Golub asked whether investments proposed for the 2018 RTP are being flagged for safety and how 
people know how many safety investments are being made. Ms. McTighe responded with how safety 
investments in the RTP are being flagged. An item she noted that the investment main primary purpose 
is centered on addressing serious injuries and fatalities. 
 
Mr. Kountz made a comment that much of the strategies proposed around safety will impact middle-
wage incomes and income earners. He specifically mentioned road diets, for instance, will adversely 
impacts low-income individuals because road diets are typically done on arterials, which are freight 
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route and are highly-used by low-income commuters. Therefore middle-wage jobs are impacted and as 
are low-income commuters. 
  
Ms. McTighe responded that Case studies show that safety design elements improve safety for all 
modes, and all users. Lowering vehicle miles traveled is a way to reduce crash rates. Portland is the third 
safest MPO over 1,000,000 people. 
 
Next Steps 
Ms. Cho reported on the next steps with the 2018 RTP. She mentioned she will take the feedback 
provided on the RTP performance targets and monitoring measures to develop a proposal which will be 
brought back for discussion at the October meeting. Ms. Cho also mentioned at the October meeting, 
early results and initial findings of the 2018 RTP transportation equity system evaluation will be 
reported. Ms. Cho also mentioned there are upcoming RTP workshops where members of TPAC, MTAC, 
and all the work groups are invited. The purpose of the RTP workshops are to provide further 
opportunity for discussion on the many different arenas of the RTP, including the Transportation Equity 
Analysis results and work group recommendations (when available). Additionally Ms. Cho announced 
there will be one last meeting of the work group in early December to wrap up.  Ms. Cho thanked the 
members for their efforts and time with this work. 
 
Adjourn 
There being no further business, meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m. by Cliff Higgins.  
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Meeting: 2018 RTP Transportation Equity work group meeting 

Date/time: Wednesday, June 28, 2017 
Place: Metro Regional Center, Room 401 

Purpose: Discussion of 2018 RTP Vision, Goals, and Objectives & Regional Transit Strategy 

Work Group Attendees     Affiliate 
Stephanie Caldera     Oregon Department of Environmental Quality 
Grace Cho, work group lead    Metro 
Scotty Ellis      Metro 
Scott France      Clackamas County Public Health 
Zan Gibbs      City of Portland 
Cora Potter      Ride Connection     
Aaron Golub      Portland State University 
Brendon Haggerty     Multnomah County Public Health 
Jon Makler      Oregon Department of Transportation 
Noel Mickelberry     Oregon Walks 
Dan Rutzick      City of Hillsboro 
Kari Schlosshauer     Safe Routes to School Partnership 
Eric Hesse      TriMet 
Steve Williams      Clackamas County 
Karen Savage      Washington County 
Kate McQuillan      Multnomah County 
Jenn Scola      City of Wilsonville 
 
Staff Attendees 
Clifford Higgins      Metro 
Lake McTighe      Metro 
Ted Leybold      Metro 
John Mermin      Metro 
Jamie Snook      Metro 
Cindy Pederson      Metro 
Marie Miller      Metro 
Nicholas Simmons     Metro 
Amanda Sears      Metro 
 
Welcome, Introductions, and Staff Updates 
Clifford Higgins called the meeting to order at 9 a.m.  Higgins welcomed everyone and invited everyone 
to introduce themselves. 
 
Grace Cho provided a brief update on the 2018 RTP process and provided materials, including a timeline 
and call-for-projects summary sheet to give members a sense of what major milestones are upcoming in 
the process and provide a brief gauge of the composition of the RTP investment strategy. 
 
2018 RTP Outcomes-Based Framework 
Ms. Cho began the meeting by discussing the 2018 RTP outcomes-based framework for the plan. She 
gave explained how the outcomes-based framework sets the direction and what is measured in the 
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plan. She explained how the outcomes-based framework was established as part of the 2010 RTP and 
carried over in the 2014 RTP. Ms. Cho further went on to discuss how the entire outcomes-based 
framework serves a significant role for the RTP in that it give the region direction for the long-range 
investment program (ultimately serving as the guideposts of what all investments should look to address 
comprehensively), sets the basis for performance management and measuring the plan as well as the 
actions and strategies for implementation. Following the background on the outcomes-based 
framework, she framed the discussion by explaining that as part of the work group discussion for today, 
the work group would be reviewing the RTP goals and objectives which pertain to equity. Additionally, 
the work group would be reviewing the current definition of equity in the plan. Ms. Cho provided a 
handout which defined and differentiated what a vision, goal, objective and performance target are. 
 
Following the background information, Ms. Cho moved into a discussion of the RTP vision, the current 
equity related goals and objectives and the definition of equity being used in the plan. She walked 
through the RTP vision and explained that the vision had been recently updated and adopted by MPAC, 
JPACT, and Metro Council after discussion and deliberation at the regional forums and at committee 
meetings. Ms. Cho then walked through the current RTP equity definition, goals, and objectives. At the 
end of walking through the current RTP language, Ms. Cho reminded the work group in the early 
meetings of the work group, the members defined the list of transportation priorities from the 
perspective of historically marginalized communities. Ms. Cho showed a list of priorities. Following, she 
posed several discussion questions around the current RTP equity definition, goals, and objectives. She 
asked: 

• Equity definition: What works? What is missing? Are safety, access, and affordability 
characterized well enough? 

• RTP equity goal and objectives: What works? What is missing? Do they talk to each other? Are 
safety, access, and affordability characterized well enough?     

 
Before opening the discussion, Ms. Cho noted there are large posters taped to the walls. She explained 
that instead of having a “popcorn” like discussion around the questions, work group members each have 
post-it notes at their seats. Work group members will be given time to post their responses to the 
questions for the current equity definition, goals, and objectives. The work group has around 25 minutes 
to complete the exercise before coming back together for discussion. Following the instructions, Ms. 
Cho and Mr. Higgins released the work group members to participate in the exercise and staff stayed 
available to answer questions. 
 
After the work group members had enough time to participate in the post-it exercise, Ms. Cho and Mr. 
Higgins briefly summarized what was posted on the different equity goals, objectives, and definition. In 
particular, Ms. Cho noted there seems to be a lot that is missing with each. Ms. Cho explained for next 
steps staff would summarized and process the feedback provided to return to the work group with a 
proposal on revised equity goal, objectives, and definition for the 2018 RTP. 
 
The meeting took a break, and resumed at 10:40 a.m. 
Regional Transit Strategy 
Before introducing and turning the floor over to Jamie Snook, Ms. Cho provided a brief reminder to the 
work group of all the major areas seeing updates as part of the 2018 RTP process. She mentioned how 
explained that at today’s meeting the work group will receive a presentation about the Regional Transit 
Strategy. She mentioned at upcoming future work group meetings the work group will get a briefing on 
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the Regional Transportation Safety Action Plan and how equity considerations have influenced the draft 
actions and strategies. 
 
Following, Ms. Snook provided an overview of the Regional Transit Strategy (RTS). She discussed the 
factors and criteria to comprise the transit system expansion policy and asked the work group for 
feedback on equity considerations which should be incorporated into the system expansion policy. 
 
Discussion Items: 
Mr. Haggerty mentioned that considerations of health outcomes are not reflected well in the system 
expansion policy. He also expressed general concern that the transportation equity analysis will not be 
doing a focused assessment of air quality impacts on historically marginalized communities. He asked to 
see health disparities get represented into the goals, objectives, and definition of equity. 
 
There was a comment that there remain areas of disinvestment which still need investment because 
ultimately these are the places in which people are getting displaced. An emphasis of the transit system 
expansion policy should be to achieve the basic infrastructure goal. 
 
There was another comment pertaining to the system expansion policy which focused on the process 
and the discussion. The comment focused on being deliberate in asking “how have we identified who is 
impacted and has the transit project dug into working with community to understand the impacts.” 
There were follow up comments on how to frame the question, when to ask, and recognizing the 
intersection of other issues which can really swag the impacts. An example was given about the 
underlying market dynamics. 
 
The discussion led to a greater discussion about gentrification and displacement. There were some 
comments asking whether there is an ability with each transit project or with the jurisdictions to create 
some form of “rapid response” fund which could respond to market dynamics and support towards 
project acquisition and infrastructure. 
 
There was a general comment for the system expansion policy to focus on the transit supportive 
elements. 
 
Next Steps 
Ms. Cho reported on the next steps with the 2018 RTP. She mentioned she will take the feedback 
provided on the RTP goals, objectives and definitions to develop a proposal which will be brought back 
for discussion at the September meeting. Ms. Cho also walked through an outline of the agenda for both 
the September and October work group meetings. Lastly, Ms. Cho walked through homework 
assignments and encouraged work group members stay connected to the 2018 RTP by participating in 
the call-for-projects which are currently underway. Ms. Cho thanked the members for their efforts and 
time with this work. 
 
Adjourn 
There being no further business, meeting was adjourned at 12:00 p.m. by Cliff Higgins.  
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